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ABSTRACT
This research offers insight into the way linguistic constructions develop new
meanings by examining a group of semantically and structurally related form-meaning
pairings in Spanish, all of which contain a verb and the word cuenta ‘count/account’.
Five constructions which now all have cognitive/mental meanings, dar(se) cuenta
‘realize’, caer en la cuenta ‘realize’, hacer (de) cuenta ‘pretend’, tener en cuenta
‘consider’, and tomar (en) cuenta ‘consider’, are examined from the 1200s to the 1900s.
The data come from the Historical Corpus del Español (Davies 2002). Over 5,000
examples of these constructions were coded for factors based on two pilot studies
(Healey 2012, 2016) and then analyzed using a Random Forests machine-learning
algorithm and variable rule analysis.
The results indicate that darse cuenta, hacer (de) cuenta, tener en cuenta, and
tomar (en) cuenta have followed Traugott’s (1989) first tendency of semantic change
whereby meanings based in the external world increasingly become based in the
iv
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speaker’s internal world (their mind). In this case, these four constructions began with
more concrete, external meanings: dar cuenta ‘to give payment’, hacer (de) cuenta ‘to
settle the account/to do a count/inventory’, tener en cuenta ‘have in account/inventory’,
and tomar (en) cuenta ‘give/take payment’/take a count’.
A close study of these constructions shows that these individual constructions
have undergone semantic change through the mechanism of metaphorization.
Constructions which in their most basic senses referred to ‘counting’, ‘listing’ or ‘giving
payment’ came to have cognitive meanings (‘realizing’, ‘pretending’, ‘considering’). On
the other hand, the fifth construction being studied, caer en la cuenta, is a case of
analogization (analogy over time) from darse cuenta since they both mean ‘realize’ and
caer en la cuenta appeared after darse cuenta had already developed the cognitive
meaning, never having had an earlier stage with a more literal, concrete meaning.
Another conclusion of this research is that a fuzzy Verb + cuenta exemplar cluster
exists in the speaker’s mind based on the semantic and syntactic relatedness of these
constructions. This exemplar cluster evolved to include the new cognitive meanings as
well as the old transactional/inventory meanings, and expanded to include caer en la
cuenta after the other constructions developed their mental meanings. If we examine a
construction’s history with enough depth, we can see how form-meaning pairings evolve
at different levels of abstraction. The methods used in this study are replicable, and the
results conform with a usage-based, exemplar network understanding of constructional
change and human cognition.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This dissertation examines the semantic and syntactic changes that took place in the
evolution of a group of semantically similar complex predicates (multi-word verb
sequences), specifically expressions of cognition containing the word cuenta
‘count/account’, in Spanish from the 13th century through the 20th, using a large corpus of
texts. Those expressions are: dar(se) cuenta ‘to realize’ (lit. ‘to give oneself account’),
caer en (la) cuenta ‘to realize’ (lit. ‘to fall in/on the account’), hacer (de) cuenta ‘to
pretend’ (lit. ‘to make/do count/account’), tener en (la) cuenta ‘to consider’ (lit. ‘to have
in/on the count/account’), and tomar (en) cuenta ‘to consider’ (lit. ‘to take in/on
count/account’). An example of each of these constructions in modern day Spanish is
given below.1

1. Quieren instruir preventivamente a los jóvenes y no se dan cuenta de que los
exponen prematuramente a situaciones de peligro.
‘They wanted to preventatively instruct the young kids and they did not realize
that they exposed them prematurely to dangerous situations.’
(Ludovico Gulminelli, Ricardo, Fecundación Fraudulenta, 1900s)

2. Al contemplarla, comprendí que la desproporcionada violencia contra el
insignificante insecto era muestra de un furor reprimido desde hacía mucho
tiempo, una cólera exaltada en mis adentros que se avivaba con facilidad por

1

All translations are mine unless otherwise specified.
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cualquier infortunio, a la que costaba mucho sujetar para que no se volcara en
los más próximos. Repentinamente caí en la cuenta de que seguía empapado.
‘Upon contemplating it, I understood that the disproportionate violence against
the insignificant insect was an example of a long repressed fury, an exalted rage
inside me that easily revived itself because of whatever mishap, which was hard
to keep down so that it did not boil over on those nearby. Suddenly I realized that
I was soaking wet.’
(Pissabaro, V., Del Agua Nacieron los Sediento, 1900s)

3. ¿Te volveré a ver? "Nunca digas eso. Haz de cuenta que sólo nos conocimos una
vez." Nunca lo volvió a preguntar.
‘Will I see you again? “Never say that. Pretend we only met one time.” He never
asked again.’
(Fuentes, Carlos, La muerte de Artemio Cruz, 1900s)

4. Pero, por otro lado, hay que tener en cuenta que - como él lo dice, más adelante“negar de hecho a la literatura todo carácter representativo, es confundir la
referencia con el referente, la aptitud para denotar los objetos con los objetos
mismos”.
‘But, on the other hand, you have to keep in mind that- like he says further
along- “to negate out right all representative character in literature, is to confuse
reference with the referent, the ability to denote objects with the object
themselves”.’

2
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(González Real, Osvaldo, El Mesías que No Fue y Otros Cuentos, 1900s)

5. Tal vez soy yo en otra vida, aunque supongo que ni yo mismo podría reconocerme,
tomando en cuenta que no he mirado mi reflejo en un espejo hace media docena
de años.
‘Maybe I am me in another life, although I suppose that not even I could
recognize myself, considering that I have not looked at my reflection in a mirror
in half a dozen years.’
(Chávez Trava, Juan Esteban, Matando tiempo, 1900s)

As can be seen from the above examples, all of these complex predicates currently attest
a meaning which represents a cognitive/mental event: ‘realize’, ‘pretend’, ‘consider’;
however, this was not always the case. In earlier centuries, dar + cuenta meant ‘give
payment’, hacer + cuenta meant ‘to do a count’/‘make payment’, tener + cuenta meant
‘have in inventory/count’, and tomar + cuenta meant ‘take inventory/count’/‘give/take
payment’. These are all more concrete meanings which have to do with the
‘counting/listing’ or ‘giving/taking/making payment’ scene, which have more to do with
the noun cuenta ‘account/count/calculation/bill’ than the light verbs which accompany it.
Since variation is always present in language and leads to change (Bybee 2010;
Croft 2000), other meanings were in existence at the same time as these concrete
meanings for a couple of these constructions. Examples and discussion of this polysemy
takes place in chapters 5 and 6. The caer + cuenta unit, on the other hand, never had an
earlier, more concrete meaning as these others did, and also it appeared much later in

3
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history than the other four constructions. Below are examples of the earlier, more
concrete senses for all the constructions except caer + cuenta.

6. … mandado o de la rreyna, que nos den cuenta e rrecabdo por qual rrasonqxq [lo
rrasonqxq] lo fisieron.
‘… mandated by the queen, that they give us payment and taxes due for which
reason they did it.’
(Cavanilles, Antonio, Memoria sobre el Fuero de Madrid del año 1202, 1200s)

7. rey e señor cin cuenta mil toneles de florines de oro. porque ellos hazen cuenta
que cada tonel vale.
'king and lord fifty thousand barrels of gold florins. Because they tally up/count
up that/what each barrel is worth.'
(de Mandevilla, Juan; Anónimo tr., Libro de las maravillas del mundo, 1300s)

8. sabemos que en tiempo de Estrabón hubo tanta plata que no se tenía en cuenta; y
cuando Salomón enriqueció el templo con vasos y riquezas fue mucho lo que en
ello se gastaba
'we know that in the time of Estrabon there was so much money that it was not
all accounted for/counted up; and when Salomon enriched/fancied up the temple
with vases and riches it was a lot that was spent on it’
(Cieza de León, Pedro, Crónica del Perú, 1551)

4
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9. muestra este nonbre commo ofiçial onrrado sobre las cuentas. Ca al mayordomo
pertenesçe tomar cuenta de todos los ofiçiales tan bien delos que fazen las
despensas dela corte commo delos otros que reçiben las rentas & los otros
derechos
‘Show this name as honored official over the accounts. Because the steward must
take count of all of the officals as well of those that handle the pantries of the
court as of the others who receive the rents and the other rights'
(Alfonso X., Siete partidas, 1200s)

The mechanisms of semantic change that took place in the first four constructions as well
as the process that led to the later development of the caer en la cuenta construction are
major focuses of this dissertation. Another important hypothesis tested here is whether
these constructions can be grouped into a larger category of V + cuenta constructions that
exhibit similar behavior and semantics. This possible grouping can be interpreted using
an exemplar network theory of human cognition (see e.g. Bybee 2013) to envision how
this linguistic information is organized in the mind.
This research examines whether the development of the new, mental/cognitive
senses in these constructions is due to similar evolutionary contexts, similar usage, or
even simply the fact that they all share the noun cuenta ‘account’ and use “light” (notsemantically contentful) verbs (in the sense of Jespersen 1954): dar ‘to give’, hacer ‘to
do/make’, tener ‘to have’, tomar ‘to take’, which develop their meanings in usage.
An exemplar cluster is posited for the constructions under investigation, and it is
shown that this cluster existed in the minds of speakers when the constructions had

5
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concrete senses and then expanded to allow the new mental senses of these constructions.
The findings of this study, as well as the approach taken to discover them, make this
research very significant for the fields of historical linguistics, diachronic Construction
Grammar, cognitive grammar, network theory, corpus linguistics, metaphor theory,
semantics, and studies of Spanish in general; the reasons for which are outlined in the
next section.

1.1 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESEARCH
The most straightforward contribution that this research makes is offering insight into the
ways these cuenta constructions have changed over time, and in doing so provides more
evidence for the regularity of semantic change in general (to be discussed more in §2.3.1,
see also Traugott & Dasher 2002). By looking at individual tokens of these constructions
in their context over different time periods, it can be observed how small micro-changes
in meaning take place over time as different contexts of use allow speakers/hearers to
infer new meanings onto these existing forms (to be discussed more in §2.3.1 and 2.3.2,
see also Traugott 1989; Traugott & Dasher 2002).
For the constructions that experience semantic change in this study, the
application of metaphor can be observed at the token level in usage by individual
speakers, and the aggregate use of metaphor over time leads to metaphorical change, or
metaphorization, which brings the meanings of these constructions from
concrete/physical to abstract/mental. Thus, by looking at both the over-arching patterns in
the data and also at specific examples, this study is reveals how small changes in

6
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pragmatic usage over time lead to meaning changes and polysemy in an exemplar cluster
of related constructions.
This dissertation provides evidence that constructional changes transform these
phrases at different levels of abstraction. At the construction-specific level we observe
four of these constructions undergoing semantic change from concrete, literal meanings
to more abstract. At a more abstract level, we can trace the development of a fuzzy Verb
+ cuenta schema that develops with the discourse function of introducing the proposition
(idea) that someone is ‘realizing’, ‘pretending’, or ‘considering’. This V + cuenta schema
is “fuzzy” because when the individual constructions are instantiated many of them often
have prepositions such as en ‘in/on’ and de ‘of/from’ or the article la ‘the’ occurring
between the verb and cuenta ‘account’; therefore, the schema representation is not exact.
This V + cuenta schema can also be understood as an exemplar cluster that
contains all of the constructions being studied. In this way, the current investigation
begins to unearth the network organization that links these five types of cuenta
constructions to each other and to the V + cuenta schema, and contributes to discovering
how language is organized in the mind of the language-user. Following historical
linguists such as Traugott and Trousdale (2013:233), this researcher, too, holds that:
[t]he ability to see how networks, schemas, and micro-constructions are
created or grow and decline, as well as the ability to track the development
of patterns at both levels, allow the researcher to see how each microconstruction has its own history within the constraints of larger patterns,
most immediately schemas, but also larger related network nodes.

7
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The present study only focuses on this small subset of five constructions within the
Spanish language, but if more studies are carried out in this manner, over time we will
compile a mass of knowledge about how language is mapped in the mind of a speaker
and how that mapping comes about. Another development this study uncovers, which
gives us more insight into how these constructions are connected in the mind of the
speaker both synchronically and diachronically, is the analogical development of the caer
en la cuenta ‘realize’ construction from the darse cuenta ‘realize’ construction.
Besides these revealing findings, a major contribution of this study is the
methodological innovation that is carried out through the use of new statistical methods
such as the machine-learning algorithm called Random Forests applied to the data using
the freely available software R (R Core Team 2013). The corpus used, the Mark Davies
Historical Corpus del Español (2002), is also freely available online and is tagged for
parts of speech, which facilitates automated searching for word strings.
An R script written by Dr. Earl Brown was used to extract the exact word strings
under investigation. When this script was run in R, it extracted the strings: [hacer] +
cuenta, [hacer] +en +cuenta, [hacer] + en + la + cuenta, and [hacer] + de + cuenta,
for all five centuries along with all the other variations of the other four constructions
being studied as well. This program produced a comma separated values file (.csv) with
all of the tokens of all of the cuenta constructions including all of their variations.
Without this script, I would have had to copy and paste each of the 5,000+ tokens by
hand into my EXCEL file to make it readable for analysis in R, which would have added
months to the research timeline.

8
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When the first pilot study (Healey 2012) was undertaken, only a few hundred
tokens were examined, and this represented a significant time investment. In compiling a
database of over 5,000 tokens, the innovative manner of extraction used here represents a
great advantage to the researcher. Also, the main statistical analysis applied in this
dissertation is the Random Forests algorithm (Breiman 2001), and it can carry out
hundreds of classification comparisons within seconds or minutes, no matter how large
the data set, no matter how many levels the dependent or independent variables have.
Random Forests is an excellent method to use when a researcher has a great deal of data
with a lot of questions, and therefore a lot of coded variables because it is a machinelearning algorithm that learns which independent variables contribute most to predicting
a dataset’s outcomes and how the observed outcomes compare with the predicted
outcomes.
To provide some background for the present study, and before we examine the
data, chapter 2 will explicate the theories and the approaches that make up the framework
of this research. But first, we should briefly look at the etymology of the one fixed
element in the five constructions being studied: the noun cuenta ‘count/account/bill’.

1.2 ETYMOLOGY OF CUENTA
The most contentful unit in a complex predicate might not always be the verb, but instead
could be a noun or another word class/lexical category that is not normally used to profile
events. In his work on the way- construction, Israel (1996) investigates a construction
where the noun way is the constant and it is the verb that changes (e.g. She elbowed her
way through the room or I stumbled my way out of the bar). Cuenta ‘count/account’ is the

9
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unchanging element in all of the constructions being studied making it the constant
feature that unites these constructions. Cuenta is the part of the over-arching schema that
is fixed, but at the same time the word itself is used in so many constructions that it has
come to be polysemous; its meaning is flexible and develops from context.
Cuenta ‘count/account/bill’ has connoted mental activity since Latin, when it
meant ‘calculation’. Cuenta evolved from the Latin word compŭtus, which means ‘a
computation’ or ‘an analysis,’ having to do with numbers (Menéndez Pidal 1968:232233). The following example shows Latin compŭtus in context, which is translated as a
calculation. The form, computos, shown in 10 below is the plural accusative form of
compŭtus.

10. Misit idem Papa Honorius literas etiam genti Scotorum, quos in observatione
sancti Paschæ errare compererat, juxta quod supra docuimus, solerter exhortans,
ne paucitatem suam in extremis terræ finibus constitutam, sapientiorem antiquis
sive modernis, quæ per orbem terræ erant, Christi ecclesiis æstimarent; neve
contra Paschales computos et decreta synodalium totius orbis pontificum aliud
Pascha celebrarent.
‘The same Pope Honorius also wrote to the Scots, whom he had found to err in
the observance of Easter, as has been shown above, earnestly exhorting them not
to think their small number, placed in the utmost borders of the earth, wiser than
all the ancient and modern churches of Christ, throughout the world; and not to
celebrate a different Easter, contrary to the Paschal calculation, and the synodical
decrees of all the bishops upon earth.’
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(Saint Bede, Ecclesiastical History, Book 2, Chapter 19, 1843)2

This example of computos is particularly specific because the author is referring to the
Paschal calculation, which is the official Christian calculation of the date of Easter on the
Julian and eventually the Gregorian calendar. The date of Easter according to this
calculation is the Sunday after the full moon following the northern spring equinox.
This example is relevant for the present work for a couple reasons. Firstly,
computos can be taken literally since figuring out a date on a calendar relative to lunar
cycles is a mathematical calculation. Secondly, computos is at the same time referring to
the scheduling of a religious holy day based on an event that was not documented
specifically enough, or even by the same type of calendar, to know the exact date. This
word meaning mathematical calculation expanded its semantics as computos turned to
cuenta, to allow a reading more like ‘known fact’ or a general cognitive action, not
specific to mathematical calculations.
The modern definition for the noun cuenta in Spanish is ‘account or a calculation’
as well, but usually having to do with money (Oxford Spanish Dictionary 2000). It has
also been known to mean ‘check or bill.’ A case of each of these senses is given in 11 and
12 below:

11. Y la verdad es que con el escándalo del gaterío y demás embrollos propios de la
situación, también escapó a nosotros la cuenta del tiempo transcurrido.

2

Translation by Rev. J. A. Giles.
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‘And the truth is that with the scandal of the cattery and other entanglements of
the situation, we lost track/count of the passing time.’
(Riquelme de Molinas, Yula, Palabras en Juego, 1900s)

12. La apuró a sorbos cortos y simétricos, como si contara el tiempo exacto para
llevarse la taza a la boca, y, apenas terminó, se puso de pie, insistió en repartir la
cuenta, y me pidió que lo acompañara a comprar un plano con los barrios y
calles de Lima.
‘He drained it with short and symmetric sips, as if he were counting the exact time
it takes to bring the cup to his mouth, and, barely finished, he stood up, insisted on
splitting the check, and asked me to accompany him to buy a map with the
neighborhoods and streets of Lima on it.’
(Vargas Llosa, Mario, La Tía Julia y el Escribidor, 1900s)

Therefore, we see that at its core cuenta maintains much of its Latin semantics, at least
when it occurs outside of the constructions being studied. The examples above show the
calculation being made as both internal to the speaker (mental calculation of time) and
external to the speaker (a bill with the total).
Now that the constructions under investigation and their key word cuenta
‘count/account/bill’ have been presented, an examination of the theories, approaches, and
language change processes that make up the framework for this study is given in chapter
2 below. The main areas addressed are: Construction Grammar, exemplar and network
theory, domain-general cognitive processes such as chunking and cross-modal
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association, semantic change, constructionalization, lexicalization, grammaticalization,
and mechanisms of constructional change including metaphorization, metonymization,
and analogization.
Construction Grammar provides the basis for how these cuenta expressions are
approached—as form-meaning pairings nested within other constructions. Exemplar
theory provides a method for understanding how these constructions are organized and
mapped in the speaker’s mind, and domain-general cognitive processes explicate why
constructions evolve and change the way they do. Constructionalization, lexicalization,
and grammaticalization are discussed as processes of linguistic change that lead to the
development of new constructions. And, since semantic change is at the heart of this
research, mechanisms that lead to meaning change in the constructions being studied
(metaphorization, metonymization, and analogization) are expounded upon.
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2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Before exploring the data, first a review the theories and approaches that are relevant for
the methods, analysis, and interpretation of this dissertation is necessary. This research is
a study in diachronic Construction Grammar with an eye to how cognitive mechanisms
such as inference, metaphor, metonymy, and analogy shape the network organization of
these complex predicates (multi-word verb phrases) in an individual speaker’s mind at a
point in time as well as across the community of Spanish speakers over time. The
semasiological approach taken in this study (starting with a form, e.g. dar + cuenta, and
looking at its meanings) is possible within a Construction Grammar framework, which
holds that the most basic units of language are form-meaning pairings and can exist at
any level of complexity (Goldberg 2006).
Thus, the Construction Grammar approach can account for complex predicates
such as the V + cuenta constructions under investigation. The semasiological approach
taken here is in contrast to an onomasiological approach, which would be starting with
meaning and going to form (e.g. asking the question: How has the idea ‘realize’ been
expressed differently throughout time? An onomasiological approach would include the
study of any construction that expressed the idea ‘realize’, not just the cuenta
constructions, and would not study the cuenta constructions that do not mean ‘realize’).
The basics of the Construction Grammar approach are briefly outlined in section 2.1.
Since constructions can exist at any level of abstraction, it is important to
understand how we organize all of these constructions in our minds. Section 2.2
addresses the mental organization of linguistic knowledge with an examination of
exemplar theory (Bybee 2003, 2010) and the network model, which posit that
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constructions are grouped according to similarity of both meaning and form, and can
have many different connections between them. The last section (§2.3) covers language
change, which is the main focus of this work, with special attention paid to the processes
and mechanisms of change that are present in the constructions under investigation.

2.1 CONSTRUCTION GRAMMAR
The Construction Grammar approach sets the foundation for the way language is broken
down and examined in this dissertation, as well as hints to the way language is organized
in the cognitive system; the organization of which will be discussed in greater detail in
section 2.2 below. Construction Grammar holds that language is made up of
constructions, which Goldberg (2013:17) defines as “conventional, learned form-function
pairings at varying levels of complexity and abstraction.” These form-meaning pairings
are the most primitive units of meaning. The form part of the pair includes the
morphosyntactic and phonological properties of the construction, and the meaning part
includes its semantic, pragmatic, and discourse-functional properties.
All constructions form part of a continuum from more to less schematic
meanings. Schematic, for purposes of this paper, refers to how substantive or not the
construction is, or how many lexically-filled versus open slots there are in the
construction. The less substantive and the more open slots, the more schematic a
construction is. For example, the ditransitive give construction [give] + RECIPIENT +
THEME (Malchukov, Haspelmath & Comrie 2010) construction has a very schematic
form with several open slots (the RECIPIENT is an open slot that can be filled with a
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noun that receives the THEME, and the THEME is an open slot that can be filled with
what is being given).
The noun analgesic (also a construction), on the other hand, is much more
contentful than schematic; it is completely lexically-filled. Even though analgesic as a
construction is completely fixed as a unit, a word, we can still see how it is analyzable
and compositional at the morphological level with the parts analges- and -ic, with
analges- referring to the meaning ‘pain-relieving’ and -ic referring to the meaning
‘characterized by’. There are other constructions, such as the noun mouse, which are both
non-compositional and non-analyzable.
The concepts of compositionality and analyzability are important for diachronic
studies of constructions, such as this one, because over time as constructions become
more fixed in form and lose their internal constituent structure they tend to lose
compositionality and sometimes analyzability as well. When we look at the cuenta
constructions in section 5.2, we observe that as the constructions become more idiomatic,
with less literal meanings and instead meanings that cover the construction as a whole
instead of piece by piece, the constructions lose their compositionality although they still
maintain some degree of analyzability.
Compositionality is “the degree of regularity in the assembly of a composite
structure out of smaller components” (Langacker 1987:457), whereas analyzability “does
not refer to the intrinsic complexity of a structure, but rather to a person’s awareness of
certain aspects of this complexity” (ibid: 457). Thus, if a construction can be put together
from smaller pieces it is compositional, and if the language-user can pick apart pieces of
its meaning then it is analyzable. According to Bybee (2010:45),
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Analysability would include the language user’s recognition of the
individual words and morphemes of an expression as well as it’s
morphosyntactic structure. This measure is also gradient and would relate
to the extent to which the parts of an expression activate the
representations of these parts.
The activation of the representation of the parts of an expression is relevant to this
research because although the cuenta constructions have idiomatic meaning that stretches
over the whole of each construction, the parts can still be analyzed as corresponding to
parts of the idiom. For example, the new, cognitive meaning of hacer + cuenta (lit.
‘make account’) ‘pretend’ can be analyzed piece by piece to mean ‘make in your
mind’/‘imagine’ + ‘the account/story’. In that analysis, the subject is ‘making the story
up’ in other words, ‘pretending’.
The new, cognitive meaning of, for example, hacer + cuenta, is not compositional
in that the meaning ‘pretend’ is not predictable from the parts ‘make’ + ‘account’. It is a
general trend that as constructions become more fixed over time and become analyzed
holistically, they first lose compositionality and then analyzability, in that order, if they
lose analyzability at all. Bybee (2010:48) gives the example of the English idiom pull
strings ‘to influence’, which activates the imagery of someone controlling a marionette,
to show how a construction can lose compositionality while maintaining analyzability.
The pull strings example also shows how metaphor interacts with analyzability in
idiomatization; metaphor will be discussed in more detail in section 2.3.2 below.
an idiom such as pull strings is not fully compositional in that it has a
metaphorical meaning, but it is analyzable, in the sense that an English
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speaker recognizes the component words, as well as their meanings and
relations to one another and perhaps activates all this in the interpretation
of the idiom (Bybee 2010:48).
A construction’s compositionality and analyzability also interact with its productivity
depending on whether it has a higher token frequency or if one of its open slots has a
higher type frequency. Constructions with very high token frequency have less
productive schemas because they are more autonomous and lose their analyzability
(Bybee 2010:95). On the other hand, constructions with very high type frequency are
more productive because they allow many different items to enter an open slot in their
schema (Bybee 2010:95). A construction with a high type frequency must be at least
somewhat analyzable for language-users to know what are appropriate linguistic units to
put in the open slot of a schema.
However, Bybee (2010:95) points out that the productivity of a schema is also
affected by how narrow or wide the class of items that can fill the open slot in the schema
are, offering the example that “the highly focused nature of the class of adjectives
occurring in the drive someone _____ construction constrains its ability to expand.”
Productivity is discussed in further detail with respect to type and token frequency and
analogization in section 2.3.2.
Besides just looking at compositionality and analyzability, Construction Grammar
is concerned with many aspects of how constructions arise and exist in the mind of a
speaker. Goldberg (2013:15-16) summarizes the main tenets of constructionist
approaches (the commonalities between the different Construction Grammar
approaches), which are reproduced here:
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(1) Grammatical constructions: Phrasal constructions, like traditional
lexical items, are learned pairings of form and function (Birner &
Ward 1998; Fillmore et al. 1988; Goldberg 1995, 2006; Lakoff 1987;
Wierzbicka 1988).
(2) Surface structure: Grammar does not involve any transformational or
derivational component. Semantics is associated directly with surface
form (Culicover & Jackendoff 2005; Goldberg 2002).
(3) A network of constructions: Phrasal constructions, words, and partially
filled words (aka morphemes) are related in a network in which nodes
are related by inheritance links (Booij 2010; Fillmore et al. 1988;
Goldberg 1995; Hudson 1990, 2007; Lakoff 1987; Langacker 1987;
Wierzbicka 1988).
(4) Crosslinguistic variability and generalization: Languages are
acknowledged to vary in wide-ranging ways. The crosslinguistic
generalizations that do exist are explained by domain-general
cognitive processes or by the functions of the constructions involved
(Boas 2010; Croft 2001; Evans & Levinson 2009; Haspelmath 2008).
(5) Usage-based: Knowledge of language includes both items and
generalizations, at varying levels of specificity (Barlow & Kemmer
2000; Bybee & Eddington 2006; Goldberg 2006; Langacker 1988;
Lieven et al. 2003; Tomasello 2003).
Construction Grammar proposes a continuum of constructions for all levels of language
(including the most atomic morphemes, the most complex constructions, and everything
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in between) from more to less fixed, more to less conventionalized, and more to less
productive schemas (Brinton & Traugott 2005; Croft & Cruse 2004; Johnston &
Schembri 2010; Trousdale 2008). Constructions may (or may not) specify lexical,
morphosyntactic, semantic, and pragmatic information in their representation depending
on how substantive or schematic they are (Fillmore et al. 1988).
New constructions will continue to evolve from old constructions as time goes on
ad infinitum, and in this way we can see the continuum as describing a synchronic look at
language in the mind of the speaker, and the recycling of constructions, or retention of
older meanings, as describing a diachronic view. This continuum is the result of cognitive
mechanisms shared in all practiced human behavior (Bybee 2003; Haiman 1994). These
domain-general processes are returned to in greater detail in section 2.2 below.
Below is a graphical representation of the constructional continuum proposed by
the Construction Grammar approach, given by Brinton and Traugott (2005) and
reproduced in the figure below. All of these levels are at work at the same time in a
construction, which is to say that there is no actual separation between these levels in the
mind.

Level
Lexicon
Category
Syntax
Semantics
Morphology

Continuum
Lexical
Open/Major
Free
Contentful
Nonproductive

Semiproductive

Grammatical
Closed/Minor
Obligatory
Functional
Productive

Figure 1: Schema of correlations of categories along continua, from Brinton and
Traugott (2005:92)
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Every construction in a language falls somewhere on the over-arching continuum of these
levels at some point in time. Over time, and via inferencing from the contexts in which a
construction occurs (Heine 2002; Traugott 1989; Traugott & Dasher 2002), the meaning
of a construction will change in the direction of one of these poles. According to
Lehmann (2002), the process of grammaticalization involves the speaker accessing a
particular construction analytically (moving toward the right on the continuum in figure
1), whereas the process of lexicalization involves the speaker accessing a particular
construction holistically (moving toward the left on the continuum in figure 1). These
terms, lexicalization and grammaticalization, are expounded upon in section 2.3.
Although Lehmann (2002), was talking specifically about the analyzability of a
construction, which is involves a mix of semantics, morphology and syntax in this figure,
these levels are connected. When a construction moves toward the more functional side it
is also becoming more grammatical, moving into a closed class, moving toward having
more obligatory syntax, and becoming more productive as a schema. Taking a
constructional perspective permits us to account for language processed both analytically
and holistically. In the current study, the individual constructions (e.g. darse cuenta,
tomar en cuenta) are processed holistically and the Verb + cuenta schema proposed is
processed analytically in a broad sense.
Across these continua, there can be specific, lexically filled instantiations of a
more schematic construction type, and in that way more specific constructions can be
nested inside more general constructions, a point which will be returned to in the next
section. According to Goldberg (2013:21), “Relationships between and among
constructions are captured via a default inheritance network.” This inheritance network
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means that a particular instantiation might be the result of more than just one
construction, as is often the case, and therefore the more specific construction inherits
properties from the more general ones that it instantiates. Let us look at an example from
Goldberg (2013:21) to demonstrate these relationships and inheritance links:
For example, the P N construction (e.g., to bed) inherits its word order
from the more general, abstract Prepositional Phrase construction as in
[the] figure… [below]. It differs from the general PP construction in
specifying an N instead of an NP daughter. The PP construction captures
the fact that English has prepositions instead of postpositions; since the
word order of the construction is fixed, its phrase structure is specified.

Figure 2: Goldberg's (2013:21) Toy example of default (usage-based) inheritance
hierarchy that relates instances of the PN construction to the more general
prepositional phrase (PP) construction

Using inheritance links has certain advantages for the organization of linguistic
information in a network. Goldberg (1995:74-75, 99) and Traugott and Trousdale
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(2013:62) note that the major advantages of using inheritance links are that they “capture
the fact that all nonconflicting information between two related constructions is shared”
and also show the systematic relations between forms and meanings. Thus, we can find
links between constructions which have related functions/meanings and different forms.
For instance, although the forms of she gave him the book and she gave the book
to him are different, English speakers know that the scene is the same, and thus the
semantic abstractions of these constructions are linked (Perek 2012). And, we can also
find links between constructions which have related forms and different
functions/meanings. For example, bring up the browser on the desktop means open the
internet pane on a computer whereas bring up her child without a father means to nurture
and care for a child as a single mother—totally different meanings of bring up, but they
are related in the form bring up + N + PP (Healey 2013).
The PP construction and the [PN] stereotypical activity associated with “N”
construction shown in the above figure can also be called schemas. Traugott and
Trousdale (2013:14) offer a definition of linguistic schemas, given below:
In our view, linguistic schemas are abstract, semantically general groups
of constructions, whether procedural or contentful… They are abstractions
across sets of constructions which are (unconsciously) perceived by
language-users to be closely related to each other in the constructional
network… Linguistic schemas are instantiated by subschemas and, at the
lower levels, of micro-constructions: specific type-members of more
abstract schemas, e.g. may is a micro-construction of the subschema
modal; modal is a subschema of the schema auxiliary.
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An over-arching schema of a group of constructions may evolve over time through
synchronic variation in the way that idea is expressed or by speakers finding new ways to
express nuanced differences between similar scenes. This evolution can come about
through a variety of constructional changes such as analogization, metaphorization, and
metonymization, to name a few, which will be discussed in section 2.3.2. The schema is
more entrenched (more solidified and easy to access) in the mind of speakers if it has
many types that share the pattern. A high type frequency means the schema is productive.
In this dissertation, it is found that a new type enters the Verb + cuenta schema
over time making it slightly productive; specifically, caer en la cuenta ‘realize’ is not
found in the corpus until the 1500s. According to Barðdal (2008:24), syntactic
productivity is “a function of a construction’s type frequency, semantic coherence and an
inverse correlation between the two.” Productivity is discussed more with reference to
analogy and type and token frequency in the constructional changes section (2.3.2
below). Now, let us take a closer look at the way this information is organized in the
mind in terms of exemplars and networks.

2.2 EXEMPLARS AND NETWORKS
Exemplar theory and a network organization of language knowledge reveal how
languages evolve and how they exist in the mind of the speaker at any given point in
time. This section covers what exemplar theory is, why it should be used, how it works,
and how it fits in with a Construction Grammar framework, such as was laid out if the
previous section.
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Exemplar theory holds that language is organized into a network of connections
based on similarity in form and meaning and is emergent through usage. Grammar then,
is the cognitive organization of one’s experience with language (Bybee 2006). An
exemplar is a category which emerges from tokens of experience that are judged to be the
same (Pierrehumbert 2001). Bybee (2010:14), holds that exemplars are rich memory
representations that hold “all the information a language user can perceive in a linguistic
experience.” Accordingly, when a language-user reads/hears an utterance, they record
what was said, how it was said, what it meant, who said it, and much more.
However, not all instances of use or contact with a particular item are the same, so
the mind has to be able to categorize and organize this knowledge to make it accessible to
the user. Following Bybee (2010:9):
Because each instance of language use impacts representation, variation
and gradience have a direct representation in the language-user’s system.
In an exemplar model, all variants are represented in memory as exemplar
clusters. Such clusters can change gradually, representing the changes that
language undergoes as it is used.
Thus, these exemplar clusters and the relations between the items in them as well as with
other clusters explain how the network of linguistic knowledge that we call a grammar
comes about, and also how a grammar can change over time. Exemplars and the relations
between them strengthen with use and decay with disuse, which explains why some
constructions overcome others as the conventional way of expressing a particular
meaning over time.
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Additionally, exemplar theory appeals to domain-general processes (those that
operate in areas of human cognition other than language (Bybee 2010:1)). Therefore,
language can be explained by the same principles that psychological experiments in other
fields have already demonstrated. Also, exemplar theory allows us to understand both the
general patterns we find in language as well as the variability that is ever-present. In the
same vein, Bybee (2010:1) holds the following:
If we want to gain understanding of phenomena that are both structured
and variable, it is necessary to look beyond the mutable surface forms to
the forces that produce the patterns observed… A focus on the dynamic
processes that create language also allows us to move away from an
exclusive focus on linguistic structures and formulate a broader goal: to
derive linguistic structure from the application of domain-general
processes.
This dissertation examines the domain-general processes that led to the linguistic change
and shape the network for five cuenta constructions in an exemplar cluster. There are five
domain-general processes that operate to develop and organize grammar in the mind of
the speaker (and, when repeated, across a community of speakers), which are:
categorization, chunking, rich memory storage, analogy, and cross-modal association (see
Bybee 2010:7-8).
Categorization happens when the speaker encounters a new word or phrase and
then parses the components and matches the combination to existing linguistic
combinations. The second domain-general process, chunking, happens when the speaker
recognizes a sequence of linguistic components as a holistic unit. According to Bybee
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(2010:8), “It is the interaction of chunking with categorization that gives conventional
sequences varying degrees of analyzability and compositionality.” Chunking and the
categorization of linguistic chunks are important domain-general processes for the cuenta
constructions under investigation.
Our memories can store a large amount of detail for a given utterance: how it
sounded (phonetics), the context of usage, and what it meant (semantics, connotations,
inferences), among other relevant details. These rich details and associations are stored in
the exemplar representations as described above. Another domain-general process found
applied to the cuenta constructions is analogy, which also requires categorization.
Analogy happens when newly experienced utterances are mapped onto previous
linguistic experience. Lastly, cross-modal association happens when experiences that
tend to co-occur become associated in the mind.
These domain-general processes explain the way grammars develop over time
across speakers as well as the actual online processing that is done by language users as
they experience it, much like the current study both seeks to explain how the five
constructions under investigation developed their new meanings in usage and also how
they are connected to each other in the mind of the speaker. One of the claims of this
dissertation is that these five constructions may be grouped together in an exemplar
cluster in the mind of the speaker based on their similarity in form and meaning as well
as their comparable evolutionary histories.
Exemplar theory helps explain the existence of both the individual cuenta
constructions (e.g. darse cuenta, tomar en cuenta) and the V + cuenta exemplar cluster.
This research additionally traces the evolution of the V + cuenta exemplar cluster as it
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expands both meaning and types over time. Langacker (1987) refers to levels of
abstraction which build up over time based on similar cases and create more abstract
representations, which is how the V + cuenta schema emerged. The usage of the five
individual constructions over time builds up to form the more abstract V + cuenta
representation.
Spanish-speakers would not off-hand imagine a V + cuenta construction in the
same way that they would not imagine a ditransitive construction abstractly—unless
maybe they were a linguist. However, they no doubt have an intuition that darse cuenta,
caer en la cuenta, hacer cuenta, tener en cuenta, and tomar en cuenta are related. This
abstract V + cuenta schema is the result of speakers generalizing usage. Bybee (2010:35)
states that “[t]he greater frequency and cohesion of smaller chunks within larger ones is
what gives language its hierarchical structure.” In the case of the data under investigation
here, the type-specific constructions (e.g. hacer (de) cuenta) are the more cohesive,
smaller chunks inside the V + cuenta schema. The creation of exemplars through
repetition and categorization of instances of use also explains why polysemy, multiple
meanings for one form, exists at any given point in time for a construction. In fact,
polysemy is exactly what we find for the four constructions in this study (all but caer +
cuenta) which undergo semantic change.
Exemplar theory and Construction Grammar are complementary for
understanding how usage, organization, change, and cognition all combine to shape a
language’s grammar. Speaking to this fact, Bybee (2010:78) states that:
[c]onstructions are particularly appropriate for exemplar models, as they
are surface based and can emerge from the categorization of experienced
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utterances. Exemplar models, in exchange, allow a treatment of
constructions that is essential for their full understanding in that they store
both specific instances of constructions and allow for the abstraction of a
more generalized representation.
Thus, it is evident that Construction Grammar can be used to categorize and abstract
language, and exemplar theory can be used to understand how speakers carry out this
networking in their minds. Construction Grammar and exemplar theory can be applied
both synchronically and diachronically. The next section is focused on the diachronic
implications of a usage-based approach to language change.

2.3 LANGUAGE CHANGE
Looking at language in the mind as an exemplar network makes it evident that language
is emergent, and not static. The present research situates the study of language change at
its forefront. This section flows much in the same way as the results and discussion
chapters (5 & 6). First, semantic change in general is discussed, emphasizing how a new
meaning can come to an extant form through use in new contexts and invited inference.
Language change happens in constructions as a result of change in usage (Bybee 2003;
Croft 2010; Goldberg 2006; Traugott 2012). Second, constructional changes including
metaphorization, metonymization, and analogization are discussed as they are relevant
mechanisms of change for the constructions in question.
Third, constructionalization, the process whereby formnew-meaningnew pairings
come into being is covered because it relates to the development of the darse cuenta
construction in its current form. The last two subsections discuss the post-
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constructionalization processes of lexical constructionalization and grammatical
constructionalization, and compares them with the more widely known processes of
lexicalization and grammaticalization, respectively.

2.3.1 SEMANTIC CHANGE
Semantic change is at the heart of this study. The current research examines how
constructions that had more concrete, literal earlier senses came to acquire new mental
meanings. This is not to say that some of these constructions, from a semasiological
standpoint, do not currently still display their earlier meanings. The cuenta constructions
are indeed polysemous, and we see this variation throughout their histories for most.
Taking constructions as the basic units in language, it becomes evident that constructions
must therefore be the locus of change in evolution (Bybee 2003; Croft 2001; Goldberg
2006; Trousdale 2008). It is not possible for a word or phrase to change outside of usage,
outside of its occurrence in a construction.
Variation is inherent in language use because each token of usage occurs in a
particular context, both linguistic (form and meaning) and extralinguistic (the setting,
history, speaker, etc.). These contexts give meaning to the constructions in usage. When
speaking of the contextual factors that help speakers interpret utterances, Traugott and
Trousdale (2013:55) hold that speakers establish links between form and meaning, and
“therefore both formal and meaningful aspects of the surrounding discourse are likely to
play a role.” These form-meaning links are why it is important to look at the discourse
context and the way the construction is functioning in context both semantically and
morphosyntactically. In the current research, the cuenta constructions are examined for
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any changes in usage patterns as well as any structural changes (such as the change from
dative to middle marker for dar + cuenta).
As constructions are used in different contexts, speakers begin to infer novel
meanings from those new contexts. This is basically the Theory of Invited Inferencing
from Traugott (1989). In later work, Traugott and Dasher (2002:44) state that:
[a]s a working principle, as long as the original coded meaning is
accessible, we should assume that the invited inference is just that, a
meaning derivable from the semantics in combination with the discourse
context. In written records, clear evidence of semanticization of a
polysemy typically comes from the appearance of an item in a “new”
context in which the earlier meaning(s) of the item would not make sense.
In this dissertation, examples are examined in context to identify instances of the
innovative meanings and to find instances where only the new meanings fit. For Bybee
(2010:29), “each exemplar of a morpho-syntactic construction includes information about
the contexts of use and this would include the inferences made in such contexts.” In the
current work, we observe how repeated instances of inference accumulate to propel a
notable semantic change. In the results chapter of this manuscript (5), semantic change is
evidenced by examples for several of the constructions being studied where those
constructions are being used in contexts where the earlier counting/transactional
meanings are not possible.
Pragmatic changes in context at the individual utterance level build up across
speakers, and then the inference can spread throughout the speech community and affect
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semantic change at the system level. This manner of change is captured in the Theory of
Invited Inferencing. According to Traugott and Trousdale (2013:202),
[b]ehind the Theory of Invited Inferencing, specifically that much
semantic and grammatical change is pragmatic at onset, is the proposal
that what are initially background implicatures come to be enriched and
foregrounded prior to change (Traugott & Dasher 2002:34-40). Likewise,
Heine (2002:86) says the result of the emergence of bridging contexts that
enable grammaticalization is that ‘[t]arget meaning is foregrounded’… In
other words, repetition of certain uses in certain contexts will foreground
the context.
After a particular part of the context is foregrounded with a specific construction enough
times, speakers attribute that sense to the meaning of the construction. Traugott (1989:3435) identifies three tendencies of semantic change, the first of which is borne out in the
current research; they are provided below.
Tendency I: Meanings based in the external described situation >
meanings based in the internal
(evaluative/perceptual/cognitive) described situation.
Tendency II: Meanings based in the external or internal described situation
> meanings based in the textual and metalinguistic situation.
Tendency III: Meanings tend to become increasingly based in the
speaker’s subjective belief state/attitude toward the
proposition.
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In this dissertation, it is found that the constructions that undergo semantic change
experience Traugott’s (1989) Tendency I, in that they go from representing meanings
derived in the external situation (i.e. ‘give/make/take payment’, ‘do the count/bill’, ‘have
in the count’, and ‘take a count’) to meanings based in the internal (cognitive, in this
case) described situation (i.e. ‘realize’, ‘pretend’, and ‘consider’). This finding meshes
with Traugott’s (1989:34) observation as follows:
[Tendency I] subsumes most of the familiar meaning changes known as
pejoration and amelioration (e.g. boor ‘farmer’ > ‘crude person’); a wide
range of metaphorical extensions, most of them shifts from concrete to
abstract; and the tendency identified by Sweetser ‘to use vocabulary from
the external (sociophysical) domain in speaking of the internal (emotional
and psychological) domain’ (1984:56)—for example, early OE felan
meant only ‘touch’; it did not acquire a perceptual sense until late Old
English.
The mechanisms that drive semantic change in the constructions under investigation are
discussed in the next section; however, it is important to note that these mechanisms (e.g.
metonymization, metaphorization, analogization) are not replacing the Theory of Invited
Inferencing. Rather, these mechanisms are intimately bound to invited inferencing in
speaker-hearer interaction. Metaphorization looks at a construction before and after a
change and points out the metaphorical link in that change (usually a concrete domain
mapping onto an abstract domain), whereas conceptual metonymization is semantic
change in context that arises through invited inferencing on an instance by instance basis
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based on a construction’s association with its linguistic and pragmatic context (Traugott
& Dasher 2002:80).
In a study on the rise of epistemic meanings, Traugott (1989:51) finds that
pragmatic strengthening as the result of invited inference is not competing with the force
of metaphor because metaphor too involves inference (Sperber & Wilson 1986).
Regarding the differentiation between the processes of metaphorization and invited
inferencing, Traugott (1989:51) states that:
The main difference is the perspective: the metaphoric process of mapping
from one semantic domain onto another is used in the speaker’s attempt to
increase the information content of an abstract notion; the process of
coding pragmatic implicatures is used in the speaker’s attempt to regulate
communication with others. In other words, metaphoric process largely
concerns representation of cognitive categories. Pragmatic strengthening
and relevance as [she uses] the terms largely concern strategic negotiation
of speaker-hearer interaction and, in that connection, articulation of
speaker attitude.
The development of this articulation of speaker attitude is often called subjectification.
Subjectification coincides most with the shift to Traugott’s (1989:34-35) Tendency III
whereby “meanings tend to become increasingly based in the speaker’s subjective belief
state/attitude toward the proposition.” In this dissertation’s research, Tendency III, and
this definition of subjectification have not been borne out in these data as meanings have
only gone from being external to internal and have not evolved toward encoding the
speaker’s attitude.
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However, looser definitions of subjectification have been put forth in cognitive
grammar (see Langacker 1999), where subjectification can be seen as any meaning
change that becomes more focused on the subject, not only the speaker. If we take this
looser view, we could see subjectification as happening when the dar + cuenta
construction begins taking a middle marker instead of a dative pronoun as its meaning
moves from being based in the external scene to being based in the speaker’s mind (§3.1
& 5.2.1). This could also be why we see an association of first person with the newer
mental meanings—the speakers are focusing on themselves as subjects and what they are
thinking about.
Invited inferencing happens on an instance by instance basis, and is revealed by
looking at examples in context, which is how Traugott and colleagues have identified
specific cases. As mentioned above, a new meaning is said to have semanticized for a
construction if it can appear in a context where the older meaning would be impossible
(Traugott & Dasher 2002:44). This study looks both at the aggregate picture of how these
constructions developed as well as examines specific examples to discover pragmatic
implicatures in the context that may have invited inferences from the language-users.
Thus, this research takes both a quantitative approach to the meaning changes as well as a
qualitative evaluation of specific cases. One examination sees before and after and finds
the trends present in the evolution of meaning, and the other examination observes the
change happening through usage in particular contexts.
Along with her Theory of Invited Inferencing, Traugott (1989:33-34) lists six
assumptions on the tendencies of semantic change:
(1) the tendencies characterized are possible and not necessary
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(2) a form may maintain its original meaning alongside its newer one
(3) polysemy must be allowed and it is structured in terms of fuzzy sets
(Coates 1983) or prototypes which are dynamically flexible
(4) we must be able to tell when a polysemy has come into being and is
not just an idiosyncrasy
(5) all languages have both semantic and pragmatic meaning at all periods,
(6) all evidence is based on empirical evidence.
These assumptions are held in the current study as well, and all of the evidence
provided is empirical data. The next section will deal with constructional changes
that come about as the product of the micro-changes happening via inferencing in
context.

2.3.2 CONSTRUCTIONAL CHANGES
Constructional changes, which are the result of the invited inferencing discussed in the
preceding section, can happen at any stage of development that a construction is in,
before or after constructionalization (which is when a formnew-meaningnew pairing
emerges, discussed further in §2.3.3 below). Speaking about constructional changes,
Traugott and Trousdale (2013:27) state that:
Constructional changes that can be hypothesized by the analyst to precede
and enable or ‘feed’ constructionalization typically involve expansion of
pragmatics, semanticization of [those] pragmatics, mismatch between
form and meaning, and some small distributional changes.
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The most important constructional change for the semantic change in this study is
metaphorization. Traugott and Dasher (2002:28) define metaphorization as follows:
Metaphorization is primarily an analogical principle, and involves
conceptualizing one element of a conceptual structure Ca in terms of an
element of another conceptual structure Cb.
The key difference between metaphorization and metaphor is that the former is a
diachronic process and the latter is synchronic. Metaphorization is the process that results
from many, many repeated instances of speakers using a particular construction with a
metaphorical sense, and then that sense becomes a meaning tied to that construction. In
the constructions being studied that experience semantic change (all but caer + cuenta),
the process of metaphorization is clearly at work when the earlier calculation-based
meanings of ‘give payment/account’ dar + cuenta, ‘take a count’ tomar + cuenta, ‘do a
count’/‘settle the account’ hacer + cuenta, ‘have a count’ tener + cuenta extend their
meanings to the cognitive domain. Dar + cuenta extends first to mean ‘explain/tell
someone an account’ and then to ‘realize’ where the metaphor of giving someone else an
account (a story instead of payment) extends to one giving oneself an account (story),
thus the act of realization.
Metaphorization is also taking place at a more basic level, and this is the process
which I posit to drive semantic change in dar + cuenta, hacer + cuenta, tener + cuenta,
and tomar + cuenta. In a simpler sense, besides just the scene of calculation and
transactions, we can envision the original meanings of these constructions to involve
possession and transfer of possession of a ‘count/list/calculation’ (cuenta). The verbs
used in these constructions are very semantically “light” (in Jespersen’s 1954 sense), and
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all but hacer ‘to make/do’ (which is the lightest verb of all) represent part of the
possession scene: dar ‘to give’ (i.e. ‘to transfer possession to another’), tener ‘to have’
(i.e. ‘to possess’), and tomar ‘to take’ (i.e. ‘to transfer possession to oneself’).
Verbs of grasping often metaphorize into verbs of understanding in Spanish and
many other languages. Regarding this common mapping, Stolova (2014:95) presents the
following evidence:
Koch (1997:236) offers numerous diachronic examples of the mapping
TO TAKE (GRASP) IS TO UNDERSTAND: Latin
COMPRAEHENDERE “to take firmly, seize, grasp” > …Spanish
comprender “to understand” … Contemporary colloquial Spanish pillar
“to seize, to grasp” shows the same development (Dworkin 2006:52;
2010:588).
Additionally, Blank and Koch (1999:72, 75) offer examples of verbs of possession
(grasping/holding) becoming cognitive verbs in Romance languages with the example of
Italian capire ‘to understand’ (< Latin capere ‘to catch’) and Latin tenere ‘to
hold’>Spanish tener ‘to have’. Tener is one of the verbs in the constructions studied here.
Koch (1991:31) also states that “TO HOLD (IN THE HANDS) is the clearest and most
typical instance of POSSESSION mirroring an anthropologically motivated salience.”
Furthermore, Sweetser (1990:33) found that verbs of seeing and grasping crosslinguistically metaphorize into cognition/understanding verbs.
It follows logically then that the constructions in this study go from describing a
basic (transfer of) possession scene involving a count (e.g. giving/taking payment or
reporting an inventory) to then involve creation/possession of an idea in one’s mind—
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conceptualization (i.e. ‘realizing’, ‘considering’, ‘pretending’). There are no longer two
or more participants in the possession scene with the calculation/count in this
understanding; these constructions come to code one-participant mental events.
The present research holds that the observed semantic changes in these
constructions are the result of metaphorization when looking at the change before and
after, and conceptual metonymization via invited inferencing in context as the change is
taking place. Metonymization is when something associated with a particular concept
becomes profiled or highlighted in the new meaning over time—it is the diachronic
process of metonymy. Traugott and Dasher (2002:282) hold that:
(Conceptual) metonymy is… intimately bound up with the mechanism of
invited inferencing, and changes identified in the literature as involving
metonymic change are typically the outcomes of invited inferencing;
changes not identified in the literature as involving metaphorical change
are either the direct outcomes of metaphorization or the indirect outcomes
of conceptual metonymy.
Invited inferencing and conceptual metonymy are what happens at the token level in the
online production and processing of discourse and are revealed through examples of use
in ambiguous contexts and contexts where the construction’s earlier meanings are not
possible. In other words, invited inferencing is not a mechanism that takes place on an
aggregate level, like metaphorization does, rather it is a cognitive process that happens at
the level of each utterance. However, when we are looking at the token level, not the
before and after, instance by instance usage of metaphor and metonymy are pragmatic
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tools that language-users make use of in invited inferencing that lead to the semantic
change over time (Traugott & Dasher 2002:40).
To sum up the relation between metaphorization and metonymization, Traugott
and Dasher (2002:29) state the following:
Neither conceptual metaphorization nor conceptual metonymization in
principle excludes the other: easily comprehended metaphors are
consistent with typical associations; both exploit pragmatic meaning; both
enrich meaning.
Another mechanism at work in this research which develops a new meaning over time is
analogization, or the repeated application of analogy over time. Analogy is a process
whereby one form is changed or created so that it looks and/or behaves in a similar
manner to other items in a second form’s paradigm. For example, when an English
speaker says dreamed instead of dreamt they are analogously using the -ed past tense
since so many other verbs take the -ed ending instead of the less common -t.
Analogization is the diachronic application of analogy. Analogization takes place when
speakers repeatedly use an extant construction to model a new construction in form and
meaning.
The example of analogization in this study is the caer en la cuenta ‘realize’
construction, which did not appear in the 1200s like the other four constructions under
investigation did. It appeared three centuries later, and when it appeared, it had only the
cognitive meaning never having experienced semantic change. The caer en la cuenta
construction was not born of nothing, speakers modeled it from the extant darse cuenta
construction, which had already developed the cognitive meaning of ‘realize’.
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The main surface difference between the two constructions is that caer + cuenta
is not used with a middle marker like darse cuenta—because it does not need to be. Caer
en la cuenta does not need the middle marker signaling the fact that there is only one
participant and that they should be seen as affected. If we look at the main verbs in these
two complex predicates, dar ‘to give’ paints a picture of a scene with multiple
participants whereas caer ‘to fall’ is an intransitive (one-person) scene. Another small
difference that caer ‘to fall’ adds to the scene is the feeling of suddenness associated with
falling, whereas dar ‘to give’ is relatively “light” in semantic connotation. The
suddenness inherent in caer ‘to fall’ maps on to the suddenness of a ‘realization’.
As will be shown in the results chapter of this manuscript, the analogization of the
caer en la cuenta construction did not result from a high type frequency for the V +
cuenta schema, but rather from the very high token frequency of the darse cuenta
‘realize’ construction. Regarding productivity of schemas, Barðdal (2008:34) argues that:
high token frequency also contributes to productivity, although only at the
lower end of the productivity cline, which involves analogy, as high token
frequency makes individual lexical items more entrenched and thus more
suitable as models for analogical extensions. On such an account, full
productivity and analogical formations are located at the opposite ends of
the productivity cline, representing two different sides of the same coin.
We also need to consider productivity when speaking of the existence of the V + cuenta
schema that unites all the type-specific exemplars of dar + cuenta, caer + cuenta, hacer
+ cuenta, tener + cuenta, and tomar + cuenta. When we look at specific examples from
the data, these constructions do not perfectly fit into the pattern of a verb immediately
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followed by the noun cuenta ‘account’, but have slight syntactic variations (e.g. darse
cuenta ‘realize’, caer en la cuenta ‘realize’, hacer (de) cuenta ‘pretend’, tener en (la)
cuenta ‘consider’, and tomar (en) cuenta ‘consider’, with parentheses representing a
variant element).
However, the cuenta constructions do have semantic coherence in that their
meanings are very similar, and for some, they are almost the same as another one of the
constructions (i.e. both dar + cuenta and caer + cuenta mean ‘realize’, and both tener +
cuenta and tomar + cuenta mean ‘consider’). Thus, the pattern is cohesive, not because it
has a high type frequency of different verbs occurring in the verb slot, but because the
constructions show so much similarity in meaning and have only slightly varied forms.
Regarding type frequency and semantic cohesiveness, Barðdal (2008:9) holds that:
type frequency, semantic coherence, and an inverse correlation between
the two adequately predicts the productivity of syntactic constructions.
This means that constructions high in type frequency need not show a high
degree of semantic coherence in order to be productive, while
constructions low in type frequency must show a high degree of semantic
coherence in order to be productive.
The V + cuenta construction has a low type frequency because it only contains five typeconstructions, but they have a high degree of semantic coherence. Thus, it is logical that
new constructions enter the V + cuenta via analogy rather than syntactic productivity of
the schema. Bybee (2010:95) also points out the correlation between a high type
frequency and high schema productivity, noting that it is analogy with specific types of
the construction which allow new members to enter the schema. She states:
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Given that the mechanism behind productivity is item-specific analogy, a
construction with a high type frequency slot will be more likely to be used
to form a novel utterance than one with a lower type frequency, simply
because there are more candidates on which to base the analogy (Bybee
2010:95).
However, as Barðdal (2008) shows, a low type frequency does not prevent new members
from entering an exemplar; the new member will be based on one of the existing hightoken members via analogy and must be very semantically similar to the member it is
based on and the other members in the exemplar.
Thus far, we have been discussing meaning change without form change, with the
exception of the analogization of caer en la cuenta which entailed the creation of a new
type in an exemplar cluster. Now, let us look at how constructions develop new forms to
go with new meanings in constructionalization.

2.3.3 CONSTRUCTIONALIZATION
When theorists speak of the development of new constructions with new meanings and
new forms, they tend to reference grammaticalization and lexicalization. The framework
for this dissertation follows the view that lexicalization and grammaticalization are better
understood as the differential results of a process of constructionalization with an either
more contentful or more procedural form as the outcome, respectively (see Traugott &
Trousdale 2013).
Brinton and Traugott (2005:94) propose that lexicalization and
grammaticalization are themselves on a continuum depending on whether the
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construction is changing toward becoming more productive (grammaticalization) or less
productive (lexicalization), so this idea is not new, but the way the processes are viewed
has changed slightly. A visualization of the continuum of construction productivity that
results from these two differential developments is given in figure 3 below.

Nonproductive
(more lexicalized)
L3

L2

L1
Semiproductive
G1

G2

G3
Productive

(more grammaticalized)
Figure 3: Synchronic clines of lexicality and grammaticality, from Brinton &
Traugott (2005:94)

The figure above shows how form productivity differentially changes for lexicalization
and grammaticalization, but this is not to say that these processes result from different
mechanisms of change. On the contrary, both metonymization and metaphorization are at
work in both lexicalization and grammaticalization, but in slightly different ways. As
discussed in sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 above, metaphorization is the outcome of invited
inferencing that has been conventionalized, and the bridges between metaphorical
categories are the contextual metonymies that result from invited inferencing in usage
(Brinton & Traugott 2005:105-106). It is what drives these mechanisms in lexicalization
versus grammaticalization that separates their motivations for Brinton and Traugott
(2005:107):
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Metonymy in lexicalization is more likely to be driven by social custom
and encyclopedic knowledge… [whereas] in grammaticalization it is
driven by more strictly linguistic meaning.
Lexicalization and grammaticalization as well as their constructionalization counterparts
are discussed in more detail the upcoming sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5, for now, let us return
to constructionalization. Traugott and Trousdale (2013:22) define constructionalization in
the following manner:
Constructionalization is the creation of formnew-meaningnew (combinations
of) signs. It forms new type nodes, which have new syntax or morphology
and new coded meaning, in the linguistic network of a population of
speakers. It is accompanied by changes in degree of schematicity,
productivity, and compositionality. The constructionalization of schemas
always results from a succession of micro-steps and is therefore gradual.
If we say that constructionalization precedes both lexicalization and grammaticalization,
then lexicalization and grammaticalization are reduced to meaning whether the
construction moves toward the more or less productive end of the cline in figure 3 above.
However, as was discussed in section 2.3.2 above, this cline of productivity is only with
reference to the high type frequency of the schema of which a construction is a part, and
as Barðdal (2008) notes, a high token frequency can make a construction productive via
analogy, which is possible with a high degree of semantic coherence even for a schema
with low type frequency. Past views of productivity have not taken into account the
productivity of high token frequency constructions with respect to analogy, as Barðdal
(2008:49) notes in the following:
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It has been observed by Aronoff (1983) and others that high token
frequency of individual lexical items often correlates with a high degree of
lexicalization. It has also been argued by Bybee (1985:132-134, 1995:433435, 2001: 118-126), Bybee and Thompson (1997) and Clausner and Croft
(1997:253-254) that high type frequency contributes to productivity
whereas high token frequency detracts from productivity.
In this view, a grammaticalized form would be seen as being very productive and more
schematic whereas a lexicalized form would be seen as being less productive and less
schematic. However, Barðdal (2008:49-50) states that this is only true for high
productivity and not for low productivity:
Obviously, a highly entrenched token may not contribute to a schema's
entrenchment and thus not to its productivity. But a token is also a type,
irrespective of its entrenchment, and given a gradient view of productivity
on which constructions exist at different levels of schematicity, ranging
from highly schematic, and thus highly general, to weakly schematic, and
thus highly specific, speakers' schematization or categorization also takes
place at different levels of the continuum from high schematicity to high
specificity.
As can be seen from this debate, the intersection of lexicalization, grammaticalization,
and productivity is a highly debated topic, but the question of productivity depends on
whether one is looking at high levels of productivity or low levels of productivity. For
high levels of productivity, the earlier views of high type frequency contributing to high
productivity and high token frequency detracting from it still hold. For low levels of
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productivity, however, a high token frequency of an individual construction even with a
low type frequency of the schema can still contribute to schema productivity through
analogy, which is what we find for the analogous development of the caer + cuenta
construction in the lowly productive V + cuenta schema.
Thus, high token frequency lexicalized or grammaticalized forms can still be
productive on the low level through analogy, and high type frequency lexicalized or
grammaticalized forms can be highly productive. In this newer view, lexicalization and
grammaticalization are not differentiated based on being productive or not, but only
based on whether the outcome of the process is a more specific, contentful unit
(lexicalization) or a more procedural, functional unit (grammaticalization).
Constructionalization fits nicely into this conceptualization of the development of
new forms because it does not focus on the productivity of a linguistic unit, it simply
points to the creation of a new form-meaning pairing, no matter how productive, no
matter whether the outcome is more contentful or more functional. After the new formmeaning pairing has developed via constructionalization, it may be used in a more
contentful way or a more functional way, thus requiring it to be labeled either lexical
constructionalization or grammatical constructionalization, respectively. And, it may be
more or less productive, but its schema can be productive either on the low level or the
high level depending on whether the new construction has developed via analogy with a
highly token-frequent form in the schema or via the high type frequency of the schema.
Lexicalization, grammaticalization, and their constructionalization counterparts
are discussed in what follows even though not all of the constructions experience these
changes because darse cuenta is posited to have experienced constructionalization when
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it lost its dative marker and began taking a middle marker with its new ‘realize’ meaning;
thus, developing a new form-meaning pairing. Because dar + cuenta is most likely still
evolving, this study does not claim whether dar + cuenta is becoming more specific and
contentful (lexical constructionalization/lexicalization) or more procedural/functional
(grammatical constructionalization/grammaticalization) at this point in time. Thus, only
constructionalization (the development of a new form-meaning pairing) is posited in this
dissertation, and the direction the construction goes from there is left for investigation in
future studies.
Let us now examine the subtle differences between lexicalization and lexical
constructionalization and grammaticalization and grammatical constructionalization as
they are relevant to the possible future development of constructions such as those being
studied in the present work.

2.3.4 LEXICAL CONSTRUCTIONALIZATION VERSUS LEXICALIZATION
As stated above, lexicalization and grammaticalization can be seen as differential results
of the development of a new form-meaning pairing, or constructionalization. When the
resulting form-meaning pairing is more substantive than functional, the new construction
moves towards the lexical, non-productive pole. This process is often called
lexicalization, but following Traugott and Trousdale (2013) it could also be called lexical
constructionalization. Since there is a slight difference in focus between these two terms,
they are each briefly outlined to highlight their different perspectives on the development
of a new lexical item. In this section, lexicalization and lexical constructionalization, are
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compared and contrasted. To begin with, Brinton and Traugott (2005:96) define
lexicalization as:
A change where in certain linguistic contexts speakers use a syntactic
construction or word formation as a new contentful form with formal and
semantic properties not predictable from the constituents of the
construction or the word formation pattern. Over time there may be further
loss of internal constituency and the item may become more lexical.
This definition of lexicalization produces certain implications (Brinton & Traugott
2005:96-97), namely:
(1) the result of this process is a new contentful form-meaning pairing
(Himmelmann 2004)
(2) the input to lexicalization can be a form-meaning pairing of any
semantic or formal complexity (although in the view of Lehmann 2002
only complex units can lexicalize)
(3) the same applies to the output
(4) additional morphological, phonological, and semantic changes may
modify existing forms
(5) lexicalization is a gradual change (Traugott 2012; Trousdale 2008)
(6) fusion/univerbation typically occur (Himmelmann 2004; Lehmann
2002)
(7) idiomatization/demotivation tend to occur (where the semantic parts of
the construction lose compositionality, e.g. never, the, and less in
nevertheless do not mean what they would separately or even combine
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the way they would in basic syntax) (Bybee & Torres Cacoullos 2009;
Lehmann 2002; Trousdale 2008)
(8) there is typically a decrease in pattern productivity (Himmelmann
2002)
A prototypical example of lexicalization is the development of the word barn from the
combination of Old English words bere ‘barley’ and ærn ‘house’ (example from Brinton
& Traugott 2005:97). First, speakers started to use the combination bere ærn to describe
where they kept their barley, then (gradually) these words became fixed in this order
without intervening constituents (univerbation), then they became morphologically fused
together, and eventually the unit became phonologically eroded as the originally distinct
words became demotivated. The lexeme + lexeme combination became just one lexeme.
Semantic reanalysis occurred when speakers conceptualized this barley house as
one construal, a separate idea than just a type of house. By the time speakers have
reduced the unit and are calling this item a barn, it has generalized to be more than just a
house for barley; it has become a place to store hay and tools as well. It is also possible
that speakers named that concept ‘barley house’ in a metonymic fashion, even though
they kept more than barley in it from the beginning.
In the past, lexicalization was used to refer to any type of word formation process,
even those that occur because of language contact (Hopper 1990; Pawley 1986). The
following processes resulting in new word forms in a language were often cited as cases
of lexicalization: compounding, derivation, conversion, clipping and ellipsis, blending,
back formation, initialism/acronym, calque/loan translation, coinage or root creation, and
metalinguistic citation (Brinton & Traugott 2005; Hopper 1990).
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Some items which have been considered cases of lexicalization in the sense of the
above definition are: fused syntactic phrases accompanied by idiomatization and
sometimes undergoing morphosyntactic change, fused compounds, phonogenesis (the
creation of new syntagmatic phonological segments out of old morphemes, e.g. while-s- t
‘while + GEN + EXCRESCENT’ > whilst ‘during’, ibid), phonologization (when a
phonetic difference becomes a meaningful difference between phonemes, e.g. drink,
drench), and the creation of semantic non-category changing affixes (Brinton & Traugott
2005:98).
According to Traugott and Trousdale (2013:192) lexical constructionalization, on
the other hand, consists of three types:
(1) The development of new complex micro-constructions; this may be
gradual, but typically is instantaneous recruitment into a schema,
(2) The development of complex schemas and (sub)schemas through a
series of constructional changes (LE); this is gradual…
(3) The development of atomic micro-constructions out of complex
micro-constructions through a series of constructional changes (LR);
this too is gradual.
Lexicalization and lexical constructionalization are very slightly different from one
another. One way to look at it is that lexicalization consumes the constructionalization
process (see §2.3.3 above) and also takes one of the three developments outlined for
lexical constructionalization above, whereas lexical constructionalization is only the tailend of the lexicalization process whereby the formnew-meaningnew pairing moves toward
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the more substantive pole. In the next section, the grammatical side of this terminology
comparison is provided.

2.3.5 GRAMMATICAL CONSTRUCTIONALIZATION VERSUS GRAMMATICALIZATION
Now that we have looked at what happens to a construction when it evolves toward the
more substantive, lexical pole, we must look at the other side of the cline when a
construction evolves toward the more functional, grammatical pole. The differences
between grammatical constructionalization and grammaticalization mirror the differences
between lexical constructionalization and lexicalization, but the terms must be
disambiguated nevertheless. Firstly, Brinton and Traugott (2005:99) characterize
grammaticalization as:
The change whereby in certain linguistic contexts speakers use parts of a
construction with a grammatical function. Over time the resulting
grammatical item may become more grammatical by acquiring more
grammatical functions and expanding its host-classes.
The implications of this definition of grammaticalization are the following (Brinton &
Traugott 2005:99-100):
(1) the result of this process is a new semantically functional formmeaning pairing
(2) the input to grammaticalization can be anything semantically general
(Bybee 2003)
(3) the output can be of any complexity
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(4) additional morphological, phonological, and semantic changes may
modify existing forms
(5) grammaticalization is a gradual change (Bybee 2003; Bybee & Torres
Cacoullos 2009; Traugott 2012; Trousdale 2008)
(6) fusion/univerbation typically occur (e.g. going to > gonna, Bybee
2003; Trousdale 2008)
(7) idiomatization/demotivation tend to occur (where the semantic parts of
the construction lose compositionality, e.g. in spite of) (Bybee &
Torres Cacoullos 2009; Lehmann 2002; Trousdale 2008)
(8) there is typically an increase in pattern productivity (Himmelmann
2002; Traugott 2012)
(9) grammaticalization usually involves the loss of concrete and literal
meanings with abstract and functional meanings being acquired from
bridging contexts (Bybee 2003; Heine 2002; Nunberg et al. 1994)
A prototypical example of grammaticalization is the development of Spanish future tense
markers (e.g. cantaré ‘I will sing’) from Latin (e.g. cantare ‘to sing’ + habeo ‘I have’)
(example from Penny 2002). This example demonstrates grammaticalization because
Latin speakers produced instances like cantare habeo to express futurity, then the schema
INF + haber began to become entrenched in speakers’ minds as they allowed more and
more different kinds of infinitives in that slot. As this was happening, the unit became
more fused (univerbation), and ultimately the haber part of the construction
communicating futurity in this construction became phonologically eroded.
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The functional meaning of futurity in this reduced form is now associated with the
particular schema INF+FUT and the particular forms (-é ‘1SG FUT’, -ás ‘2SG FUT’, -á
‘3SG FUT, -emos ‘1PL FUT’, -éis ‘2PL FUT’, -án ‘3PL FUT’). We see some of the key
features of grammaticalization in this example, namely that a semantically general verb
(i.e. haber ‘to have’) is the input, which becomes fused to its host (the infinitive), and
then allows more and more semantic types of hosts (infinitives) in the schema’s open
slot. The output is a grammatical affix, the future tense marker.
As with lexicalization, grammaticalization is intimately bound with the
mechanisms of metonymization and metaphorization. According to Brinton and Traugott
(2005:28),
While the result of grammaticalization is often synchronically
metaphorical, textual evidence for the development of many grammatical
formatives out of lexical and constructional material is metonymic in the
sense that it is highly context-bound and arises out of the implicatures in
the speaker-hearer communicative situation.
Thus, the functional meaning that results from the process of grammaticalization, such as
FUTURE in be going to/gonna, is metaphorical when you look at the before and after of
the construction (i.e. it used to mean physical movement toward a goal, and now it
highlights the future as a goal), and it is metonymic in that futurity is associated
conceptually with movement towards a goal because a goal, by nature, can only be
reached in the future, not in the present or past.
In comparison with grammaticalization, grammatical constructionalization on the
other hand, is defined by Traugott and Trousdale (2013:147) as:
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The development through a series of small-step changes of a formnewmeaningnew sign that is (mostly) procedural in function. A grammatical
sign cues how the speaker conceptualizes relationships between referents
within the clause(s). In many cases grammatical constructionalization
involves the loss of lexical meaning but the sources may also be nonlexical, as in the case of the pseudo-clefts.
In the present research, neither the five individual constructions nor the V + cuenta
schema results in a new sign that is mostly procedural, and thus, neither the schema nor
the individual cuenta constructions results in a grammaticalized form. The constructions
under study would have to have evolved into a form which expresses some type of
grammatical relation such as tense, aspect, mood, person, number, and so on. None of the
cuenta constructions, nor the overarching schema, evolve to express grammatical
function like affixes, prepositions, auxiliaries, case markers, sentence connectives,
inflections, and other grammaticalized forms do. Thus, grammaticalization and
grammatical constructionalization will not be discussed with reference to the data. It was
important, nonetheless, to describe grammaticalization as it is one of the most rigorously
studied language change processes in recent years and must be discussed as a differential
outcome of constructionalization in contrast with lexicalization.
In the following chapter, the two diachronic pilot studies which informed the
current research are discussed and compared with innovations in the dissertation: First, a
small study of the darse cuenta construction (Healey 2012) and then a study of caer en la
cuenta (Healey 2016).
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3. PILOT STUDIES
The impetus for this dissertation was a paper which found that the cognitive darse cuenta
‘realize’ construction came into being in the last couple hundred years, and before that
the construction was concrete and literal (Healey 2012). The major findings of the darse
cuenta paper as well as some improvements the dissertation has made on its analysis are
discussed in section 3.1 below. Following that, a second pilot study (Healey 2016), of a
synonymous cuenta construction (caer en la cuenta) is outlined. This second pilot study
was needed to see if these two constructions that both have the word cuenta ‘account’
and both mean ‘realize’ developed at the same time in the same way. They did not. It is
found that caer en la cuenta actually resulted from analogization with the extant darse
cuenta construction. These findings, and some differences between that 2016 study and
the dissertation are discussed in section 3.2.

3.1 FROM GIVING TO EPIPHANY: A DIACHRONIC ANALYSIS OF DARSE CUENTA
This first pilot study was an analysis of the semantic evolution of the construction
PRONOUN + dar + cuenta from the 1200s to the 1800s with a small sample from the
1900s, which showed that dar + cuenta had undergone two stages of semantic reanalysis.
The first stage saw dar + cuenta go from a transactional ‘give payment’ sense to a
‘say/explain/tell an account’ sense, and then the second stage shifted it toward the
cognitive meaning of ‘realize/be aware’. The current meaning of the dar + cuenta
construction ‘realize’ is idiomatic, whereas the 13th century meaning ‘give payment’ is
concrete and literal.
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Below are examples of each of these semantic readings; 13 is the earliest and
most literal ‘give payment’ meaning, 14 is the ‘explain/say/tell an account’ meaning
(which is still ditransitive), and the 15 and 16 are the intransitive ‘be aware/realize’
meaning:

13. … mandado o de la rreyna, que nos den cuenta e rrecabdo por qual rrasonqxq
[lo rrasonqxq] lo fisieron.
‘… mandated by the queen, that they give us payment and taxes due for which
reason they did it.’
(Cavanilles, Antonio, Memoria sobre el Fuero de Madrid del año 1202, 1200s)

14. E mandamos que los tales diputados a cabo de vn año vengan a nos dar cuenta &
rrazon de lo que an fallado & fecho Por que nos sepamos el estado &
rregimiento de los nuestros rreynos.
‘And we mandate that the disputed ones come after it is been a year and give/tell
us the account and reason of what they found and did so that we know the state
and regiment of our kingdoms.’
(de Montalvo, Alfonzo Díaz, Ordenanzas reales, 1400s)

15. No se dieron cuenta de nuestra llegada; por esto no huyeron hasta que estuvimos
próximos a su poblado y no pudieron escapar.
‘They were not aware of our arrival; because of this they did not flee until we
were close to their village and they could not escape.’
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(Schmidel, Ulrico, Relatos de la conquista del Río de la Plata y Paraguay: 15341554, 1500s)

16. Quieren instruir preventivamente a los jóvenes y no se dan cuenta de que los
exponen prematuramente a situaciones de peligro.
‘They wanted to preventatively instruct the young kids and they did not realize
that they exposed them prematurely to dangerous situations.’
(Ludovico Gulminelli, Ricardo, Fecundación Fraudulenta, 1900s)

There was a long period of ambiguity (1500s-1800s) in which all four semantic
construals demonstrated by these examples coexisted, showing that variation is everpresent in language and necessary for its evolution (Croft 2001). Dar + cuenta had for
the most part gone through morphosyntactic reanalysis by the 1900s: word order was
fixed, there were no intervening constituents that carried any real content, and the dative
pronoun had become a middle marker.
Traugott’s (1989:34-35) first tendency of semantic change had completed for dar
+ cuenta; that is, meanings based in the external described situation became meanings
based in the internal (evaluative/perceptual/cognitive) described situation. The
PRONOUN + dar + cuenta construction originally described the external situation of
giving payment to someone, and now it has become a mental act internal to the speaker.
It was this finding that led to the hypothesis for the dissertation that the other cuenta
constructions might have experienced a similar path of development.
In this earlier study, all of the PRONOUN + dar + cuenta examples were
extracted exhaustively from the Historical Corpus del Español (Davies 2002) for the
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period of 1200s-1800s. Since coding all of the thousands of 1900s examples was outside
the scope of that paper, only thirty-one 1900s tokens were examined, and were not
analyzed quantitatively. In the dissertation, in contrast, all of the 1900s tokens were
extracted and included in the statistical analysis as well. The token counts for the other
centuries in this pilot study were the following: 1200s: 3, 1300s: 0, 1400s: 7, 1500s: 169,
1600s: 120, 1700s: 40, 1800s: 234, which are the same as for the dar + cuenta data in
this dissertation since those are all of the dar + cuenta tokens in this corpus for the
1200s-1800s.
The data were coded for many of the same contextual factors that the cuenta
constructions are coded for in this dissertation, namely: Semantics as the dependent
variable, and the independent variables were: (1) century, (2) complement type (if
present), (3) presence of intervening constituents in the construction, (4) whether or not
the noun phrase (NP) complement represents an event or not (if present), and (6) the
transitivity of the event (overtly coded by dative or middle markers).
There are two trends that directly display the change in meaning of this
construction from external to internal: Firstly, the process of subjectification can be seen
overtly in the coding of the personal pronoun that occurs in the construction. Traugott
(1989) shows that meanings tend to become more subjective over time, and move from
the external to the internal, until developing discourse functions. In the beginning darse
cuenta meant ‘to give payment to’ (ditransitive event, external) in the 1200s and by
1400s there are already instances of it meaning ‘to realize/be aware of’ (intransitive
event, internal). This semantic change is also coded in the construction’s pronoun
because dar + cuenta took a dative pronoun (external, focused on transfer) when it meant
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‘give payment to’ and took a middle marker (internal, focused on speaker affectedness)
later in its evolution when it developed the ‘realize/be aware’ sense.
The middle voice is characterized by two main properties according to Kemmer
(1993:238): Initiator as affected entity and low degree of elaboration of events. With
regard to the use of the middle voice in darse cuenta ‘realize’, the subject (Initiator) is
affected in their mind by the realization and the way that this realization happens is not
elaborated. The focus is on the result—the realization happening to the subject.
When this pilot study was first undertaken, the middle marker was referred to as a
reflexive pronoun because in Spanish the reflexive pronouns and middle markers are the
same (i.e. me, te, se, nos, os, se are the first through third pronouns singular and plural,
respectively). However, when the dar + cuenta construction was reanalyzed in the
dissertation, this pronoun change was reconsidered. The new cognitive sense of dar +
cuenta no longer represented a two-participant event (i.e. ‘giving payment to someone’ or
‘explaining/telling an account to someone’); rather, it was an intransitive, one-participant
event of ‘realization’. The marker changed from dative to middle to keep up with the new
intransitive scene.
If the dar + cuenta pronoun had become reflexive instead of middle, the scene
would still be a two-participant situation type, like how ‘washing’ is a two-participant
scene, but when used with a reflexive marker it suggests that the action is reflected back
on the initiator (i.e. It washes itself.). However, when dar + cuenta acquires its new
cognitive meaning it does not continue to describe a two-participant scene, and so it takes
a middle marker to show that the initiator is the affected entity and to decrease the
elaboration of events. If darse cuenta were really reflexive, it would be more important
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what causes the realization and how it happens, but instead the focus is that the
realization is happening. Middle markers often develop from reflexive markers crosslinguistically, and indeed Spanish middle markers evolved from Latin reflexives just a
few hundred years before the earliest data from the corpus being used in this study
(Kemmer 1993:152).
There is a cross-linguistic tendency that middle markers frequently occur with
verbs of mental processes and states, in other words, verbs of cognition like the complex
cuenta predicates under investigation in this dissertation. Kemmer (1993:142) holds that
mental events, such as cognition, naturally have middle semantics because the one
participant, the Initiator (subject in the dar + cuenta case) is highly affected and is also
the Endpoint of the event. The cognitive activity starts and ends in one person.
The second trend that accompanies dar + cuenta’s semantic change from an
external meaning to internal meaning is a rise in predicate complements and noun phrase
(NP) complements which are nominalizations of events such as in 17 and 18 below. Note
that in 17 there are two dar + cuenta tokens, the first of which uses the abstract noun
nada ‘nothing’ and the second of which specifies what is meant by ‘nothing’ with a full
predication.

17. No se dio cuenta de nada, es decir, no se dio cuenta de que alguien pudo oírla.
‘She did not realize/was not aware of anything, that is to say, she did not realize
that someone could hear her.’
(Rojas, Manuel, Hijo de Ladrón, 1900s)
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18. No se dieron cuenta de nuestra llegada; por esto no huyeron hasta que estuvimos
próximos a su poblado y no pudieron escapar.
‘They were not aware of our arrival; because of this they did not flee until we
were close to their village and they could not escape.’
(Schmidel, Ulrico, Relatos de la conquista del Río de la Plata y Paraguay: 15341554, 1500s)

By introducing propositions of events through predications and nominalizations, the
darse cuenta construction is fulfilling the function of a complex mental event. According
to Kemmer (1993:138) “In a complex mental event the main event is expressed by a verb
of mental state or process, and the dependent event is a proposition, generally encoded by
a dependent clause.” The focus of the situation is on the Initiator (subject in our case)
conceptualizing (‘realizing’ or ‘becoming aware of’ in our case) the proposition.
Additionally, the NP complements to dar + cuenta that are not events over time came to
allow representation of ideas that were intangible, internal, and very subjective, such as
motivo ‘motive’ in 19 below.

19. Justa y las primitas, que allí estaban, hicieran ninguna pregunta, aunque en el
aire se les conocía que habían oído algo y que no se daban cuenta exacta del
motivo que hubiera para la gritería de Martina.
‘Justice and the little cousins, that were there, did not ask a single question, even
though in the air they knew that they had heard something and that they were not
exactly aware of the motive that existed for Martina’s yelling.’
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(Ganivet, Ángel, Los trabajos del infatigable creador Pío Cid, 1800s)

In 19 above, darse cuenta is once again introducing the proposition that the Initiator is
‘becoming aware of’, however, this time it is not a particular event, but rather an abstract
reason.
There were a few other changes from this pilot study to the dissertation. One is
that the change from dative to middle marker is considered a case of
constructionalization, which subsumes both the semantic change the construction
underwent and also the morphosyntactic change in pronoun; thus, the creation of a
formnew-meaningnew pairing. Also, the separate codes of ‘be aware’ and ‘realize’ in the
pilot study are collapsed into one code, (C) cognitive, in the dissertation since these
senses were deemed to be the same event, just profiled slightly differently. And, the
inclusion of the complete 1900s data in the dissertation analysis also greatly improves its
prediction power. Lastly, the statistical methods applied to the dar + cuenta data in the
present work offer a much clearer picture of what is going on, and the trends are found to
be statistically significant.

3.2 FALLING INTO THE REALIZATION OVER TIME: A DIACHRONIC ANALYSIS OF CAER
EN LA CUENTA

By analyzing the semantic evolution of the construction caer + en + (la) + cuenta from
the 1500s to the 1900s, this second pilot study demonstrates that a particular semantic
construal has developed for this construction based on the aggregate context of use and
from analogy with the darse cuenta construction. The possible semantic readings of this
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construction over the last five centuries were all related to cognitive action, with the most
common interpretations being ‘understand’, ‘be aware’ and ‘realize.’
In the dissertation, in contrast, these three meanings are collapsed under the
cognitive meaning (and glossed simply as ‘realize’) because they are all events of
cognitive/mental action, and the small semantic differences between them would not have
enough magnitude of effect on the analysis to warrant separating them. Additionally, the
dissertation focuses on broad meaning changes for the exemplar cluster as a group from
more external meanings to more internal, so parsing the different cognitive senses for
these constructions was outside the scope of the current research. Below are two
examples of caer + cuenta, one from the first century in which it appeared (20), and one
from the last century in the corpus (21).

20. Y entiendo cierto que ellos mismos, cuando se hallen reducidos y virtuosos, han
de caer en la cuenta de la perdición que tenían, y quedar muy contentos y
agradecidos de tanto bien como se les ha hecho; que tiene tanta fuerza la verdad
y virtud como esto.
‘And I certainly understand that they themselves, when they find themselves
restricted and moral, they have to realize the damnation they used to have, and
be very happy and grateful for all the good that is been done for them; that truth
and righteousness have as much strength as this.’
(Pérez de Herrera, Cristóbal, Discurso de amparo de los legítimos pobres y
reducción de los fingidos, 1500s)
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21. Trato entonces de reconstruir mentalmente el mobiliario de cada habitación y
caigo en la cuenta de que ese mueble podría ser el de Carlitos y Arturo.
‘I try then to mentally reconstruct the interior design of each room and I realize
that that furniture could be Carlitos and Arturo’s.’
(Simón, Carmen, Cubo de Luz, 1900s)

Two hundred and ninety-eight tokens of [caer] + en + (la) + cuenta from 1500s-1900s
were exhaustively extracted from the Mark Davies Historical Corpus del Español
(Davies 2002). The data reveal that the caer en la cuenta construction, which does not
appear in this corpus until the 1500s, patterns similarly to darse cuenta, which has the
same meaning ‘realize’, from the 1500s on. This study posited that darse cuenta might be
the type-leader for the pattern of Verb + cuenta with a semantic reading of cognitive
action since it has been around longer than caer en la cuenta and is presently more
frequent.
Another finding of this pilot study was that the token frequency of NP
complements with caer + cuenta decreases over time, and the frequency of predicate
complements increases, which led to the conclusion that caer en la cuenta is increasingly
fulfilling the discourse function of introducing a proposition through another clause,
much like darse cuenta. The dissertation takes a look at complement type for all cuenta
constructions, and it is found that the effect of complement type is slightly different
depending on the construction, but overall predicate and NP complements match up the
most with a cognitive reading for V + cuenta constructions.
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4. DATA AND METHODOLOGY
This chapter presents an overview of the data and methods used in this study. First, the
corpus and data are described. Next, the methods of data extraction and coding are
covered. Finally, the statistical tools used to analyze the data, a machine-learning
algorithm called Random Forests and variable rule analysis, are explained in detail. The
Random Forests algorithm tells us which variables are most important for predicting a
cuenta construction’s semantics, no matter what meaning it has. Then, with the
knowledge of which factors to include, variable rule analysis is run on a binary view of
the data asking whether certain centuries, complement types, et cetera, favor or disfavor
the newer, cognitive meanings in these constructions. In other words, the Random Forests
algorithm validates the coding choices for analysis and shows us how the predicted
outcomes match up with the observed, and the variable rule analysis operationalizes the
shift from external meanings to internal and provides trends associated with particular
linguistic and extralinguistic contexts in which the constructions are found.

4.1 DATA DESCRIPTION
This research uses the Mark Davies Historical Corpus del Español (Davies 2002) as a
primary source of tokens. When this study began, there was only one Mark Davies
Corpus del Español. Recently, however, the team at Brigham Young University running
this corpus divided it into two corpora: an historical corpus containing data from the
1200s-1900s, which is what is used in this research, and a contemporary corpus which is
divided into dialects.
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The Historical Corpus del Español contains 101,311,682 words from 13,926
different texts from the 1200s to the 1900s. All of the texts in the corpus come from
written discourse except for around 2,040 oral interview transcripts in the 1900s
(5,113,249 words). In these data, 923 out of the 2,979 total cuenta construction tokens for
the 1900s come from oral transcripts. To determine if discourse medium (i.e. written,
transcribed, or oral) affected the semantics of the constructions, medium was included as
an independent variable. However, since the oral and transcribed (news teleprompters)
tokens only came from the 1900s, this variable was confounded with century, and was
thus not descriptive.
Another issue with this corpus, and with historical corpora that go back this far in
general, which must be acknowledged, is the fact that the later centuries which have oral
and more informal speech/writing data included within them are a better representation of
the speech community as a whole than the earlier centuries that contain only written data,
and thus, the examples only represent the literate, more educated, and wealthy languageusers of the speech community at the time. It could even be that variants we see as
emergent have been around much longer than posited, but were only found in the speech
of the illiterate language-users and did not move into writing until much later. This is a
problem for historical linguists if we claim to represent the trends of a whole speech
community, and it is an issue that cannot be remedied for the past, but can only be
improved upon for the future.
Unfortunately, there is no way to obtain records of speech from the days before
audio recording devices. However, as language-users ourselves, we can work to make
better records for future linguists now by recording our speech and writing as much as
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possible, both informal and formal. Linguistic evolution happens whether humans want it
to happen, like the direction it is moving, or not. The best thing we can do is continue to
tweet, email, text, and record ourselves using language and put it up on the internet for
future linguists to study. We cannot change the past, but we can affect the present now
and give ourselves more data for the future.
For the sake of reminding the reader, the five constructions being studied are:
darse cuenta

‘to realize’

caer en (la) cuenta

‘to realize’

hacer (de) cuenta

‘to pretend’

tener en (la) cuenta

‘to have in mind/consider’

tomar (en) cuenta

‘to take into account/consider’

The table below gives overall token frequency counts for each cuenta construction type
in the Historical Corpus del Español (Davies 2002). As noted in previous sections,
because this is a semasiological study, which starts with form and investigates all
possible meanings for that form, the data include all examples of these cuenta
constructions, not just the ones with the cognitive meanings.
The data were extracted exhaustively, which means that every single example that
the corpus offered for PRO + dar + cuenta, caer + (en) + (la) + cuenta, hacer + (de) +
cuenta, hacer + (en) + (la) + cuenta, tener + en + (la) + cuenta, and tomar + (en) + (la)
+ cuenta was included in my dataset. Thus, table 1 below displays the frequency totals
for each of these constructions including all of their syntactic variations and all of their
semantic variations (i.e. the hacer + cuenta row contains examples that have or do not
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have de, en, or la and which have any of the meanings displayed by this construction: ‘do
a count’, ‘make a list/do inventory’, ‘settle the account’, ‘make sure’, and ‘pretend’).

Construction
type
caer + cuenta

1200s

1300s

1400s

0

0

0

dar + cuenta

0.13%
(3)
1.41%
(9)
0.13%
(2)
0.52%
(3)
0.32%
(17)

0

0.3%
(7)
5.02%
(32)
0.34%
(5)
0.86%
(5)
0.92%
(49)

hacer +
cuenta
tener +
cuenta
tomar +
cuenta
Grand Total

1.73%
(11)
0
0.86%
(5)
0.3%
(16)

Century
1500s
1600s

1700s

1800s

1900s

22.15%
(66)
7.35%
(169)
38.62%
(246)
3.09%
(46)
15.03%
(87)
11.58%
(614)

7.38%
(22)
1.74%
(40)
11.15%
(71)
0.13%
(3)
1.73%
(10)
2.74%
(146)

35.57%
(106)
10.17%
(234)
9.42%
(60)
38.4%
(571)
18.83%
(109)
20.37%
(1080)

15.77%
(47)
75.09%
(1727)
2.98%
(19)
57.3%
(852)
57.69%
(334)
56.2%
(2979)

19.13%
(57)
5.22%
(120)
29.67%
(189)
0.61%
(8)
4.49%
(26)
7.56%
(400)

Grand
Total
298
2300
637
1487
579
5301

Table 1: Construction types and their frequencies 1200s-1900s (Percentage of row
total and (N))

The purpose of the table 1 is to show the raw frequencies of these constructions in the
corpus. More descriptive tables and figures which reveal the trends in the data are
presented in chapter 5.
In what follows, the extraction, coding, and analysis methods for this dissertation
are discussed. The methodology used in this dissertation was informed by the pilot
studies (Healey 2012, 2016) discussed in chapter 3 above. First, an R script was used to
locate and extract all tokens of the five constructions being studied, next the data were
coded, and then a machine-learning algorithm was run on the data to determine which
coded factors were most important for predicting a cuenta construction’s semantics, as
this dissertation is about semantic evolution in constructions. Finally, variable rule
analysis was run to discern, for example, which particular centuries or complement types
favored the newer cognitive meanings.
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4.2 EXTRACTION
This section describes the extraction method used on the Historical Corpus del Español
(Davies 2002). During the extraction phase, a search query was run for each of the
construction types and their alternations in the corpus. For each of the verbs in the
constructions, the query was run for the lemma, not the instance. Thus, the resulting
search yielded all conjugations of, for example, dar ‘to give’ no matter the tense, aspect,
mood, or person. Each of the prepositional alternations (e.g with or without en ‘in/on’)
were included in the search using an R script for extracting word strings from an online
corpus, written by Dr. Earl Brown of Kansas State University in 2014 when this
dissertation was proposed. At the time of the dissertation proposal and when the data for
this project were being extracted, the script had just been created and was not yet
available to the public.
Basically, the script searched a website, in this case the Historical Corpus del
Español, for strings of words that were specified in the code and then exported the dataset
to a comma separated values (.csv) file for easy analysis. All tokens of a particular string
were given in the output, so the search was exhaustive. This script was able to extract all
of the needed tokens for a given word string (e.g. PRONOUN + [dar] + cuenta) within a
matter of minutes, whereas without the script each token would have had to be extracted
by hand one by one. With over five thousand tokens in this study, the manual extraction
method would have added months to the project timeline.
Dr. Brown has written scripts specifically for extracting word strings,
concordances, or frequency counts from the Corpus de Español (CdE), the Corpus of
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Contemporary American English (COCA), or a folder on a personal computer, which
save the output to a .csv or .txt file on your computer. The newly created file can then be
imported into EXCEL, R, or any other program that can read those file types. These
scripts are freely available on Dr. Brown’s website (http://wwwpersonal.ksu.edu/~ekbrown/#) under “scripting”, and the specific script used for this
study can be found at
https://github.com/ekbrown/Rscripts/blob/master/Script_search_CdE_ekb.R. The .csv file
created by the script used for this study not only produced the extracted word strings (the
tokens), but it also gave the century, author, and title of the source from which the string
came. Thus, complete citations of examples are possible. Scripts of this type are new to
the application of extraction of linguistic data, so this is a methodological innovation
offered by this dissertation.

4.3 CODING FACTORS AND JUSTIFICATION
After the tokens were extracted, every token of every construction was coded for each of
the following factors: (1) semantic reading of the construction, (2) century, (3) which
construction type it is (i.e. dar + cuenta, caer + cuenta, etc.), (4) complement type, (5)
whether or not the noun phrase (NP) complement, if it has one, represents an event, (6)
aspect, (7) tense, (8) mood, (9) person, (10) number, and (11) whether the token came
from oral, written, or transcribed media. Table 2 which shows each of these factors and
their factor levels along with their respective codes.
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Variable/Factor Level

Code

Cognitive (‘realize’, ‘pretend’,
‘make sure’, ‘consider’)
List/Count (‘do/make/take/have
a count/inventory’, ‘tally’, ‘list’)
Give Payment (‘give/take/make
payment’, ‘settle an account’)
Say/Explain (‘give an account’,
‘tell what happened’, ‘take an
account/list/story to someone’)

C

1200s
1300s
1400s
1500s
1600s
1700s
1800s
1900s

1200s
1300s
1400s
1500s
1600s
1700s
1800s
1900s

Dar + cuenta (darle cuenta, darse
cuenta)
Caer + cuenta (caer en la cuenta,
caer en cuenta)
Hacer + cuenta (hacer cuenta,
hacer la cuenta, hacer de cuenta)
Tener + cuenta (tener en cuenta,
tener en la cuenta, tener la
cuenta, tener cuenta)
Tomar + cuenta (tomar cuenta,
tomar la cuenta, tomar en cuenta,
tomar en la cuenta

Dar + cuenta

None
Predicate
Noun phrase
Infinitive
Relativizer
Prepositional phrase or indirect
object (e.g. a lo largo)
No ‘no’
Con ‘with’
Truncated complement
Cuanto ‘how many’
Cuan ‘how many’
Sobre ‘about’
Gerund

Z
P
N
I
R
A

Type unknown
Abstract noun
Event nominalization
Concrete noun
No noun phrase present

?
A
E
X
Z

Aspect unknown
Command/Imperative

?
COMMAND

L
G
S

Construction type

Caer + cuenta
Hacer + cuenta
Tener + cuenta

Tomar + cuenta

Complement type

NO
C
T
CUANTO
CUAN
O
GERUND

Noun phrase type

Aspect
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Haber + de
Haber + que
Imperfect
Modal
Perfect
Perfective
Past perfect
Preterit
Progressive
Not possible to have aspect
No aspect

HABER + DE
HABER + QUE
IMP
MODAL
PERFECT
PERFECTIVE
PLUSCUAM
PRET
PROG
X
Z

Tense unknown
Past
Conditional
Future
Present
No marking

?
A
COND
F
P
Z

Tense

Mood
Mood unknown
Indicative
Subjunctive
No marking

?
I
S
Z

Person
First
Second
Third
Person unknown
No marking

1
2
3
?
Z

Number unknown
Plural
Singular
No marking

?
P
S
Z

Oral
Written
Transcribed

O
W
T

Number

Media type

Table 2: Coding key

Each of the construction types under investigation has a different history, which means
that some constructions were examined for additional factors. For example, the darse
cuenta construction is the only type that experiences a pronoun change, so only the darse
cuenta type was coded for pronoun type. It is not a problem that only dar + cuenta
evolves to consistently take a middle marker because middle markers spread from lexical
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item to lexical item resulting in differential distribution of middle marker use even within
verb classes and similar situation types (Kemmer 1993:239).
The dependent variable in this research is the semantics of the cuenta
construction; in other words, the token’s meaning. In what follows, the working
hypothesis or reason for coding each of the independent variables is explained. Time (or
century) is the most important variable of interest since this study investigates change in
meaning over time. To the author’s knowledge, this is the first diachronic study of
language to use time as an independent variable in quantitative analysis instead of
running statistical analysis on one time period (or corpus) alone and then comparing
those results with the same statistical analysis run on a different time period (or corpus)
(see Aaron & Torres Cacoullos 2005; Hilpert 2008; Hilpert & Koops 2008 for examples
of statistically rigorous diachronic studies without time as an independent variable). By
looking at which semantic readings are possible for the tokens in a particular century we
can see when new meanings appear and old meanings decrease in frequency, or whether
multiple interpretations for the construction exist during the same period.
The use of time as an explanatory variable is somewhat controversial because a
change, by definition, cannot happen without the passage of time. However, due to the
differential results of the pilot studies (Healey 2012, 2016), in that dar + cuenta was
found to undergo semantic and morphosyntactic change from the 1200s to the 1800s
whereas caer + cuenta did not experience semantic change at all, it was decided that time
must be coded for in the other cuenta constructions to see if they experienced semantic
change and also to see whether time was the most important factor for predicting a cuenta
construction’s semantics. In section 5.2.3, it is shown that time is not the most predictive
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factor for a hacer + cuenta construction’s semantics, and for tener + cuenta (§5.2.4),
tomar + cuenta (§5.2.5), and hacer + cuenta the cognitive meaning is attested in the
earliest century contained within this corpus. Thus, time, although necessary for change,
was not assumed by the researcher to be the most predictive factor for a cuenta
construction’s semantics, and therefore was left in as an independent variable in the
analyses.
Regarding the dependent variable in this study, the cuenta constructions’
semantics, it was decided best for analysis to condense the separate codes for each
construction’s semantics into just four semantic categories that overarch them all: (1)
‘give payment/dealing with money’, (2) ‘explain/tell an account of’, (3) ‘count/make a
list/take account of’, and (4) some sort of cognitive action such as ‘realize’, ‘pretend’,
‘consider’.
After century, the second most important variable is construction type. The
options for construction type are: dar(se) cuenta (lit. ‘to give oneself account’), caer en
(la) cuenta (lit. ‘to fall in/on the account’), hacer (de) cuenta (lit. ‘to make/do of
account’), tener en (la) cuenta (lit. ‘to have in the account’), and tomar (en) cuenta (lit.
‘to take in account’). Throughout the paper, these types are also referred to as dar +
cuenta, caer + cuenta, hacer + cuenta, tener + cuenta, and tomar + cuenta since the
presence or absence of the articles and prepositions is variable. Coding for construction
type shows whether certain cuenta constructions are more or less strongly associated with
particular meanings, which reveals which of the cuenta constructions are more fixed in
meaning.
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You will notice that when the term construction type is used, it refers to the
syntactic form of the construction, not the semantics. Thus, this is a semasiological study.
The term construction type in this study means syntactic type, allowing for variable
presence of prepositions or articles. This nomenclature fits into the overall analysis in this
dissertation because when the Verb + cuenta pattern is discussed the items that can
occupy the verb slot (e.g. dar, hacer, caer, tomar, tener) can then be referred to as verb
types. And, when these constructions are individually described as, for example, caer en
la cuenta, they are similarly referred to as construction types.
The fourth coded factor is complement type. Complement type was coded for
because it was hypothesized that if the interlocutor knew what the cuenta ‘count/account’
referred to (even abstractly), whether a concrete referent in a ‘count’, ‘invoice’, or ‘list’
or an abstract proposition in a ‘realization’ or ‘consideration’, they could interpret the
whole V + cuenta phrase as describing an external situation (i.e. ‘counting’/‘listing’,
‘making payment’) or an internal situation (i.e. ‘realizing’, ‘pretending’, ‘considering’).
Additionally, coding for complement type reveals syntactic and semantic bridging
contexts that allow some of these phrases to move from having cuenta as the syntactic
direct object of the main verb, and thus being compositional, to taking relativizers and
abstract noun phrases as complements which allow cuenta to be elaborated on and
interpreted more abstractly, then to taking predicate complements which allow an
explanation of the V + cuenta phrase as a whole instead of just an elaboration on cuenta.
The idea to code for complement type came from the pilot studies. In both the
darse cuenta and caer en la cuenta pilot studies (Healey 2012, 2016), there was a rise in
the token frequency of predicate complements over time. In the darse cuenta pilot study,
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the earliest attestations of the phrase with a complement (1400s) only take a NP,
relativizer or si ‘if’ clause complement, and no predicate complements. By the time we
get to the 1800s, darse cuenta can take all those complements, and additionally
quantifying pronouns and whole predicates. We observe an increase in the frequency that
predicates follow darse cuenta in the 1900s, which is a rise in token frequency for one
particular complement type. Examples of both the darse cuenta and caer en la cuenta
constructions with predicate complements are given in 22 and 23 below.

22. Lo comparo con las caras desabridas y acartonadas de nuestro lado, que
conducen autos último modelo, y que ni siquiera se dignan a mirar a los niños, y
mi admiración por Mario crece, me doy cuenta que es muy especial.
‘I compared him with the insipid and stiff faces of our side, that drive the latest
cars, and that do not even deign to look at their children, and my admiration for
Mario grows, I realize that he’s very special.’
(Tame, Rocío, La mujer de Mario, 1900s)

23. Entonces cayó en la cuenta de que tenía deseos de orinar, y los estaba aplazando
hasta que acabara de armar el pescadito.
‘Then he realized that he had to pee, and he postponed his urges until he finished
putting the little fish together.’
(García Márquez, Gabriel, Cien Años de Soledad, 1900s)

Another frequent complement type that these constructions take over time is a noun
phrase (NP) complement. A finding from the darse cuenta pilot study (Healey 2012) is
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that these NPs become increasingly more abstract over time, often representing events
like predicates do, which is why noun phrase complement type was the next coded factor.
The event NP complement may have been a bridging context that allowed speakers to
infer a predication following darse cuenta semantically, which allowed them to begin to
use darse cuenta with predicate complements. There is now widespread use of predicate
complements with these constructions.
Below are examples of a concrete NP complement and an abstract NP
complement that represents an event, 24 and 25 respectively. Notice that the ‘distant
effect’ event referred to in 25 is also rephrased in the same sentence with the predication
‘someday exercise a major influence over their conduct’; this is a great example of a
bridging context that led speakers to infer that the darse cuenta construction could
introduce a proposition.

24. Cuanto más íntimamente le traté más me di cuenta de su intensa y extraordinaria
virtud.
‘The more intimately I treated her the more I became aware of her intense and
extraordinary virtue.’
(de Sepúlveda, Juan Ginés, Epistolario. Selección, 1500s)

25. Los niños no se dan cuenta de un efecto lejano, ni siquiera comprenden muchas
cosas que ejercerán un día una gran influencia sobre su conducta.
‘Children are not aware of a distant effect, nor do they understand many things
that will someday exercise a major influence over their conduct.’
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(Bain, Alexander, La Ciencia de la Educación, 1800s)

Next, tense, mood, and aspect were coded for, and they were included in the model as
separate independent variables (instead of T/M/A as one variable as is often the case in
variationist studies). These variables were kept separate to avoid confounding and to
determine if they had separate effects on semantics. Similarly, person and number were
coded separately to avoid confounding and isolate effects. Tense, aspect, mood, person,
and number were coded for because they represent contextual factors in an utterance.
These factors were not in the coding for the pilot studies, but as these constructions are
shifting in meaning over time it was deemed possible that there could be tendencies for
these phrases to be used in some forms more often than others, as constructions tend to
fixate in form if used repeatedly in a particular form-meaning pairing over time across a
community of speakers. Lastly, mode of discourse was included to see if written
examples showed different trends than spoken examples. As noted above, however, mode
of discourse was confounded with century, and is thus not discussed in the results
chapter.
Pivot charts were also created in EXCEL to get a rudimentary view of how the
prevalence of categories in each factor changed over time. It was not possible to view the
interaction of multiple factors or evaluate them statistically in EXCEL, so more advanced
statistical methods were sought. The data (all of the tokens coded for all of the factors)
were imported into the statistical analysis program R (R Core Team 2013). The factors
being studied are categorical and nominal, which make the data naturally non-normal.
In the following sections (4.4 and 4.5), the statistical methods used to analyze
these data, the Random Forests machine-learning algorithm and variable rule analysis,
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are explained in detail. As you read the following sections, it is important to keep in mind
that the two statistical methods applied in this dissertation produce different measures of
significance and examine the variation in the data in different ways. Random Forests is
an algorithm that learns a dataset’s preferences by asking questions about the independent
variables (contextual factors) relative to the dependent variable and compares the
observed values of the dependent variable with the values predicted by the algorithm,
producing an out-of-bag (OOB) model error rate. An OOB error rate tells us how often
the algorithm correctly predicts the observed value for the dependent variable. In the case
of this study, it is how often the Random Forests algorithm guesses the correct semantics
for a cuenta construction.
Variable rule analysis, on the other hand, is additive logistic regression that uses
probabilistic modeling to determine whether the contextual conditioning of a dependent
variable affects its outcome more than random chance, producing a p-value. A p-value
tells us the probability of obtaining results like those that were observed, assuming the
null hypothesis, that the variation in the data is due to random chance, is true. For this
reason, when the p-value is very low we know that there is a very low probability (much
lower than random chance 0.5) of obtaining the results we did, so we reject the null
hypothesis. Thus, the variation is not due to random chance, but to systematic effects of
contextual factors. In the case of this study, the null hypothesis is that none of the factors
in the model (the independent variables) have any effect on the outcome of a cuenta
construction’s semantics; thus, if we reject the null hypothesis because of a low p-value,
it means that the independent variables in the model do have an effect on the outcome of
a cuenta construction’s semantics.
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In terms of what discoveries can be made from the results of each of these
statistical measures, the Random Forests algorithm gives us the relative ranking of the
contribution of each independent variable to accurately predicting the dependent variable
(semantics), no matter what the semantics may be. In contrast, the variable rule analysis
in this study takes a binary view of the dependent variable focusing on whether the
semantics are cognitive or not, and tells us which variations of the contextual factors (i.e.
which levels of the independent variables, for example, which of the centuries—1900s,
1800s, etc.) have a stronger effect than random chance on a cuenta construction’s
semantics being cognitive or not, and also tells us if the model (the grouping of
contextual factors included) is significant or not. In what follows, the statistical methods
implemented in this research is explained and justified. The Random Forests method is
explained first (§4.4), then variable rule analysis (§4.5).

4.4 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS: RANDOM FORESTS ALGORITHM
Since this study has so many variables, all with multiple levels (including the dependent
variable), the best statistical method to see which factors most strongly contribute to
predicting the semantics of a cuenta construction is a machine-learning algorithm called
Random Forests. Using machine-learning algorithms to uncover patterns in linguistic
data is a relatively new trend. Although other linguists have applied probabilistic methods
to historical data (e.g. Barðdal 2008; Hilpert 2013), to my knowledge, using the Random
Forests algorithm in particular represents an innovation for historical corpus linguistics.
In this section, first Random Forests are explained both technically and in lay terms.
Next, the reasons that Random Forests is the best statistical approach to this dissertation’s
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specific research questions and dataset are outlined. The actual R code used on these data
to run the Random Forests algorithm and created the associated graphs is provided in
Appendix B in order to make this study completely replicable.

4.4.1 WHAT ARE RANDOM FORESTS?
As mentioned above, Random Forests is a machine-learning algorithm. Although human
learning is more complex than machine learning, we are able to gain some insight about
how learning based on experience works in its most basic form by observing machinelearning applied to human data—like language. Humans experience many varied
instances of any given linguistic phrase, both perceiving and producing language, and
their interpretation of the phrase or features of the phrase is based on their aggregate
experience, just as it is with the machine. In what follows, the technical definition of the
Random Forests algorithm is explained, and then an anecdote is presented to make the
scientific definition more relatable to human learning.
To understand Random Forests, the reader must first understand classification
trees, which are also called decision trees. Classification trees are classifiers that predict
which class a particular data item falls into, and “are constructed analyzing a set of
training examples for which the class labels are known” (Kingsford & Salzberg
2008:1011). Data items are classified by asking a series of questions about the features
associated with them. The way this questioning proceeds, according to Kingsford and
Salzberg (2008:1011), is as follows:
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Each question is contained in a node, and every internal node points to one
child node for each possible answer to its question. An item is assigned to
the class that has been associated with the leaf it reaches.
Decision trees are great for handling many different kinds of research questions because
they can handle questions about both continuous and categorical data, and even data with
missing features. Question nodes are added incrementally, “using labeled training
examples to guide the choice of questions” (Kingsford & Salzberg 2008:1012).
Figure 4 is an example of a decision tree that could be found in the forest created
by the coding of my dataset. It cannot be said that this particular tree is in every output
every time the algorithm is run because each run produces slightly different trees; thus, it
is a potential tree in my forest. Here we see a decision tree that predicted whether the
token had unknown semantics (?) or whether it represented a meaning intermediate
between ‘give payment’ and ‘count/list’ (G/L) depending on which group of centuries it
occurred in.
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Figure 4: Example conditional inference tree for semantics of a given V + cuenta
construction

Random Forests result from growing many classification trees such as the one in figure 4.
Each tree grown chooses a classification of the data that is like its “vote”. Whichever
classification has the most votes over the whole forest is the one chosen in aggregate.
Tagliamonte and Baayen (2012:159) offer a concise description of how these conditional
inference trees are created in Random Forests with regard to their study of was/were
alternation, given below:
The algorithm works through all predictors, splitting (partitioning) the data
in to subsets where justified, and then recursively considers each of the
subsets, until further splitting is not justified. In this way, the algorithm
partitions the input space into subsets that are increasingly homogeneous
with respect to the levels of the response variable. The result of the
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recursive binary splitting of the data is a conditional inference tree. At any
step of the recursive process of building such a tree, for each predictor, a
test of independence of that predictor and the response is carried out. If the
test indicates independence, then that predictor is useless for predicting the
use of was or were. If the null hypothesis of independence is rejected, the
predictor is apparently useful… If there is more than one useful predictor,
the predictor with the strongest association with the response is selected,
the p value of the corresponding test is recorded, and a binary split based
on that variable is implemented.
Thus, although the Random Forest of conditional inference trees does not produce a
model p-value, each conditional inference tree has its own p-value which are then used in
aggregate to rank the variables in terms of their contribution to predicting the dependent
variable. In other words, the output of Random Forests is not a p-value, but p-values are
used in the classification trees that lead to the variable importance ranking which is the
output of the Random Forest.
The creator of this algorithm, Leo Breiman (2001:6), defines Random Forests as
follows:
A random forest is a classifier consisting of a collection of tree-structured
classifiers {h(x,Θk ), k = 1, . . .} where the {Θk} are independent
identically distributed random vectors and each tree casts a unit vote for
the most popular class at input x.
Here’s how each classification tree is grown, according to Breiman and Cutler’s webpage
(2004):
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(1) If the number of cases in the training set is N, sample N cases at
random - but with replacement, from the original data. This sample
will be the training set for growing the tree.
(2) If there are M input variables, a number m<<M is specified such that
at each node, m variables are selected at random out of the M and the
best split on these m is used to split the node. The value of m is held
constant during the forest growing.
(3) Each tree is grown to the largest extent possible. There is no pruning.
Let us clarify how the Random Forests algorithm works with an anecdote, which is based
on Edwin Chen’s (2011) explanation of Random Forests (see Appendix A for his full
quote).
Suppose you want to throw a surprise birthday party for your friend, Melissa,
therefore you ask one of your mutual friends, Rich, to collect information about the types
of music she would like to hear at the party so that the DJ knows what to play. To do this,
Rich must first figure out what songs Melissa likes, so he lists off a bunch of songs and
then asks Melissa whether she likes each one or not (i.e. Rich is collecting “a labeled
training set” (Chen 2011)). Then, when you ask Rich if he thinks Melissa will like song X
or not, he plays a 20 questions-like game, asking questions like “Is X a rap song?”, “Is Lil
Wayne featured on the track?”, and so on. You ask more informative questions first (“i.e.,
you maximize the information obtained from each question” (Chen 2011)), and then you
have a yes/no answer for “Will Melissa like song X?” in the end. Thus, you have a
decision tree for Melissa’s song preferences.
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But, you cannot always generalize Melissa’s preferences very well (“i.e., you will
be overfitting the data” (Chen 2011)). In order to produce more accurate song
recommendations for Melissa’s playlist, you ask a bunch of Melissa’s friends, and add
song X to the playlist if most of them say they think she would like it. That is, instead of
asking only Rich, you want to ask Chris, Damián, Caroline, and Jill as well, and they vote
on whether Melissa would like the song (“i.e. you build an ensemble classifier, aka a
forest in this case” (Chen 2011)).
“You do not want each of her friends to do the same thing and give you the same
answer, so you first give each of them slightly different data” (Chen 2011). After all, it is
possible that Melissa does not even really know her music preferences herself. She told
Chris she liked “Shake it off”, but then told Jill she hated Taylor Swift. So, some of
Melissa’s friends would not recommend that song because it is by Taylor Swift. A
different time she had casually mentioned to Caroline that she did not have a problem
with country music, but you have been to her house and have seen her huge collection of
country-western albums, thus you might give country-western music more weight.
Thus, instead of giving Melissa’s other friends the same information as Rich, they
get slightly varied versions. Whether Melissa loves or hates a song does not change, you
just find out that Melissa loves/hates some songs a little more or less (thus, Melissa’s
friends are receiving a “bootstrapped version of the original training data” (Chen 2011),
(the data that Rich collected). For example, Melissa told Damián that she liked
“Firework” by Katy Perry, also liked “All The Way Up” by Fat Joe and disliked “Hello”
by Adele, but then she told Chris that she absolutely goes crazy for “Firework”, disliked
“Hello” by Adele, and did not mention “All The Way Up” to Chris at all.
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By using this ensemble, you hope that while each of Melissa’s friends gives
somewhat idiosyncratic recommendations (Rich thinks Melissa likes ballads more than
she does, Chris thinks she likes Katy Perry, and Damián thinks she just listens to
whatever is on the top 40 radio station), the errors get canceled out in the aggregate.
Thus, Melissa’s friends now form a bagged (bootstrap aggregated) forest of her music
preferences.
There is still an issue with the data, though. While Melissa loved both “7/11” by
Béyonce and “Only” by Drake, it was not because she likes songs that feature Nikki
Minaj. She likes them for other reasons. Thus, you would not want her friends to all base
their recommendations on whether Nikki Minaj is on a track or not.
So, when each friend asks a question, only a random subset of the possible
questions is allowed (i.e. when you’re building a decision tree, at each
node you use some randomness in selecting the attribute to split on, say by
randomly selecting an attribute or by selecting an attribute from a random
subset) (Chen 2011).
Melissa’s friends cannot ask whether Nikki Minaj is on the track whenever they want.
Thus, first Melissa invited randomness at the data level, by varying her music preferences
slightly depending on who she was talking to, and then there is more randomness at the
model level, because her friends ask different questions at different times. Now,
Melissa’s friends form a random forest, which can predict whether she will favor or
disfavor certain songs based on the aggregate learning of her preferences. They will make
a great playlist for her party!
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The last item to mention regarding Random Forests is the error rate. Tagliamonte
and Baayen (2012:159) summarize the way the many conditional inference trees in a
Random Forest create the overall error rate for the forest:
Random forests construct a large number of conditional inference trees
(the random forest). Each tree in the forest is grown for a subset of the
data generated by randomly sampling without replacement (subsampling)
from observations and predictors… The consequence of this procedure is
that for each tree a training set (the in-bag observations) is paired with a
test set (the out-of-bag observations). The accuracy of a tree’s predictions
is evaluated by comparing its predictions for the out-of-bag observations
with the actual values observed for the out-of-bag observations.
Thus, the forest error rate gives us the percentage of misclassifications from the training
set to the test set and tells us how often the algorithm incorrectly predicts the value of the
dependent variable, which, for these data, is how often the algorithm incorrectly predicts
a cuenta construction’s semantics. According to Breiman (2001:9), the forest error rate is
dependent on two factors:
(1)

The correlation between any two trees in the forest. Increasing the
correlation increases the forest error rate.

(2)

The strength of each individual tree in the forest. A tree with a low error
rate is a strong classifier. Increasing the strength of the individual trees
decreases the forest error rate.

If the number of input variables are reduced, both the correlation and strength decrease,
and vice versa, so the more variables the better for prediction (i.e. the more types of
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questions you ask the more you will learn about preferences). The output of a Random
Forest is a graph ranking the independent variables by significance of contribution to the
algorithm (i.e. the mean decrease in classification agency from leaving a particular
variable out of the algorithm) and a confusion matrix, which is a table that displays the
observed and predicted dependent variable output along with class error rates. Now that
we know what the Random Forests algorithm is and how it works, why this method is the
most appropriate for this dissertation’s data and research questions is covered.

4.4.2 WHY ARE RANDOM FORESTS THE BEST CHOICE HERE?
The Random Forests algorithm offers many advantages for large data sets that other
methods cannot compete with. These benefits are laid out in a Berkeley webpage that was
put together by Leo Breiman and Adele Cutler and are listed below (Breiman & Cutler
2004:Features).











It is unexcelled in accuracy among current algorithms.
It runs efficiently on large databases.
It can handle thousands of input variables without variable
deletion.
It gives estimates of what variables are important in the
classification.
It generates an internal unbiased estimate of the generalization
error as the forest building progresses.
It has an effective method for estimating missing data and
maintains accuracy when a large proportion of the data are
missing.
It has methods for balancing error in class population unbalanced
data sets.
Generated forests can be saved for future use on other data.
Prototypes are computed that give information about the relation
between the variables and the classification.
It computes proximities between pairs of cases that can be used in
clustering, locating outliers, or (by scaling) give interesting views
of the data.
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The capabilities of the above can be extended to unlabeled data,
leading to unsupervised clustering, data views and outlier
detection.
It offers an experimental method for detecting variable
interactions.

Random Forests are the best choice specifically for my dataset and my research questions
for several reasons. Firstly, my data are non-normal which means that they do not meet
the assumption of normality which is required of many other statistical tests, such as
ANOVA. Assuming normality would mean that my data follows a bell-curve (normal
distribution), which it does not. Random Forests are robust enough to handle non-normal
data because it is a non-parametric algorithm. According to Tagliamonte and Baayen
(2012:136), “Nonparametric analyses make no assumptions about the distribution of the
population from which a sample was drawn.” Thus, with no assumptions, Random
Forests can be used on any data that exhibits variation.
Secondly, the method of comparison described above (in section 4.4.1) can handle
very large datasets such as mine, which has over 5,000 tokens/observations. Also, the
method of randomization used in Random Forests serves to augment the predictive power
of the comparisons. Thirdly, this method of randomization prevents confounding of
variable interactions. And fourthly, the variables of interest are all nominal categorical,
and Random Forests can look for the likelihood that these types of variables contribute to
the dependent variable outcome, unlike other methods that require gradient variables.
Additionally, my dependent variable (semantics of the construction) is not binary
and, like the independent variables, it is nominal categorical. The fact that there are four
levels (meaning options) for the dependent variable outcome (cognitive, ‘list/count’,
‘payment’, and ‘say/explain’, not to mention the cases that were coded as intermediate or
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where the meaning was unknown, which adds three more categories) makes the number
of comparison trees required to determine which independent variables contribute most to
predicting the outcome very large—too large for most statistical methods without
machine-learning. The independent variables all have multiple levels too, so this makes
the number of comparison trees required even more. This is how we end up needing a
forest, not just a few trees. Speaking to the advantages of using Random Forests
Tagliamonte and Baayen (2012:163) hold that
another useful property of the random forest is that it does not suffer from
being excessively complex with too many predictors relative to number of
observations (i.e. overfitting) and it is not hampered by small or even zero
cell counts.
Because of the sampling method used by Random Forests, it is equipped to deal with
skewed or unbalanced datasets, which is relevant here because the later centuries in the
corpus make up the majority of the V + cuenta data and there are few tokens in the earlier
centuries. Tagliamonte and Baayen (2012:143) point out that when dealing with linguistic
data it is often “characterized by many unfilled, empty cells and cells with just one
observation (singletons),” which is the case for the V + cuenta data under investigation
here as well, in particular with the variable Aspect, which has many levels but most of the
outcomes fall into only a few categories (i.e. predicate, noun phrase, relativizer).
At first, a Generalized Linear Model (GLM) was considered in order to handle the
multiple levels in the independent variables, but the fact that my dependent variable is not
binary makes the GLM less effective. Also, the GLM tends to overfit the data, so it
would be less effective at predicting significance with different data, and a strength of
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this study is that the methods are replicable for new datasets. The Random Forests
algorithm does not have these problems; it is very predictive for new data and can handle
any number of variables and levels. Also, a quick look at the semantics plotted against
century shows a steep curve in the later centuries that does not look linear (or loglinear),
so Random Forests was chosen as the primary method for variable selection over the
GLM although further research will most likely make use of both methods in tandem.
In recent years, Tagaliamonte and Baayen (2012) conducted a study of English
was and were alternation and applied both logistic regression and Random Forests to the
data to determine which approach was better at predicting which alternation would be
used. These authors ended up concluding that it is best to use both methods together, as
they approach the question slightly differently and offer different insights to the
researcher. Regarding their was/were data, Tagliamonte and Baayen (2012:159) compare
the use of the two approaches stating that,
like logistic models, random forests seek to predict, given a set of
predictors, which of the alternatives… is most probable. However, these
statistical techniques achieve the same goal quite differently. Logistic
models predict the choice between was and were based on a mathematical
equation… which specifies for each predictor how it affects this choice…
Random forests, in contrast, work through the data and, by trial and error,
establish whether a variable is a useful predictor. The basic algorithm used
by the random forests constructs conditional inference trees. A conditional
inference tree provides estimates of the likelihood of the value of the
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response variable (was/were) based on a series of binary questions about
the values of predictor variables.
Thus, logistic regression reveals how each predictor (independent) variable affects the
dependent variable choice whereas Random Forests offers estimates of the likelihood of
each dependent variable outcome through inquiry about the predictor (independent)
variables.
If only one of these methods (GLM or Random Forests) can be chosen, however,
Random Forests should be used for variable selection and contribution ranking. On this
note, Tagliamonte and Baayen (2012:146) state that
the kind of interactions that a (mixed-effects) generalized linear model can
handle effectively may for some datasets be too restricted for the highly
imbalanced cells typical of sociolinguistic data. As we shall see, this is
where conditional inference trees and random forests provide a
complementary technique that may provide insights that are sometimes
difficult or impossible to obtain with the linear model.
Thus, the unbalanced nature of the V + cuenta data requires the use of Random Forests in
addition to the logistic regression applied through variable rule analysis (discussed
further in section 4.5) to aid in determining variable importance.
Regarding this dissertation’s research questions, the Random Forests algorithm
was deemed to be the best statistical method fitting these data to answer the question:
Which of these independent factors contribute most, second most, third most, etc. to
determining what the semantics of a given construction are? It gives the ranking of each
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independent variable in terms of how much it contributes to predicting the dependent
variable: semantics.
This algorithm does not predict when we will have a particular outcome, like how
we know when we will have the ‘give payment’ meaning, which is why logistic
regression via variable rule analysis is still used as a complement to Random Forests, but
it does tell us if the observed value was cognitive, how often the algorithm correctly
predicted that meaning versus the others, and also which independent variables factor in
the most when predicting semantics. I projected that the century in which the
token/observation occurs, the complement type it takes, and the construction type that it
is, would be important in predicting what the meaning of the construction is, and this
hypothesis was borne out in the results. These findings are discussed further in the results
chapter below.
In sum, the Random Forests algorithm allows us to see which factors significantly
contribute to predicting the semantics of a Verb + cuenta construction, as well as the
relative ranking of how important they are for prediction. Additionally, the Random
Forests algorithm can analyze the constructions as a group or individually, which speaks
to the research question of whether or not all of these constructions could be connected in
a V + cuenta exemplar cluster because of similar structure, behavior, and all containing
the unchanging constituent cuenta. Most importantly, the Random Forests machinelearning algorithm mimics the type of categorization that humans perform as they learn
how to use new linguistic forms; thus, Random Forests gives us a rudimentary
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demonstration of how the language-user could be acquiring linguistic knowledge about
cuenta constructions.3

4.5 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS: VARIABLE RULE ANALYSIS
As discussed above, the Random Forests algorithm allowed the dependent variable
(semantics of the V + cuenta construction) to have more than just two levels, which was
necessary for this study’s research questions because many of the constructions being
studied have more than just two meanings in their history. However, the Random Forests
algorithm does not give much detail into which particular levels of the independent
variables favored the newer meaning. The variationist approach, using variable rule
analysis, on the other hand, provides a finer examination of the conditioning factors that
favor the newer cognitive meanings. According to Aaron and Torres Cacoullos
(2005:609), “In the variationist view, the recurrent patterns that constitute grammatical
structure are reflected in the frequencies of (co-)occurrence.” Thus, the variable rule
analysis undertaken in this dissertation seeks to uncover systematic patterns of use that
reflect the language user’s clues to understanding a given cuenta construction’s meaning.
Variable rules are “the probabilistic modelling and the statistical treatment of
discrete choices and their conditioning” (Sankoff 1988:984). In the case of the current
research, the “discrete choices” are the different semantic readings of the cuenta
constructions (i.e. ‘give payment’, ‘list/count’, ‘say/explain’, and the cognitive senses),
and the “conditioning” is the effect of the independent variables (e.g. century,

3

I am indebted to John Pesko of the UNM Statistics Department for his expertise and advice regarding
selection and implementation of the Random Forests algorithm for my dataset and research questions.
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complement type, aspect) on the semantics. According to Tagliamonte and Baayen
(2012:136),
The variable rule program, in its various guises as Varbrul (Cedergren &
Sankoff 1974), Goldvarb 2.0 (Rand & Sankoff 1990), Goldvarb X
(Sankoff 2005), or Goldvarb Lion (Sankoff, Tagliamonte, & Smith 2012),
is a particular implementation of the generalized linear model for data that
have two discrete variants (i.e. binary count data). It is capable of
modeling the joint effect of many independent (orthogonal) factors.
Goldvarb X (Sankoff 2005; Sankoff, Tagliamonte, & Smith 2005) was used on the data
investigated in this dissertation to model the joint effect of many independent variables
on whether a cuenta construction’s semantics would be cognitive or not.
By collapsing the dependent variable (semantics) down to a binary distinction
(cognitive or not), variable rule analysis can be applied to the data to determine which of
these factors (e.g. complement type, century) significantly favor/disfavor the cognitive
sense—and which levels (e.g. predicate, noun phrase, relativizer) favor or disfavor the
cognitive meaning. In other words, variable rule analysis gives us insight into the
contexts and scenarios that shaped the evolution of these phrases as they shifted from
more external meanings to more internal meanings.
Variable rule analysis uses logistic regression via a logit model to disprove the
null hypothesis that no genuine effects exist in the data (Tagliamonte 2006:131). A logit
model assumes a log distribution of the probability of the event (i.e. the probability that a
cuenta construction has the cognitive meaning), which is different than assuming a log
distribution of the data. The requirements for using variable rule analysis on a dataset are
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that there is a choice between outcomes (i.e. the different semantic outcomes present for
the cuenta constructions), that the data are not predictable (i.e. there is randomness
present), and that these choices are recurrent in the data (i.e. there are multiple tokens of
each semantic outcome) (Sankoff 1988:984). All of these requirements are met by the
cuenta data.
Logistic regression is a predictive analysis that explains the relationship between
a binary dependent variable and independent variables of any number of levels. Because
the data under investigation here are not normally distributed, a logit model is assumed
instead of a probit model (which would assume normality). The logit function is the
inverse of the Sigmoidal logistic function, and when the parameter of the function is a
probability, as it is for the variable rule analysis, the logit gives the log-odds.
The assumptions of logistic regression, which are met by the data in this research,
are the following (UCLA: Statistical Consulting Group webpage 2016):







The true conditional probabilities are a logistic function of the
independent variables.
No important variables are omitted.
No extraneous variables are included.
The independent variables are measured without error.
The observations are independent.
The independent variables are not linear combinations of each
other.

Logistic regression works with the data in this study for a few reasons (Statistics
Solutions 2016): First, logistic regression is appropriate because a linear relationship
between the outcome and input variables is not required, and the data under investigation
do not have a linear relationship. Second, by applying the non-linear log transformation
to the predicted odds ratio, logistic regression can handle a variety of types of
relationships between the input variables and the output, which is important because the
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input (independent) variables in the current analysis (e.g. century, complement type,
tense) interact differently from each other with the semantics of the constructions.
Third, the independent variables do not have to be multi-variate normal, and
neither do the residuals. As stated above, these data are non-normal. Fourth, the data do
not have to be homoscedastic, which is to say that the independent variables do not have
to have equal variances. The cuenta data are nominal categorical and therefore do not
have equal variances. Finally, logistic regression allows for analysis of nominal
categorical variables such as those under study here.
The variable rule analysis alone would not be sufficient to answer all of the
research questions in this study because it does not reveal the probability of correctly
predicting a V + cuenta construction’s semantics given a set of relevant factors, nor does
it tell us which factors contribute most to predicting those semantics when the options are
more than two meanings—which they are for most of the constructions. Variable rule
analysis only looks at whether the semantics of a cuenta construction are cognitive or not,
and we need Random Forests to explain predictors of any V + cuenta semantics in the
exemplar cluster’s history—not just the cognitive cases. On the other hand, the Random
Forests algorithm does not tell us whether, for example, the predicate complements favor
or disfavor a cognitive reading. Thus, variable rule analysis provides a closer lens
through which to observe which factors correlate with the newest and currently most
frequent meanings—the cognitive ones.
By looking at plots of the data over time or compared with semantics, we can
observe, for example, an increase in predicate complements as well as an increase in
cognitive meanings over time, and we can also observe the higher relative frequency of
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predicate complements with cognitive readings. However, the variable rule analysis can
additionally discover whether these correlations and trends are statistically significant and
whether these individual factor levels (e.g. noun phrase complement, predicate
complement) affect whether the semantics are cognitive or not more than random chance
(revealed by factor weights), and only Random Forests can tell us how well the model fits
the data for any semantic reading. Thus, both the Random Forests analysis and the
variable rule analysis are necessary to answer different questions about the data.
In the following chapter, the Random Forests algorithm and variable rule analysis
are applied to the data. First, all 5,000+ of the cuenta tokens are analyzed together as a
group to ascertain tendencies for the V + cuenta exemplar cluster as a whole. Second, the
data are divided by construction type (e.g. tomar + cuenta, tener + cuenta), and the
Random Forests algorithm and variable rule analysis is run for each construction-specific
dataset where possible.
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5. RESULTS
In this chapter the application and results of the abovementioned statistical procedures are
explained. First, the results from the Random Forests algorithm on the group of
constructions are discussed in section 5.1. The Random Forests analysis tells us which of
the independent variables (factors) contribute most to predicting the semantics of a V +
cuenta construction. In section 5.2, the distributional analysis of the group of
constructions is undertaken with regard to the factors found to be most significant in the
Random Forests. Variable rule analysis for which factors favor a cognitive reading of a V
+ cuenta construction is provided in section 5.3.
Following the group analysis, in section 5.2 the same analytical procedures are
applied to the data for each construction type individually, unless a lack of variation
prevents these methods (as is the case for caer en la cuenta and tener en cuenta). For
example, first the darse cuenta construction will be examined via Random Forests,
variable rule analysis, distributional plots over time for the relevant factors, and of course
a host of revealing examples, then the next construction and the next, until each of the
five constructions under investigation has been scrutinized for the factors found to
contribute to predicting its semantics.

5.1 GROUP ANALYSIS OF THE CONSTRUCTIONS: V + CUENTA
This section finds trends in the data combining all 5,301 tokens into one group so that it
can be seen what patterns and tendencies hold across cuenta constructions. As mentioned
above, first the findings from the Random Forests analysis are presented in section 5.1.1.
Then, in section 5.1.2, distributional graphs are provided to display trends in the data for
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the contextual factors (independent variables) that the Random Forests analysis found to
be significantly contributing to meaning (based on mean decrease in classification agency
from being left out more than .01). Finally, section 5.1.3 examines which factors are most
significant to predicting a cognitive reading of a cuenta construction through variable rule
analysis of all 5,301 tokens. The logistic regression in the variable rule analysis also
reveals which levels of a particular contextual factor favor or disfavor a cognitive reading
of a cuenta construction.

5.1.1 RANDOM FORESTS FOR V + CUENTA: WHICH FACTORS CONTRIBUTE MOST TO
DETERMINING SEMANTICS?

Before analysis of relevant factors can be undertaken, it must first be determined which
particular factors contribute most to predicting a given V + cuenta construction’s
semantics, whatever those semantics may be. As explained in section 4.4, the Random
Forests machine-learning algorithm can tell us which variables are most important to look
at when predicting the semantic outcome of one of these constructions. In a way, we are
learning the V + cuenta exemplar’s “preferences” like we learned Melissa’s song
preferences for her party playlist (§4.4.1).
There are two ways to look at the output of a Random Forests algorithm: a plot of
variable importance based on the mean decrease in classification accuracy (MDCA) for
each variable from leaving that variable out of the classification trees that make up the
forest, and a confusion matrix. The graph of variable importance gives us a ranking of the
independent variables that are most contributory to predicting V + cuenta semantics by
telling us which ones would hurt the prediction power of the algorithm most if they were
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left out of the model, which is why the measure is “mean decrease in classification
agency”. With 0.01 mean decrease in classification agency as an informal cutoff of
significance for a variable, the graph of variable importance also tells us which variables
could be left out of the algorithm without really affecting its prediction power. Only
variables with a mean decrease in classification agency greater than 0.01 are considered
contributory to the algorithm’s predictive power; higher numbers are better here.
The confusion matrix provides us with a model error rate (not a p-value) that tells
us how often the algorithm accurately predicts the meaning of V + cuenta tokens. The
confusion matrix also provides class error rates, which inform us how well the algorithm
predicts meanings for certain levels of the dependent variable (i.e. when the meaning is
actually ‘give payment’, what is the rate at which the predicted meaning is not ‘give
payment’). In other words, the error rates tell us the frequency at which the algorithm
guesses incorrectly. A low error rate is better, but there is not a significance level cutoff
of 0.05 for these error rates, like there would be for a p-value. Lastly, the confusion
matrix shows us how many times the algorithm gets it right, how many times it gets it
wrong, and when it gets it wrong, what is it predicting instead.
Both of these displays are presented and explained for the V + cuenta group, but
let us begin with the graph of variable importance in figure 5 below to offer a visual aid
for how contributory each of the coded factors really were.
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Figure 5: Random Forests graph of variable importance for determining a V +
cuenta construction's semantics

The first thing to notice in figure 5 is the ranking of the factors from top to bottom. The
factor listed at the top is the one that contributed most to predicting the semantics of a
cuenta construction, and the one at the bottom contributed the least. Looking at the points
on the graph, the point closest to the top right corner represents the variable of century in
which a construction’s token occurs and is the most contributory value with a mean
decrease in classification agency close to 0.12.
Since century has more than a hundredth mean decrease in the classification
accuracy from leaving that variable out of the trees (>0.01), as a loose guideline, we
consider it to be significantly contributing to predicting the outcome of the dependent
variable: semantics. Since that particular point is very high and toward the right on the
graph (almost at 0.12), we can say that it strongly contributes to predicting a cuenta
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construction’s meaning. Therefore, century, or the passage of time, is the variable (factor)
that is most strongly associated with the construction’s semantics, which is taken as
robust evidence that linguistic evolution over time has the greatest impact on the
development of new meanings.
Construction type (i.e. caer + cuenta, dar + cuenta, hacer + cuenta, tener +
cuenta, and tomar + cuenta) also strongly contributes to predicting the meaning of a
cuenta construction, which makes sense because each particular construction is now
associated with a particular interpretation of a mental event even though several of the
constructions share meanings (e.g. caer en la cuenta and darse cuenta both mean
‘realize’). Keep in mind that the options for semantics of a V + cuenta construction are:
‘meaning unknown’ (?), ‘give/make/take payment’ (G), ‘list/count/take inventory’ (L),
cognitive meaning (C), or a combination of two of those meanings: G/L or C/L. Some of
the constructions (i.e caer + cuenta and tener + cuenta) had very little or no variation in
their meaning, mainly being associated with the cognitive sense, so the algorithm learned
that just by knowing it was a caer + cuenta or tener + cuenta construction it could
correctly guess that it would have a cognitive meaning.
Complement type, aspect, and noun phrase complement type are also lesser
contributors to predicting a V + cuenta construction’s semantics. Although those points
on the graph in figure 5 do not have a very high mean decrease in classification accuracy
from leaving them out, they are still above the 0.01 threshold. It is found in what follows
that these less contributory (but still significantly predictive) factors of complement type,
aspect, and noun phrase type become more important for predicting the semantics of
some of the individual construction types more than others. Thus, these factors are
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discussed in more detail when the construction types are explored individually in section
5.2.
If we take a look at the confusion matrix in table 3 below, we learn more about
the accuracy of these factors in terms of predicting the same semantics as the observed
semantics for these 5,000+ tokens. But before we look at the confusion matrix, let us
review some of the details of the algorithm.





Type of random forest: classification
Number of trees: 500
No. of variables tried at each split: 3
OOB estimate of error rate: 8.02%

The V + cuenta group Random Forest contained 500 different classification trees grown
in a method similar to the example tree discussed in section 4.4, where several of the
independent variables are chosen for a particular construction and then we see if the
decision tree leads us to the same classification as was observed. In our earlier example
of creating Melissa’s party playlist (§4.4.1), this would be like checking to see if the
playlist we created based on asking her friends her music preferences actually led us to a
playlist she likes. Three variables were tried at each split (e.g. construction type, aspect,
and tense).
One of the most exciting results of this study is that the Random Forests algorithm
using my coding factors (independent variables) to predict a V + cuenta construction’s
semantics for the 1200s-1900s is accurate 91.8% of the time (error rate of 8.02%). That
means, a researcher should be able to apply the same method on a new corpus looking at
these V + cuenta constructions and accurately predict the semantics of any given
construction in this time period (1200s-1900s) using the clues from these significant
coding factors about 92% of the time. Remember, the Random Forests error rate is not a
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p-value, and it does not have a cutoff point for significance, such as 0.05, like a p-value
does. How good or bad an error rate is on a Random Forests algorithm depends on the
data and research questions.
As discussed in section 4.4.1 and briefly in section 4.3, the error rate does not tell
us how much of the data is random or not, it tells us how often the algorithm guesses the
outcome correctly. Since linguistic data is not life or death, 8% is a reasonable error rate
because if I give you 100 V + cuenta tokens out of context and you correctly guess the
meaning 92 times without the full sentence, just having information on the complement
type, year, and tense, for example, then that is quite impressive prediction. In real life, we
have the full discourse context, not just the contextual cues that have been coded and
analyzed statistically. The lack of 100% accuracy shows that its more than just factors
that determine semantics, it's the whole discourse context that is needed if we want to get
it right 100% of the time, and as we know, with communication, 100% accuracy is almost
never the reality.
For example, given a token of a V + cuenta construction out its discourse context,
if a linguist knows the century in which the token occurred, the construction type (e.g
caer + cuenta or tener + cuenta), the complement the phrase takes, and the aspect of the
phrase (and additionally the noun phrase type if the complement is a noun phrase), then
they should be able to accurately predict whether the meaning of the token has the ‘give
payment’, ‘list/count’, ‘say/explain’, or cognitive meanings around 92% of the time.
Since no data from the 21st century were included, an accurate prediction on data from
that time period cannot be completely guaranteed, but the patterns found in these data are
expected to continue.
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Regarding the metaphorization process at work in the cuenta constructions, since
these constructions appear to be on a path of becoming more associated with cognitive
meanings than ‘counting/listing’ or ‘giving payment’ as a group, it is to be expected that
the trend of an increasing frequency of cognitive readings would continue into the future.
And, it is also anticipated that these factors would be relevant for the twenty-first century
as well. Now that the variable importance has been explored, let us look at the confusion
matrix in table 3 below to see how the Random Forests machine-learning algorithm’s
predicted semantics compare with the semantics observed in these data.

Cognitive

Cognitive/List

Give payment

Give
payment/List

List

Say (explain)*

Meaning
unknown
Cognitive

9

33

3

6

0

5

0

12

4423

3

4

0

31

54

Cognitive/List

3

44

0

1

0

9

0

Give payment

9

17

1

22

0

6

13

Give
payment/List

1

1

0

2

0

2

0

List

6

89

6

3

0

48

0

Say (explain)*

0

57

0

4

0

0

374

Table 3: Confusion matrix for V + cuenta constructions as a group
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Taking table 3 row by row and starting from the predicted semantics (the row labels),
look at their intersection with the observed semantics (the column labels). The observed
semantics are the semantics as I coded them. The predicted outcomes are the algorithm’s
classification of the schema’s semantics based on the factors offered, and the random
sample of yes/no questions that the algorithm asked to learn the preferences of the V +
cuenta construction. Therefore, if the algorithm were 100% accurate, we would have
zeros everywhere in the table except the grey boxes diagonally down the middle, which
would hold all the values, because then the observed and predicted values would exactly
match every time. Overall, the model error rate is 8.02%, as mentioned in the bulleted
output details above the confusion matrix.
We can also see the class error rates for each semantic outcome in this confusion
matrix. Look at the bolded class error rate for the cognitive reading (C) of the
constructions’ semantics. The class error rate for tokens predicted to be cognitive at 0.029
(2.29%) is even lower than the overall error rate. This means that these coded factors in
the algorithm accurately predict a cognitive semantic reading 98% of the time.
There were, however, more tokens coded as cognitive overall, so the fact that the
algorithm has more cognitive examples to learn from could have made it better at
predicting this type. But, one strength of this algorithm is that Random Forests can handle
unbalanced sets, so this should not be a problem. It could simply be that because the
cognitive reading is not very analyzable that more contextual cues (the coded factors)
contribute toward its reading. Either way, the algorithm is 92% accurate for predicting
any of the coded meanings for the V + cuenta schema, so the regardless of the difference
in occurrence of the different meanings, it can quite accurately predict the semantics
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whatever they may be. Remember: the 8% error rate describes how often the algorithm’s
predictions match up with the actual observed semantics given the independent variables
(contextual factors) in the model and is not a p-value.
On the opposite end, the semantic outcomes of: meaning unknown (?),
cognitive/list (C/L), and give payment/list (G/L) have very high error rates—100% for
cognitive/list and give payment/list. Their high error rates make sense because I was not
able to easily discern the semantics of the constructions that I coded this way, which is
why they were coded as intermediate between two meanings or unknown, and the
algorithm also had trouble predicting their semantics. It is not likely that the interlocutor
would ever expect ambiguity (between two meanings) because they have context to help
them understand the usage. Additionally, there were not many tokens coded with these
intermediate meanings (G/L, C/L) for the model to learn much about the factors
correlated with them, and collapsing related meanings across multiple constructions for
ambiguous cases may have been too much for the algorithm with so few tokens in this
category.
Another item to observe in table 3 is that the accuracy for the class ‘say/explain’
is better than random chance (0.5) as well, with a class error rate of 0.14 (look at the
intersection of the seventh row and eighth column of the confusion matrix in table 3). The
lower error rate for the ‘say/explain’ class is related to the fact that the ‘say/explain’
semantic reading was only possible for the dar + cuenta construction in its intermediate
ditransitive stage. So, the contextual factors may have better predicted that class because
it had construction-specific tendencies.
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Now let us look at the numbers in the boxes in table 3. As mentioned above, the
grey boxes in the confusion matrix show the instances where the algorithm’s predicted
semantics match the observed semantics. The white boxes provide the number of
instances when one of the other meanings was predicted instead of the correct meaning.
Consequently, we can look at the List row, for example, and answer the question: When
‘list’ was predicted, what was it really?
The first observation we can make is that when the actual meaning was unknown
(?), the algorithm most often predicted that the token would have a cognitive meaning (C)
(33 of the 56 ‘meaning unknown’ tokens were predicted to be cognitive), which could be
due to the sheer high frequency of the cognitive senses in these data. If the algorithm
does not have enough information from context to figure out the meaning of the unknown
token, it goes with the meaning which is most common in the data.
As alluded to above, the algorithm was always wrong (class error rate 1.00) at
predicting the semantics of the intermediate cases (‘cognitive/list’ C/L and ‘give
payment/list’ G/L). G/L meanings were not often predicted in the output at all (only 6
times; the total number in the G/L row). Even though C/L was always wrong, when the
observed semantics were C/L (cases that could not be determined to be either cognitive or
list, but could have been either) the algorithm predicted that they would be either C or L,
so it basically picked one, which is what the speaker/hearer would do as well—they
would not assume a double-meaning.
The algorithm was better than random chance (i.e. less than a fifty-fifty shot or
probability of 0.5) at predicting a ‘say’ token would be ‘say’ (based on the class error rate
of .14 for ‘say’ in table 3), but this could be because the ‘say’ sense is only associated
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with the darse cuenta construction, and mostly only occurs within a particular time
period, so the patterns may be easier for the algorithm to find for this sense.
Lastly, the ‘give payment’ (G) and ‘list/count’ (L) classes had error rates slightly
higher than random chance (0.5), with class error rates of 0.67 and 0.68 respectively (see
the fourth and sixth rows of the eighth column in table 3), so the algorithm was not as
good at predicting when these semantics would occur for the V + cuenta cluster as a
whole. When the ‘list/count’ meaning was observed, the model more often predicted a
cognitive meaning, and about half as often correctly predicted the ‘list’ sense. This could
be due to the extremely high frequency of the cognitive meanings, so the algorithm goes
to that meaning first; or because the syntactical/contextual factors for the ‘list/count’ and
cognitive meanings are compatible, and the cognitive meanings and ‘list/count’ meanings
existed during the same time periods. Another possible reason for the higher error rates of
the ‘give payment’ and ‘list/count’ meanings is that the trends for those senses become
more prevalent when the constructions are analyzed by construction type, as they are in
section 5.2 below.
In addition, when ‘give payment’ was the observed sense the algorithm had a hard
time determining whether it should predict, ‘give payment’, ‘say’ or the cognitive
meaning. Most often, the prediction was correct, but this was not the majority of the time.
The syntax of ‘give payment’ and ‘say’ match up, both being (di)transitive, and it is dar
+ cuenta that has the most instances of the ‘give payment meaning’ (due to ‘give’ being
the literal translation of dar) which is the only construction that has the ‘say’ meaning.
Thus, we can see why the model might accidentally predict ‘say’ instead of ‘give
payment’ sometimes. And, the cognitive meaning might also be predicted when the
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observed semantics are ‘give payment’ just as an artifact of the cognitive meaning being
so frequent—when the algorithm is unsure of what to pick, it goes with the most
frequent. In general, the algorithm predicts best the most frequent meanings or the ones
that correlate with specific syntactical or contextual factors, and it predicts worst the
ambiguous cases—just like speakers/hearers do!
In the following section, graphs of the data over time for the cuenta constructions
as a group are presented along with the results from variable rule analysis of the
independent variables on a binary view of semantics: cognitive or not; but first, a
summary of the Random Forests output for V + cuenta.

Summary of Random Forests for V + cuenta
To summarize, the Random Forests analysis told us how well the combination of
contextual factors included in the algorithm (the independent variables) predicted the
meaning of a V + cuenta construction and provided a ranking of these variables by how
much they contribute to the semantic prediction. The Random Forests algorithm also
produced a confusion matrix which gave us error rates for specific senses and told us how
the observed and predicted semantics matched up. The model error rate for the Random
Forests with all independent variables included was 8.02%, meaning that the algorithm
correctly predicted the semantics for the V + cuenta tokens 91.8% of the time.
The tokens with a cognitive sense were the easiest for the algorithm to predict
with a class error rate of only 2.3%. The algorithm predicted the ‘say/explain’ tokens’
meaning correctly most of the time (86% of the time) as well, but the other senses were
guessed wrong more often than not, which is probably due to the ambiguity in meaning
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for the ‘cognitive/list’ C/L, ‘give payment/list’ G/L, and meaning unknown (?) tokens
and the fact that the ‘give payment’ and ‘count/list’ meanings are more compositional in
meaning than the cognitive sense, and thus have less-clear-cut contextual cues (i.e.
always taking the same two complement types) than the cognitive sense tokens.
The contextual factors found to significantly contribute to predicting a V + cuenta
construction’s meaning (evidenced by a higher mean decrease in classification agency
(MDCA) from being left out of the Random Forests trees than 0.01), in order, are: (1)
century (MDCA around 0.12), (2) construction type (MDCA around 0.11), (3)
complement type (MDCA around 0.03), (4) aspect (MDCA around 0.02), and (5) noun
phrase complement type (MDCA around 0.015), and (6) tense and (7) person are right on
the border of being significant contributors or not.
As discovered in the confusion matrix, the cognitive, ‘say’, and ‘give payment’
tokens most often had their actual sense correctly predicted, but for the ‘give payment’
tokens this was not the majority of the time, which could be due to the low frequency of
the ‘give payment’ tokens overall. When the token was ‘count/list’ or the meaning was
unknown in the actual coding, the algorithm most often predicted the cognitive sense for
those tokens. The algorithm predicting cognitive more often for the meaning unknown
cases is probably due to the cognitive meaning being most frequent overall, so when the
algorithm dealt with ambiguous cases like the meaning unknown ones, it went with the
most common meaning overall. The algorithm predicts best the most frequent senses and
the senses correlated with the most contextual cues, just like interlocutors better
understand what a speaker is saying if they use the most common meaning associated
with a phrase or give many cues to their meaning in usage.
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Just knowing which are the most contributory factors reveals some of the story,
but plots of semantics against these significant factors show how these trends play out
over time. The next section offers distributional graphs of V + cuenta patterns with
reference to the dependent variable (semantics) and the most significant independent
variables as found in the Random Forests analysis.

5.1.2 DISTRIBUTIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE V + CUENTA GROUP
The most important research question, that is, which factors best predict the semantics of
a Verb + cuenta construction, has already been discussed in section 5.1.1, but this section
takes a closer look at the way these constructions are functioning as a group through
distributional graphs of the data. Let us first examine figure 6 which plots the semantics
of all the constructions against the most significant variable: century or time period in
which they occurred. Table 4 below figure 6 gives the counts of the V + cuenta meanings
by century along with the percentages of each of the meanings out of the total count for
each century.
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Figure 6: Graph of semantics over time for the V + cuenta constructions as a group

Century
Semantics

1200s

1300s

1400s

1500s

1600s

1700s

1800s

1900s

Meaning
unknown (?)
Cognitive (C)

5.88%
(1)
29.41%
(5)
0

10.2%
(5)
36.73%
(18)
0

5.37%
(33)
53.75%
(330)
4.4%
(27)
3.91%
(24)
0.65%
(4)

2.99%
(12)
53.62%
(215)
3.99%
(16)
3.74%
(15)
0.25%
(1)

0

0.28%
(3)
85.19%
(920)
0.56%
(6)
0.93%
(10)
0.09%
(1)

0.03%
(1)
99.53%
(2965)
0

17.65%
(3)
0

6.23%
(1)
18.75%
(3)
12.5%
(2)
6.25%
(1)
0

Say/explain (S)

47.06%
(8)
0

56.25%
(9)
0

Grand Total

17

16

28.57%
(14)
10.2%
(5)
49

9.12%
(56)
22.8%
(140)
614

6.48%
(26)
28.93%
(116)
401

17.93%
(26)
23.45%
(34)
145

1.02%
(11)
11.94%
(129)
1080

0.07%
(2)
0.37%
(11)
2979

Cognitive/List
(C/L)
Give payment
(G)
Give
payment/List
(G/L)
List/Count (L)

14.29%
(7)
0

48.97%
(71)
4.14%
(6)
5.52%
(8)
0

0
0

Grand
Total
1.06%
(56)
85.4%
(4527)
1.08%
(57)
1.28%
(68)
0.11%
(6)
2.87%
(152)
8.21%
(435)
5301

Table 4: Semantics by century for the V + cuenta group (Percentages of column
total and (N))
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Looking at figure 6 above, we immediately notice the sharp increase in cognitive
meanings (C) over time (the yellow line). This increase contrasts with the decrease we
observe in the ‘count/list’ meanings (L) as time goes on (the purple line). Another
meaning which decreases over time as the cognitive meanings rise, is the ‘give/take
payment’ meaning (G, the jungle green line), which is the most literal interpretation of
the dar + cuenta and tomar + cuenta, and one of the early senses of the hacer + cuenta
construction.
Consequently, the first thing we observe is that these more literal, concrete
meanings decrease over time as the abstract, mental and speaker-internal meanings rise.
Traugott’s (1989) first tendency of semantic change, whereby meanings describing an
external event become meanings based in the speaker’s internal world (their mind), is
exhibited in the evolution of these constructions as evidenced by the rise in cognitive
meanings relative to other meanings.
Another observation is that the pink line in figure 6, which represents the
‘tell/say/explain’ meaning (S), first increases and then decreases. Since this meaning is
only found with the dar + cuenta construction, and only when it is expressed with a
dative pronoun (or fully expressed indirect object), this trend will be elaborated on in
section 5.2.1 when dar + cuenta is discussed in detail.
There were some tokens which could be understood as either of two meanings:
those for which the meaning was either ‘give payment’ or ‘take an account of/list’ (these
ambiguous tokens are labeled G/L) and those for which the meaning was either ‘take an
account of/list’ or a cognitive/mental meaning (labeled C/L). These tokens are great
examples of the bridging contexts and ambiguous utterances that allowed speakers to
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infer new meaning in their usage. Their ambiguity is noted in the coding because of the
fact that the examples made sense in their context with either of the two meanings.
We do not see many tokens that are ambiguous between ‘give payment’ and ‘take
an account of/list’ (G/L). However, we do see a rise in the ones that are ambiguous
between ‘take an account of/list’ and the cognitive/mental meaning, (C/L), and tellingly,
this rise comes about when all three of the senses are in periods of greater competition
with each other, in particular the 1300s and the 1500-1700s before the cognitive
meanings take over. This polysemy is necessary for and a result of semantic change, and
it is the competition period in which some variants are chosen over others based on how
the community of speakers uses them. The variants that the community as a whole uses
the most are those that get propagated and become conventionalized.
There were a few (56) tokens for which a meaning could not be discerned; those
instances are labeled as (?), represented by the red line. As can be seen in the graph, they
were mostly early tokens, and we do see a decline in the red line in the chart. These early
tokens came from documents without punctuation and with many other archaic features
of writing that made the nuances in the surrounding discourse context hard to understand
as well. Due to the sheer amount of data included in this study, and the descriptive power
of the Random Forests algorithm, those few tokens did not have to be omitted from the
data analysis to still have a very predictive model.
Figure 7 below plots semantics over time as well, but has the graphs broken up by
construction type and stacked on top of each other for easy comparison. The color coding
for the semantics is the same in this chart as it was in the graph above. The most
important lines to follow in figure 7 are once again the yellow lines representing the
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cognitive senses for each construction type. Table 5 below figure 7 gives the counts of
each meaning for the V + cuenta group by construction type along with the percentage of
each sense out of the total count for each construction type.

Figure 7: Graph of semantics over time broken down by construction type

Construction type
Semantics

caer +
cuenta
0

dar +
cuenta
0

Cognitive/List (C/L)

100%
(298)
0

79.83%
(1836)
0

Give payment (G)

0

Give payment/List
(G/L)
List/Count (L)

0

1.26%
(29)
0

0

0

Say/explain (S)

0

Grand Total

298

18.91%
(435)
2300

Meaning unknown
(?)
Cognitive (C)

hacer +
cuenta
7.06%
(45)
64.52%
(411)
6.12%
(39)
5.65%
(36)
0.94%
(6)
15.7%
(100)
0

tener +
cuenta
0

tomar +
cuenta
1.9% (11)

99.53%
(1480)
0
0

86.7%
(502)
3.11%
(18)
0.52% (3)

0

0

0.47%
(7)
0

7.77%
(45)
0

637

1487

579

Grand
Total
1.06%
(56)
85.4%
(4527)
1.08%
(57)
1.28%
(68)
0.11% (6)
2.87%
(152)
8.21%
(435)
5301

Table 5: Semantics by construction type (Percentages of column total and (N))
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Looking at the stacked plots in figure 7, we do indeed see a rise in cognitive meanings
(C) over time for all the constructions, separately, except caer + cuenta which appears in
the 1500s with the cognitive meaning and has no other attested meanings. As discussed in
the caer en la cuenta pilot study (§3.2) and returned to in section 5.2.2, because of the
late appearance of caer en la cuenta and lack of variation in its semantics, it is posited
that caer en la cuenta has resulted from analogy with darse cuenta which has the same
sense ‘realize’. Tener + cuenta is another type which attests mostly cognitive readings
over time, with only slight variation in meaning in the 1400s and 1500s (and no tokens in
the 1300s).
Dar + cuenta, hacer + cuenta, and tomar + cuenta all experience significant
increases in their relative frequencies of cognitive meanings. Tomar + cuenta and hacer
+ cuenta experience more gradual increases in their cognitive meanings over time,
whereas dar + cuenta experiences a sharp increase in its cognitive meaning in the later
centuries. This different trend that dar + cuenta exhibits is related to the two rounds of
semantic reanalysis that it experienced: the rise and decline of the ‘say/tell/explain’
meaning (S) which of the five constructions only dar + cuenta portrays recurrently, and
then the rise of the cognitive meaning ‘realize’.
Dar + cuenta’s ‘say/tell/explain’ meaning represented both a semantic and syntactic
bridging context for the dar + cuenta construction to evolve from the external, dative
function with the literal ‘give payment’ meaning (syntactically, DATIVE PRONOUN +
[dar] + (la) + cuenta, with cuenta taking its literal meaning of ‘account/check/bill’) to the
internal, cognitive function with the metaphorical ‘realize’ meaning (syntactically,
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MIDDLE MARKER + [dar] + cuenta) with the construction being analyzed
metaphorically as a whole and cuenta no longer having a literal meaning but instead
referring to what the subject is ‘realizing’ either in the complement or earlier in the
discourse. Examples of dar + cuenta with a dative pronoun and with a middle marker,
respectively, are given in 26 and 27 below.

26. Cada pastor le contava su mal; las pastoras le davan cuenta de sus amores por
ver si sería parte para ablandar su pena, mas todo consuelo es escusado cuando
los males son sin remedio.
‘Each shepherd told him of his misfortune; the shepherdesses told him stories of
their loves to see if it would be something to soften his sorrow, but all consolation
is needless when the evils are without remedy.’
(Montemayor, Jorge de, Los Siete Libros de Diana, 1500s)

27. Pero cuando se dieron cuenta y vieron que nuestro capitán general nos había
seguido, se acobardaron.
‘But when they realized/(gave the account to themselves) and saw that our
captain general had followed us, they cowered in fear.’
(Schmidel, Ulrico, Relatos de la conquista del Río de la Plata y Paraguay : 15341554, 1500s)

The ‘say/tell/explain’ sense in 26 provides the bridging context between the ‘give
payment’ and ‘realize’ sense and the earlier and later syntactic forms of the dar + cuenta
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construction (taking a dative pronoun vs taking a middle marker) because it exhibits
semantic tendencies toward the cognitive meaning, but retains syntactic features of the
earlier ‘give payment’ meaning until the mental sense comes about. When a construction
changes meaning and form, semantic change always slightly precedes morphosyntactic
change, even if the variation in semantics persists after the morphosyntactic change takes
place (see Millar McColl & Trask 2015 and Traugott & Trousdale 2013). With dar +
cuenta, the ‘say/tell/explain’ meaning, which could be translated piece by piece as ‘give
account to someone’, retains earlier syntactic features remnant from the ‘give payment’
meaning in that it still takes dative pronouns—the account (cuenta) is still being given to
someone else.
However, unlike the ‘give payment’ sense, the ‘say/tell/explain’ meaning does not
use a literal interpretation of cuenta as ‘count/account/check/bill’, but instead it is
metaphorically extended to refer to an idea in the discourse (either the complement
following the cuenta phrase, or referring to something discussed earlier in the discourse).
Thus, in this way, we can see the ‘say/tell/explain’ meaning as providing a bridging
context which allowed the speakers to further extend the semantics of the dar + cuenta
phrase from ‘give someone else an account’ to ‘give oneself an account’ (‘realize’) taking
the meaning from external to internal, which is Traugott’s (1989) first tendency of
semantic change. As these semantic changes were propagated throughout the speech
community, the morphosyntactic change accompanied them, and the speakers began
using dar + cuenta with middle markers instead of dative pronouns. The dar + cuenta
story will be discussed in more detail in 5.2.1.
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Dar + cuenta, hacer + cuenta, and tomar + cuenta all exhibit a decrease in an
earlier meaning which opposes the increase in the cognitive meanings. For dar + cuenta,
it is the ‘give payment’ meaning which decreases sharply as the cognitive meaning comes
about and takes over, which was its literal meaning. For hacer + cuenta and tomar +
cuenta, it is the ‘list’/‘do/take a count’ (L) meanings as well as the transactional (G)
(‘settle the account/bill’, ‘take payment’) senses of these constructions which decrease in
response to the increase in the cognitive meanings.
The decrease in the literal senses is logical for these constructions, which were
originally used in a concrete sense, because in order for speakers to understand the newer,
metaphorically extended meanings of these constructions (the cognitive meanings), the
new meanings have to become more widely used. We have already discussed how this
extension took place for dar + cuenta.
For the other constructions, we can also see how speakers could have made the
metaphorical extension from taking a literal count or inventory of items (tomar + cuenta,
hacer + cuenta) to making a mental note of something (‘considering’ it), whether it be a
list of physical items or an account of what happened. We can also understand how
speakers could have made the semantic leap from making a literal list or a count of items
or ‘making an account’ (hacer + cuenta) to imagining something, whether it is a concrete
referent or an abstract proposition. Speakers take the act of ‘counting/listing’ and turn it
into an internal, mental act where the idea that is being ‘considered/imagined’ is put at
the forefront—following Traugott’s (1989) first tendency of semantic change.
Century and construction type were the most contributory independent variables
to predicting a given V + cuenta construction’s semantics according to the Random
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Forests algorithm, followed by complement type. Figures 6 and 7 above gave us insight
in to how time and semantics interact for these cuenta constructions as a group. Section
5.2, where the constructions are analyzed by type, discusses in more detail how
construction type, time, and semantics interact.
The graph below of complement over time, shows us how usage of the open slot
following these V + cuenta constructions has varied over the centuries. The most
important lines to follow on in figure 8 are P (predicate, violet line), N (noun phrase,
jungle green line), R (relativizer, e.g. lo que ‘it that’, fuchsia line), I (infinitive, kelly
green line), and Z (which means there was no complement, rose line).

Figure 8: Graph of complement type over time for all of the constructions as a
group

Overall, predicate complements and noun phrase (NP) complements are far more
frequent than the rest, and they are in constant competition with each other as V + cuenta
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complements. The NP complement makes syntactic sense because cuenta ‘count’ in its
original sense out of context would combine with prepositional phrases that describe
what the ‘count’ was of, for example, [cuenta de NP] ‘count of NP’.
The next most frequent complement scenario is to simply have no complement at
all (Z), which can occur with any of the semantic senses, whether or not cuenta is the
actual direct object as it is in the literal senses of these constructions. Relativizers and
infinitives also have just barely positive relative frequencies over time. Complement type
is an independent variable which is affected by the construction type it occurs with, and
the patterns become more clear when we divide the constructions by type and then look
at complement type, as in figure 9 below. The color coding of the complement types is
the same as in the plot above.

Figure 9: Graph of complement type over time broken down by construction type
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In figure 9, we see four separate plots stacked on top of each other contrasting the relative
frequencies of each complement type for each construction type by century. Since these
plots are hard to read in detail, larger graphs of each construction’s complement types
over time and also by semantics are offered in section 5.2. Looking at figure 9 above, we
notice a few patterns. Firstly, all of the constructions show an increase in the relative
frequency of predicate complements (P) moving into the 1900s, even if that increase is
only minor for some. Thus, the increase in predicate complements exhibited by the V +
cuenta constructions as a group also holds for all of the construction types individually,
which means that all of these constructions are increasingly being used to introduce a
proposition through a dependent clause—a common trend for verbs of cognition.
Another observation to make is that the tomar + cuenta construction has the
highest relative frequency of noun phrase complements (N, jungle green line) in the later
centuries than any other cuenta construction. This due to two factors: First, the most
frequent complement type for tomar + cuenta throughout the entire time period under
investigation is a noun phrase complement. The high incidence of noun phrase
complements occurring with tomar + cuenta in all centuries could be related to the
semantics of tomar ‘take’ because both when a speaker ‘takes a count’ and ‘takes account
of an idea/considers’ it makes sense to have a referent (a noun phrase complement) to
‘take’. This point is returned to in section 5.2.5 in the discussion of tomar + cuenta.
Thus, although the V + cuenta group as a whole, including tomar + cuenta, experiences a
rise in predicate complements, tomar + cuenta still has a higher relative frequency of
noun phrase complements in the 1900s possibly due to the inherent semantics in tomar
‘take’.
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Tener + cuenta also takes many noun phrase complements over time, but the
predicate complements are in much higher competition with noun phrases in the later
centuries than in tomar + cuenta’s case. Caer en la cuenta exhibits a steady decrease in
its occurrence with no complement (Z, rose line). It is not clear why this would be,
maybe because speakers are only using the expression when they want to tell the listener
what specifically they realized, and they use darse cuenta more often when they leave the
proposition open-ended.

Summary of distributional analysis of the V + cuenta group
In sum, the main semantic trend discovered through the distributional analysis of the
cuenta constructions analyzed as a group is that from the 1200s to the 1900s there was an
increase in the relative frequency of internal, cognitive meanings for V + cuenta
constructions which was accompanied by a decrease in the relative frequency of the more
external ‘list/count’ and ‘give/make payment’ meanings.
The increase in internal meanings at the expense of external meanings follows
Traugott’s (1989:34-35) first tendency of semantic change whereby meanings based in
the externally described situation (in the case of these data, the situation of ‘counting’,
‘listing’, or ‘settling a bill’) increasingly become based in the internally described
situation (in the case of these data, the situation of ‘realizing’, ‘pretending’, or
‘considering’). The following section, 5.1.3, operationalizes this first tendency of
semantic change by running logistic regression through variable rule analysis on a binary
view of the semantics: internal or external, i.e. cognitive or not.
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Another noteworthy trend in the semantics of cuenta constructions over time is
that the ‘say/explain’ meaning first increases then decreases. However, the dar + cuenta
construction type makes up all of the ‘say/explain’ tokens, so this is really a trend for dar
+ cuenta. Additionally, the 1300s and the 1500s through the 1700s show brief increases
in the tokens coded as ambiguous between the cognitive and ‘list/count’ senses, which
represent semantic bridging contexts in periods of increased variation while the cognitive
meaning was coming into being. Variation and the differential selection and propagation
of variants causes change (Croft 2000; Millar McColl & Trask 2015), and ambiguous
cases such as these bridging contexts allowed language users to imply and infer the new
meanings and still be understood by interlocutors who could interpret the usage as a
metaphorical extension of the older, more concrete meaning.
In terms of the independent variables, predicate and noun phrase complements are
the most frequent over time, and all construction types show an increase in predicate
complements over time going into the 1900s. The fact that the increase in predicate types
happens to all the construction types, not just those that experience semantic change, is
evidence that the constructions part of the V + cuenta exemplar cluster are increasingly
being used to introduce a dependent proposition, which is a common function for verbs
of cognition (e.g. I think that…). However, the trends in complement type were affected
by construction type, so these patterns are more easily revealed in section 5.2 in the
individual analysis of the constructions.
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5.1.3 VARIABLE RULE ANALYSIS OF V + CUENTA
In order to get a more fine-grained look at the change from the earlier, more external
meanings to the later, internal cognitive meanings, the dependent variable (semantics)
was collapsed into the binary factor: cognitive sense or not. With a binary dependent
variable, variable rule analysis can be used to determine the direction and magnitude of
effect for each factor. For example, the question “Which century most strongly correlated
with a cognitive meaning?” can be answered with variable rule analysis. The variable rule
analysis with this binary view of V + cuenta semantics operationalizes Traugott’s
(1989:34-35) first tendency of semantic change whereby meanings based in the external
situation tend to shift toward being based in the internal situation (describing what is
going on in the mind). The output of variable rule analysis on the V + cuenta data as a
group is given in table 6 below.

N=5,003
(caer was excluded)
p=0.015
Factor
Century
1900s
1800s
1500s
1700s
1600s
1400s
1300s
1200s
Construction type4
Tener + cuenta
Tomar+ cuenta

Input=0.994
(85.67% cognitive)
Factor weight

Log likelihood= -700.364

Percent cognitive (N)

.939
.068
.008
.008
.007
.003
.001
.001
Range .938

99.52% 2918/2932
84.19% 820/974
53.10% 291/548
45.16% 56/124
50.44% 173/343
36.73% 18/49
31.25% 5/16
29.41% 5/17

.964
.770

99.53% 1480/1487
89.81% 520/579

4

Caer tokens had to be removed because there was no semantic change, therefore it is not possible to
calculate which factors favor which meaning—there was only ever the cognitive meaning.
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Dar + cuenta
Complement type
Predicate
Noun phrase
Relativizer
None
Infinitive
Other
Aspect
Command
Imperfect
Modal
Preterit
Haber + de/que
None/Infinitive
Other
Progressive
Person
First
None/Infinitive
Second
Third
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.567
.075
Range .889

70.64% 450/637
79.83% 1836/2300

.726
.384
.305
.221
.149
.048
Range .678

93.92% 1991/2120
82.99% 1629/1963
60.75% 161/265
81.46% 470/577
45.16% 14/31
44.68% 21/47

.861
.634
.497
.491
.462
.472
.411
.323
Range .538

96.00% 240/250
72.21% 304/421
89.09% 302/339
83.85% 872/1040
95.33% 245/257
84.03% 1789/2129
93.60% 117/125
94.34% 417/442

.613
.555
.479
.454
Range .159

86.77% 695/801
92.50% 789/853
91.08% 531/583
82.10% 2271/2766

Table 6: Variable rule analysis of the contribution of factors selected as significant
to a cognitive meaning in a cuenta construction

Table 6 presents the results from the variable rule analysis of factors contributing to
whether a given V + cuenta construction has a cognitive meaning or not. The dependent
variable (semantics) had to be changed to binomial (cognitive or not) because a binary
dependent variable is an assumption for variable rule analysis (see §4.5), and also
because a cognitive or not variable operationalizes the meaning shift from external to
internal. Let us examine table 6 and what it tells us. The input (0.994) indicates the
overall likelihood that a given V + cuenta construction’s meaning will be cognitive in
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nature (whether the exact meaning is ‘imagine’, ‘pretend’, ‘realize’, ‘consider’, ‘make
sure’, etc.).
Excluding the caer tokens because they showed no variation in meaning, 85.67%
of the data had the cognitive meaning. Looking at table 6, the factors/variables included
in the model that had a significant effect on whether the semantics were cognitive or not
were: (1) century, (2) construction type, (3) complement type, (4) aspect, and (5) person.
This group of factors was found to be significant at p=0.015. These factors, with the
exception of person, are the same factors that were found to significantly predict V +
cuenta semantics in my Random Forests algorithm. Now that we are only looking at
whether the semantics are cognitive or not, the factor Person (i.e. first, second, third) is
found to be more relevant for predicting if a cuenta construction’s semantics are
cognitive or not than when all senses are included. Variable rule analysis allows us to ask
which specific contexts tell a speaker that one of these constructions is about mental
activity instead of externally-focused meanings like ‘listing’, ‘counting’, or ‘making
payment’.
Within each factor group, the ordering of the factor weights shows the direction of
effect, which tells us which factors favor/disfavor the cognitive meaning, based on
whether the factor weight is over (favor) or under (disfavor) 0.5 (random chance). We
can see that the factors which favor the cognitive meaning are: if the token occurred in
the 1900s (factor weight 0.939); if the construction was tener + cuenta (factor weight
0.964), tomar + cuenta (factor weight 0.770), or hacer + cuenta (which only slightly
favors the cognitive reading with a factor weight of 0.567); if the token’s complement
was a predicate (factor weight 0.726); if the token was in the command (factor weight
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0.861) or imperfect (0.634) form; and if the token was in first person (0.613) or
unconjugated (e.g. infinitive, gerund, although no marking for person only very slightly
favored a cognitive reading because the factor weight was only 0.555).
All the other factors listed in table 6 disfavor a cognitive reading of a V + cuenta
construction, but some more strongly disfavor a cognitive reading than others. All of the
centuries besides the 1900s have extremely low factor weights (under 0.07) showing that
they very strongly disfavor a cognitive reading when the cuenta constructions are
analyzed as a group like this. These other centuries disfavor the cognitive meanings so
strongly because the cognitive meaning did not become the most frequent meaning for
these constructions as a whole until the 1900s, and before that all of them displayed
semantic variation.
In terms of construction type, the dar +cuenta construction disfavors a cognitive
reading (factor weight 0.075) because it had three whole centuries (1200s-1400s) without
any cognitive tokens, whereas the other three constructions (hacer + cuenta, tener +
cuenta, tomar + cuenta) all attest cognitive meanings as early as the 1200s.
The range is the difference between the highest and lowest factor weight in each
factor group, which indicates the relative strength (referred to as the magnitude of effect)
of each factor group (Torres Cacoullos & Travis 2011). We see in table 6 that century has
the largest magnitude of effect (0.941) on the meaning being cognitive, followed by
complement type, aspect, construction type, and person, respectively. Thus, the passage
of time is the most important factor in predicting whether a cuenta construction’s
semantics are cognitive or not because using these constructions in contexts that invite
the inference of mental activity happens over time across a community of speakers, and
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meanings tend to shift from external to internal (Traugott 1989), thus the earlier centuries
correlate with more external meanings and the latest century correlates with the internal
meanings.
The second most influential variable, construction type, is also logically an
accurate predictor of whether a construction is cognitive or not because some of these
constructions (e.g. tomar + cuenta and tener + cuenta) have the cognitive meaning
making up the majority of their examples. Thus, when a construction type (e.g. tener
+cuenta) has most of its examples with the cognitive meaning, it has a higher correlation
with the cognitive meaning than other construction types that experience more variation
in semantics. The less variation there is in a construction’s semantics, the more it can be
said to be fixated in meaning, and therefore less contextual cues are necessary for the
interlocutor to correctly interpret the speaker’s intended meaning. As is shown in section
5.2 below, the cuenta constructions with more variable semantics, like the hacer + cuenta
construction, require more contextual cues to predict meaning as evidenced by the greater
number of contextual factors (independent variables) found to be statistically significant
in both the Random Forests and variable rule analysis for hacer + cuenta.
Complement type is the third most influential variable in the logistic regression.
Predicate complements favor cognitive semantics for V + cuenta constructions (factor
weight 0.726) because predications, for example, do not make sense with the earlier
concrete meanings of these constructions—it is not possible to *‘give payment that he
will be arriving later’ or *‘take a count that she wore a red dress’ or *‘settle a bill that
they didn’t call him back’ or *‘have in inventory that I forgot to email my mother’.
Predications are only possible with the mental meanings and the communicative
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‘say/explain’ meanings. Also, when speakers are talking about what someone is
‘realizing’, ‘considering’, or ‘pretending’ (the cognitive senses), the idea being thought
about is usually abstract and easier explained with a dependent proposition, in other
words, a predicate complement.
Aspect is another predictor of V + cuenta constructions being cognitive or not,
which is logical because some of the cognitive senses are more common in certain
aspectual forms. As mentioned in section 4.3, tense, mood, and aspect were all coded as
separate factors in the model in case the combination of them (T/M/A, as they are often
grouped and coded in variationist approaches) confounded their individual correlations.
One item to notice regarding the list of factor levels under aspect in this table is that the
levels listed are not a complete list of aspectual categories, nor are they even all of the
aspectual categories that were coded in this study. The reason for the shorter list of
aspectual categories is that when using variable rule analysis, the logit function may find
that some levels are knockouts (also known as singletons) and therefore they must be
collapsed with other factor levels to find patterning. Several of the aspectual levels coded
for in this study were found to be knockouts in this logistic regression; therefore, they
were collapsed with other aspectual levels; thus, shortening the list.
Regarding the aspectual levels found to be significant, the command form
(imperative) strongly favors a cognitive reading (factor weight 0.861), and this could be
due to the fact that hacer + cuenta with the ‘pretend’ sense is most frequently used in the
imperative, and ‘consider’ (tener + cuenta and tomar + cuenta) is also often used in
command form. Imperfect also slightly favors the cognitive reading for a V + cuenta
construction (factor weight 0.634), which could be due to the fact that ‘giving payment’,
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‘saying/telling’, and ‘listing/counting’ (i.e. the other possible senses besides the mental
reading) are more like single, completed actions than ‘realizing’, ‘pretending’, or
‘considering’ which are semantically less easy to pinpoint when the action began and
ended. However, the suddenness of ‘realization’ and the non-suddenness of ‘being aware’
(two ways that dar + cuenta’s cognitive sense can be glossed) leads to aspect not being
significant for dar + cuenta when analyzed alone in section 5.2.1.
As alluded to in section 2.3.1, subjectification happens as a result of speakers
focusing more on themselves and their attitudes toward propositions in the discourse.
Therefore, talking about events inside the subject’s head makes more sense when the
speaker and the subject are the same person (first person). The trend of subjectification
may be the reason we see first person coming up as favoring the cognitive sense (0.613).

Summary of variable rule analysis for V + cuenta
To review, the variable rule analysis conducted on the cuenta constructions as a group
(minus caer + cuenta because it exhibited no variation) operationalized Traugott’s (1989)
first tendency of semantic change whereby external meanings tend to shift toward
internal meanings, and went a step further by looking at other contextual factors in
addition to time, as it reduced the dependent variable (semantics) to the binary division:
cognitive (internal) or not (external).
Five contextual factors were found to significantly (p=0.015) predict whether a V
+ cuenta construction was cognitive or not. From the variable with the largest magnitude
of effect on whether the construction is cognitive or not to the variable with the smallest,
the significant variables were: (1) century, (2) construction type, (3) complement type,
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(4) aspect, and (5) person. This ranking of significant variables is the same as in the
Random Forests analysis with the addition of person, which shows that even though these
analyses ask slightly different questions, they still agree on the general trends in the data.
The output of variable rule analysis tells us which levels of each significant
independent variable favor or disfavor a cognitive meaning and how much they do based
on how far above or below 0.5 (random chance) their factor weights (FW) are. The
following factor levels favor a cognitive reading of a V + cuenta construction: (1) if the
token comes from the 1900s (FW 0.939), (2) if the construction was tener + cuenta (FW
0.964) or tomar + cuenta (FW 0.770), (3) if the complement was a predicate (FW 0.726),
(4) if the token was in imperative/command aspect (FW 0.861) or imperfect aspect (only
slightly, FW 0.634), and (5) if the token was in first person (only slightly, FW 0.613).
The factor levels which disfavor a cognitive reading, and thus favor a more
external meaning for a V + cuenta token are: (1) if the token came from any century
earlier than the 1900s (all factor weights under 0.07) and (2) if the construction type is
dar + cuenta (FW 0.075). All other factor levels not listed do not strongly favor or
disfavor a cognitive reading of a V + cuenta construction.
The above trends in favoring or disfavoring a cognitive sense for a cuenta
construction are logical and result from how speakers understand these mental events and
how the constructions were used over time. First, the 1900s favor the cognitive reading
and the 1200s-1800s disfavor the cognitive reading because change happens gradually
over time and the tendency is for meaning to move from concrete, external (earlier) to
abstract, internal (later); thus, this tendency of semantic change is exhibited significantly
in these directions of effect.
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Second, it is logical that tener + cuenta and tomar + cuenta favor the cognitive
reading because they each have cognitive tokens making up 99.53% and 86.7% of their
total tokens, respectively. Thus, if the language user knows that the V + cuenta token is
either tener + cuenta or tomar + cuenta they can be guess it will have a cognitive
meaning and be right most of the time, which is true for caer + cuenta as well since it
only ever exhibits the cognitive sense. The fact that dar + cuenta disfavors a cognitive
meaning in the variable rule analysis is not due to the cognitive meanings being less
relatively frequent than others in the dar + cuenta tokens (cognitive sense makes up 79%
of the dar + cuenta data), but rather because dar + cuenta exhibits clear semantic trends
over time.
Third, predicate complements favor a cognitive meaning because of the tendency
for cognitive verbs (or in this case the cognitive complex predicate V + cuenta schema)
to introduce dependent propositions in a following clause. The tendency of cognitive
verbs to introduce dependent clauses is logical because the proposition or idea put forth is
usually abstract or requires explanation of a situation. Fourth, the command/imperative
aspect is associated with the cognitive senses mostly because of the V + cuenta
constructions which have the ‘pretend’ and ‘consider’ senses, both of which are often
produced as commands directed at an interlocutor. The impact of the imperfect aspect
favoring a cognitive sense is not very strong, but could be related to the fact that mental
events are hard to restrict to a definite beginning and endpoint, and thus the imperfect is
often chosen.
Lastly, person was not found to be very contributory in the Random Forests
analysis for V + cuenta, but in this variable rule analysis it is found that first person
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slightly favors a cognitive reading of a cuenta construction. When the subject and speaker
are the same person (i.e. first person tokens), the utterance is more subjective and thus
more likely to include discussion on what is going on in their mind. Therefore, first
person tokens allow the speaker to add more subjectivity to the phrase as a whole and the
meaning shifts further toward the internal realm.

5.2 INDIVIDUAL ANALYSIS OF THE CONSTRUCTIONS
In this section, each construction type is analyzed separately to discover their
idiosyncrasies and make construction-specific statements. Examples of the different
senses in each century for each construction are provided with distributional plots, and
the data for each construction are analyzed using Random Forests and variable rule
analysis, where possible, just like was done for the V + cuenta group as a whole.

5.2.1 DAR(SE) CUENTA
The results for the dar + cuenta construction in this study are much the same as in the
pilot study even though that earlier research only included the data from the 1200s-1800s
and a small sample from the 1900s. The current study of dar + cuenta includes more
advanced statistics than the original pilot study, as well as one hundred percent of the dar
+ cuenta tokens from the corpus. Here are some examples of the various meanings dar +
cuenta has had throughout the centuries (‘give payment’, ‘say/explain’, and ‘realize/be
aware’):
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28. … mandado o de la rreyna, que nos den cuenta e rrecabdo por qual rrasonqxq
[lo rrasonqxq] lo fisieron.
‘… mandated by the queen, that they give us payment and taxes due for which
reason they did it.’
(Cavanilles, Antonio, Memoria sobre el Fuero de Madrid del año 1202, 1200s)

29. E mandamos que los tales diputados a cabo de vn año vengan a nos dar cuenta
& rrazon de lo que an fallado & fecho Por que nos sepamos el estado &
rregimiento de los nuestros rreynos.
‘And we mandate that the disputed ones come after it is been a year and give/tell
us the account and reason of what they found and did so that we know the state
and regiment of our kingdoms.’
(de Montalvo, Alfonzo Díaz, Ordenanzas reales, 1400s)

30. No se dieron cuenta de nuestra llegada; por esto no huyeron hasta que
estuvimos próximos a su poblado y no pudieron escapar.
‘They were not aware of our arrival; because of this they did not flee until we
were close to their village and they could not escape.’
(Schmidel, Ulrico, Relatos de la conquista del Río de la Plata y Paraguay: 15341554, 1500s)

31. Quieren instruir preventivamente a los jóvenes y no se dan cuenta de que los
exponen prematuramente a situaciones de peligro.
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‘They wanted to preventatively instruct the young kids and they did not realize
that they exposed them prematurely to dangerous situations.’
(Ludovico Gulminelli, Ricardo, Fecundación Fraudulenta, 1900s)

Let us first take a look at how the semantics of dar + cuenta have evolved over time in
figure 10 below. Table 7 below figure 10 gives the counts of dar + cuenta meanings by
century as well as the percentages of each meaning out of the total count for each
century. One item to notice is that no tokens of dar + cuenta were found in the corpus for
the 1300s.

Dar cuenta: Semantics
Percentage of tokens by century

100.00%
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%

C

40.00%

G

30.00%

S

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
1200s

1400s

1500s

1600s

1700s

1800s

1900s

Century

Figure 10: Semantics over time for dar + cuenta
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Century

Semantics

1200s

1300s

1400s

1500s

1600s

1700s

1800s

1900s

Cognitive
(C)
Give
payment
(G)
Say/Explain
(S)
Grand
Total

0

0

0

100%
(3)

0

28.57%
(2)

10.65%
(18)
6.51%
(11)

2.5%
(3)
0.83%
(1)

2.5%
(1)
12.5%
(5)

41.88%
(98)
2.99%
(7)

99.36%
(1716)
0

0

0

3

0

71.43%
(5)
7

82.84%
(140)
169

96.67%
(116)
120

85%
(34)
40

55.13%
(129)
234

0.64%
(11)
1727

Grand
Total
79.83%
(1836)
1.26%
(29)
18.91%
(435)
2300

Table 7: Semantics by century for dar + cuenta (Percentages of column total and
(N))

In Figure 10, we see three clear trends, which reveal two stages of semantic reanalysis:
‘give payment’ (G)1 ‘say/tell/explain’ (S)2 ‘realize/be aware’ (C). The first
trend we observe is the sharp decrease in the ‘give payment’ meaning from the 1200s to
the 1600s, after which it never regains the same status and is not attested at all in the
1900s. The ‘give payment’ meaning was the concrete, external meaning, and it has been
observed for many constructions that meanings tend to evolve away from external
meanings toward more speaker-internal meanings (Traugott 1989; Traugott & Dasher
2002). Thus, the disappearance of the ‘give payment’ meaning for dar + cuenta was
expected.
The next trend we observe in figure 10 is the wide arc which demonstrates the rise
and fall of the ‘say/tell/explain’ meaning. As discussed in section 5.2 above, this
communicative meaning provides a bridging sense for the overarching change from ‘give
payment’ to ‘realize’ because it has the same syntax as ‘give payment’ but the meaning
of cuenta has been metaphorically extended to refer to ideas in the discourse instead of a
literal ‘count/account’ meaning. Thus, it follows logically that the ‘say/tell/explain’
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meaning increase as the ‘give payment’ meaning decreases and decrease as the ‘realize’
meaning takes over.
The last trend we observe is the dramatic increase in the ‘realize’ meaning, which
begins in the 1400s but really takes off from the 1700s to the 1900s with 99.36% of the
1900s tokens having the ‘realize’ sense. By the 1900s, the cognitive meaning has
solidified for darse cuenta and semantic reanalysis is complete. Two stages of semantic
reanalysis have taken place: (1) the metaphorical extension from paying someone with a
check or an account to giving someone an inventory or telling them an account of what
happened, and (2) the metaphorical extension from telling someone else an account of
what happened to giving oneself the account of what happened, in other words, realizing
or becoming aware of a new proposition or idea.
Morphosyntactic reanalysis has also taken place since the accompanying dative
pronoun from the earlier meanings has changed to a middle marker. Regarding middle
markers, this study holds, in line with Kemmer (1993:239), that:
the semantics of low elaboration of events that is characteristic of middle
markers serves to dissociate middle-marked verbs from the transitive roots
from which many of them are derived.
Thus, the middle marker came to be used with dar + cuenta in its cognitive ‘realize’
sense because the construction needed more overt coding to imply the intransitivity of the
‘realization’ scene on the originally transitive dar + cuenta construction. The middle
marker invites a one-participant reading of the construction with the focus on the subject
(Initiator) being affected and less focus on the action involved (less elaboration of
events). Both semantic (meaning) reanalysis and morphosyntactic (form) reanalysis has
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taken place for the dar + cuenta construction which means that it is a case of
constructionalization (i.e. the creation of a formnew-meaningnew pairing).
In examining the Random Forests output for dar + cuenta in figure 11 below, as
is to be expected, century is far and away the biggest predictor of semantics, beating the
other factors by more than 0.175 mean decrease in classification accuracy. The other
variables that report a more than 0.01 decrease in classification accuracy from being left
out of the trees are: complement type, mode of discourse (oral, transcribed or written),
and Noun Phrase (NP) type (concrete or abstract). These rankings are provided in figure
11.

Figure 11: Random Forests graph of variable importance for determining a dar +
cuenta construction's semantics

Just like for the V + cuenta constructions as a group, a good benchmark of whether or not
a variable is significantly contributing to dar + cuenta semantics is if the mean decrease
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in classification agency from leaving it out is over 0.01. For this construction,
complement type, mode of discourse (oral, written, or transcribed), and noun phrase type
are the most predictive variables besides century. However, mode of discourse is
probably slightly confounded with century because the oral and transcribed genres do not
appear until the 1900s. Therefore, mode of discourse will not be discussed.
Regarding the confusion matrix for dar + cuenta given in table 8 below, the
Random Forests algorithm run on only the dar + cuenta tokens was even more predictive
than when the algorithm was run on all of the construction types together with an error
rate of only 5.65%. This means that the algorithm predicts the semantics of a dar +
cuenta token accurately 94.35% of the time! The specifications for the Forest for dar +
cuenta are given below as well.
Type of random forest: classification
Number of trees: 500
No. of variables tried at each split: 3
OOB estimate of error rate: 5.65%

Cognitive

Give
payment

Say
(explain)

Class
Error

Observed

Predicted






Cognitive

1780

4

52

0.0305

Give payment

5

16

8

0.4483

Say (explain)

56

5

374

0.1402

Table 8: Confusion matrix for dar + cuenta
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The first item to notice regarding dar + cuenta’s confusion matrix is that the sense with
the most predictive class error is the cognitive sense (‘realize’) with rate of 0.03 (3%).
The class error for the cognitive sense is even lower than the overall OOB error rate for
dar +cuenta, which means that the algorithm is much better at predicting the cognitive
senses than the ‘give payment’ or ‘say/explain’ senses. However, looking at the grey
boxes down the middle of table 8, we see that the observed and predicted semantics
match up more often than not for all of the senses. All of the meanings have class error
rates better than random chance (0.5). Thus, this algorithm is quite predictive for any
sense of dar + cuenta from any point in time (1200s-1900s), not just the cognitive senses.
As with the V + cuenta group, variable rule analysis was also run for dar +
cuenta to see which factor levels (e.g. which particular centuries or complement types)
favor or disfavor a cognitive meaning. Variable rule analysis is only relevant for the
second stage of semantic change for this construction where the meaning changes to
‘realize’ because the binary dependent variable cannot deal with all three meanings.
Thus, it is just the second change being dealt with in this analysis. The variable rule
analysis output is given in table 9 below.

N=2,300
p= 0.026
Factor
Century
1900s
1800s
1500s and before
1700s
1600s
Tense
Past
Present

Input= .972 (79.83%
cognitive)
Factor weight

Log likelihood= 279.125
Percent cognitive (N)

.841
.035
.004
.001
.001
Range .840

99.36% 1716/1727
41.88% 98/234
10.06% 18/179
2.50% 1/40
2.50% 3/120

.598
.421

80.98% 1009/1246
82.06% 764/931
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.168
.167
Range .430

53.57% 60/112
27.27% 3/11

.622
.363
.455
.450
.264
Range .358

92.81% 1046/1127
54.46% 287/527
90.48% 19/21
89.377% 412/461
43.90% 72/164

.640
.512
.437
Range .203

86.75% 524/604
89.93% 241/268
75% 1071/1428

Table 9: Variable rule analysis of the contribution of factors selected as significant
to a cognitive meaning in a dar + cuenta construction

Even though variable rule analysis only looks at the second round of semantic change for
dar + cuenta, the results are still quite significant with a p-value of 0.026 and an input of
0.972. As with the variable rule analysis for the group of V + cuenta constructions, each
significant factor group for dar + cuenta is discussed in what follows.
Just like the overall V + cuenta group, century is the first factor group, with the
largest magnitude of effect (0.840). This is corroborated by the high mean decrease in
classification accuracy for century in the Random Forests analysis. With the biggest
factor weight (0.841), the 1900s were very strongly associated with a cognitive meaning.
This points to the trend we saw in the distributional graph of semantics over time (figure
10), where we see a sharp increase in cognitive meanings into the 1900s.
When collapsing categories to remove knockouts (outliers) in the variable rule
analysis, it was discovered that the 1500s and other earlier centuries could not stand on
their own as levels, and they had to be collapsed into one category, as shown in table 9
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above. The need to collapse the early centuries together for the variable rule analysis is
reasonable because during the 1200s-1400s, the cognitive meaning had not yet arisen; it
just begins to come up in the 1400s. Thus, there was no variation for the binary question:
cognitive or not, in the 1200s-1400s, so those centuries did not fit in the variable rule
analysis unless they were combined with the 1500s when the cognitive meaning began to
gain ground.
None of the other significant factors had a very strong magnitude of effect in
predicting whether a given dar + cuenta phrase was cognitive or not, and they did not
have very high mean decreases in classification accuracy from being left out of the
Random Forests either. However, this is a logical result again because just as the factor
weights for the century factor group are not very telling with exception of the 1900s, the
other factor groups are being affected by the fact that dar + cuenta was being forced into
a binary model when it actually went through two stages of semantic reanalysis (see the
dar + cuenta semantics over time chart above), with a total of three major semantic
readings (‘give payment’, ‘say/tell’, ‘realize’).
The Random Forests algorithm was necessary to handle the multi-pronged
dependent variable (semantics) and the many-leveled independent variables. However,
when we look at the graph of dar + cuenta variable importance (the output of the dar +
cuenta Random Forests algorithm), we see that century is far more significant in
predicting dar + cuenta’s semantics (any of the three senses) than any of the other
factors. Time is what has changed this construction’s meaning—usage in new contexts
where speakers/hearers could infer the new sense along with repeated use of this new
meaning. Speakers used the construction in novel ways, and then through
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constructionalization the form changed ever so slightly (dative pronoun to middle
marker) to make the syntax fit the newly inferred meanings.
It is still possible to comment on why the less effectual factors were significant in
predicting cognitive or not for dar + cuenta, and what their levels have to say about the
semantic change. Surprisingly, the factor group with the next largest effect in this binary
analysis after century is tense (past, present, future). Keep in mind that tense, aspect, and
mood were all coded separately in my analyses. There is no one particular tense that
seems to be preferred for dar + cuenta tokens with a cognitive meaning, but there is
definitely one that is disfavored: the future tense. The lack of future darse cuenta tokens
with the cognitive reading is logical because the new sense of dar + cuenta is about
‘realization’ or ‘awareness’ which are events that take place in the past or in the present
looking backwards. Speakers do not often discuss what they will realize in the future
because a realization is learning/discovering something one did not know or did not
notice before. The focus is on the idea having entered the subject’s mind.
The next significant factor group for dar + cuenta is complement type. Predicate
complements favor the cognitive meaning. Speakers like to explain what they have
realized with a full dependent clause since what they realize is often an abstract idea or
proposition that may not have a noun to represent it. In figure 12 below we see the
complement types dar + cuenta takes plotted over time. A key line to track on this graph
is the dark grey line which shows the increase in predicate complements (P). Table 10
below figure 12 gives the counts of each complement type by century along with the
percentages of each complement type out of the total for each century.
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Percentage of tokens by century

Dar cuenta: Complement type

C
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Figure 12: Complement type over time for dar + cuenta

Century
Complement
type
Prepositional
phrase (A)
Con (C)

1200s

1300s

1400s

1500s

1600s

1700s

1800s

1900s

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

CUAN

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

CUANTO

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Infinitive (I)

0

0

0

0

0

Noun phrase
(N)
Polarity
marker ‘no’
(NO)
Sobre (O)

0

0

0

0

28.57%
(2)
0

49.11%
(83)
0

53.33%
(64)
0

2.5%
(1)
45%
(18)
0

0.85%
(2)
54.7%
(128)
0

0.12%
(2)
0.06%
(1)
0.06%
(1)
0.06%
(1)
0.06%
(1)
13.43%
(232)
0.35%
(6)

Grand
Total
0.09%
(2)
0.04%
(1)
0.04%
(1)
0.04%
(1)
0.17%
(4)
22.91%
(527)
0.26%
(6)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Predicate (P)

0

0

Relativizer
(R)
Truncated
complement
(T)
No
complement
(Z)
Grand Total

0

0

0

0

28.57%
(2)
42.86%
(3)
0

21.3%
(36)
23.08%
(39)
0

20.83%
(25)
16.67%
(20)
0

15%
(6)
17.5%
(7)
0

19.23%
(45)
14.96%
(35)
0

0.23%
(4)
58.66%
(1013)
3.47%
(60)
0.12%
(2)

0.17%
(4)
49%
(1127)
7.13%
(164)
0.19%
(2)

100%
(3)

0

0

6.51%
(11)

9.17%
(11)

20%
(8)

10.26%
(24)

23.39%
(404)

20.04%
(461)

3

0

7

169

120

40

234

1727

2300

Table 10: Complement type by century for dar + cuenta (Percentages of column
total and (N))
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By the 1900s, all complement types besides predicates are on the decline. (However,
notice that no complement (Z, forest green line) also experiences an increase going into
the 1900s.) Predicate complements increase over time, as well as the use of dar + cuenta
without complements. Predicate complements can only logically occur with the ‘say’ or
‘realize’ senses and those meanings have taken over as primary in the later centuries.
When the ‘realize’ meaning is the most frequent, the darse cuenta construction is
representing a middle voice complex event (see section 3.1), and as such it takes a
dependent event (the proposition in the dependent clause or NP complement), which is
most easily expressed by a predicate complement. Figure 13 below breaks up
complement type by semantics of the dar + cuenta construction for the cognitive
‘realize’ meaning (C), the ‘give payment’ meaning (G), and the ‘say/tell an account’
meaning (S). Table 11 below figure 13 also gives the counts of each complement type by
semantic reading for dar + cuenta as well as the percentage of each complement type out
of the total count for each semantic reading.
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Complement Type by Semantics for dar + cuenta
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Figure 13: Complement type by semantics for dar + cuenta

Semantics
Complement
type
Prepositional
phrase (A)
Con (C)

Cognitive
(C)
0.11% (2)

Give Payment
(G)
0

Say/Explain
(S)
0

Grand
Total
0.09% (2)

0.05% (1)

0

0

0.04% (1)

CUAN

0.05% (1)

0

0

0.04% (1)

CUANTO

0.05% (1)

0

0

0.04% (1)

Infinitive (I)

0.11% (2)

0

0.46% (2)

0.17% (4)

Noun phrase (N)

15.63%
(287)
0.33% (6)

20.69% (6)

53.79% (234)

0

0

22.91%
(527)
0.26% (6)

0.22% (4)

0

0

0.17% (4)

56.97%
(1046)
3.92% (72)

0

18.62% (81)

49% (1127)

10.34% (3)

20.46% (89)

7.13% (164)

0.11% (2)

0

0

0.09% (2)

22.44%
(412)
1836

68.97% (20)

6.67% (29)

29

435

20.04%
(461)
2300

Polarity marker
‘no’ (NO)
Sobre (O)
Predicate (P)
Relativizer (R)
Truncated
complement (T)
No complement
(Z)
Grand Total

Table 11: Complement type by semantics for dar + cuenta (Percentages of column
total and (N))
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The ‘realize’ sense (C) has a much higher incidence of predicate complements (P, dark
grey bar) than the other senses, which is most likely due to the fact that when speakers
‘realize’ something, it is an abstract idea, not a concrete item, and abstract ideas are easier
explained with a dependent clause than represented with a noun, especially if they
represent an event.
In contrast, the ‘give payment’ sense (G) has a much higher incidence of taking
no complement (Z, forest green bar) than the other senses, which is due to the fact that
when the ‘give payment’ sense occurs, cuenta ‘account/bill’ is the actual direct object of
dar ‘give’, and dar + cuenta is not functioning as a complex predicate. Thus, the dar +
cuenta expression itself does not take a complement because dar is being used as a
simplex verb with cuenta as one of its participants in the discourse scene.
The communicative ‘say/explain’ sense has a relatively higher incidence of noun
phrase complements (N, light green bar) than the other senses, but predicate complements
(P, dark grey bar) and relativizers (R, light brown bar) are also common, which speaks to
the fact that ‘say’ is an intermediate stage when the semantics of dar + cuenta are being
negotiated and there is much variance in the way this construction is used with that
meaning.
Lastly, the final significant factor in the variable rule analysis for dar + cuenta,
with the smallest magnitude of effect, is person. A plot of person by semantics is
presented in figure 14 below. Table 12 below figure 14 gives counts for person by
semantic reading along with percentages for each person out of the total count for each
semantic reading for dar + cuenta.
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Person by Semantics for dar + cuenta
100.00%
80.00%
1

60.00%

2
40.00%

3

20.00%

Z

0.00%
C

G

S

Figure 14: Person by semantics for dar + cuenta

Semantics
Person

Cognitive (C)
28.54% (524)

Give
Payment (G)
3.45% (1)

Say/Explain
(S)
18.16% (79)

Second (2)

13.13% (241)

0

6.21% (27)

Third (3)

58.33%
(1071)
0

96.55% (28)

74.94% (326)

0

0.69% (3)

Grand
Total
26.26%
(604)
11.65%
(268)
61.96%
(1425)
0.13% (3)

First (1)

1836

29

435

2300

Unconjugated
(Z)
Grand Total

Table 12: Person by semantics for dar + cuenta (Percentages of column total and
(N))

We see that first person (1, blue bar) is slightly favors the cognitive meaning (C) and that
second person (2, orange bar) is nonexistent in this corpus with the ‘give payment’ sense
(G) for dar + cuenta.
Although third person (3, dark grey bar) is always most frequent with dar +
cuenta, since we know that the path of semantic reanalysis for dar + cuenta is ‘give
payment’ ‘say’ ‘realize’, we can observe in this chart a move from mostly third
person to a rise of second and first person, with first person always more frequent than
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second. The trend towards first person speaks to the subjectification of this phrase
because the speaker and subject are more often the same person.

Summary of dar + cuenta analysis
To summarize, the dar + cuenta construction experienced two stages of semantic
reanalysis, the second of which was accompanied by the morphosyntactic change from
taking a dative pronoun to a middle marker. The original meaning of dar + cuenta was
compositional and represented an external scene of ‘giving payment’; the construction
took a dative pronoun to refer to whom the cuenta ‘payment/account’ is given to. Then,
dar + cuenta experienced a rise in the social-interactional meaning ‘tell an account/say’,
which was still analyzable but ‘give account’ was being used in a metaphorical way to
mean ‘tell what happened/tell about something’; the construction still took a dative
pronoun to refer to whom the story was told. Thus, the dar + cuenta construction is
transitive for the first two senses, and the syntax (the dative pronoun) marks that
transitivity.
Finally, going into the 19th and 20th centuries, dar + cuenta acquired the new
cognitive meaning ‘realize’, which is an internal, one participant event. The construction
now takes a middle marker to mark the event as intransitive, and darse cuenta has fixated
as a complex predicate that refers to the mental action of ‘realization’. The shift from an
external meaning to an internal meaning follows Traugott’s (1989) first tendency of
semantic change whereby external meanings tend to become internal meanings.
The intermediate social-interactional meaning of ‘tell an account/say’ was a
bridging context between the transitive ‘give payment’ and intransitive ‘realize’
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meanings because the morphosyntax was the same as the earlier meaning (taking the
dative pronoun), but speakers had begun to reanalyze the semantics of the phrase more
metaphorically where the cuenta ‘account’ given was no longer referring to money or
math exclusively, but could refer to ideas. Cuenta still sometimes acts like the direct
object of dar in this intermediate sense, but it is less important that the ‘account’ actually
refer to something concrete like money or a bill, which allows speakers to begin to see
dar +cuenta as a unit meaning something related to the giving/taking of ideas, and then
over time they care less about the parts of the construction and view the unit as a complex
predicate with a holistic, mental meaning.
Figure 10 showed just how sweeping the trends from ‘give payment’ to ‘tell an
account/say’ to ‘realize’ really were. Since the 1200s the ‘give payment’ sense
experienced a sharp decline, and beginning in the 1300s there was a rise in the ‘tell an
account/say’ sense. Then, the ‘realize’ sense appeared in the 1500s and there was a period
of variation through the 1700s. During this time, the ‘tell an account/say’ meaning was
the most frequent sense. Lastly, we observe an extreme increase in the ‘realize’ sense,
reaching 99.36% of the tokens in the 1900s. The new form-meaning pairing of darse
cuenta ‘realize’ has almost completely replaced the older meanings.
The graph of dar + cuenta semantics over time in figure 10 reveals that time
(century) is the most important factor in predicting a dar + cuenta token’s meaning since
some centuries are completely dominated by one sense (1200s for ‘give payment’, almost
all the 1600s for ‘tell an account/say’, and 1900s for ‘realize’). However, to show that
these trends were significant and to reveal additional relevant contextual factors, the
Random Forests algorithm was run on the dar + cuenta data alone.
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The Random Forests had a very low model error rate of 5.65% (not a p-value)
which tells us that the algorithm containing the contextual factors provided accurately
predicts the semantics of a dar + cuenta token 94.35% of the time. This model was
particularly good at predicting dar + cuenta semantics, any semantics, because each of
the three senses (‘give payment’, ‘tell an account/say’, ‘realize’) had class error rates
better than random chance (see the confusion matrix in table 8). Additionally, the
cognitive sense (C, ‘realize’) had a very low class error rate of only 3% (see table 8).
The Random Forests algorithm also produced a ranking of independent variables
(contextual factors) that significantly contribute to predicting any of dar + cuenta’s
senses (figure 11). In figure 11, century (time) came out as far and away the most
contributory factor to predicting dar + cuenta meanings, showing that usage over time
pushed the semantic changes in this construction. Complement type was the second most
contributory factor, followed by noun phrase complement type (i.e. concrete, event,
abstract).
Looking at figure 13 of complement type by semantics for dar + cuenta, we
notice that predicate complements tend to be used with the ‘realize’ meaning, the ‘tell an
account/say’ sense occurs frequently with both predicates and noun phrases, and the ‘give
payment’ sense tends to occur without a complement. These trends in complement type
accompany the semantic changes taking place in this construction. First, it makes sense
that the ‘give payment’ sense usually does not take a complement because this was when
cuenta was pointing to the concrete referent of ‘money/payment/bill’ and it did not really
make sense to have anything follow the phrase. If anything did follow the literal,
compositional meaning of dar + cuenta it was a noun phrase that referred to what the
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‘account/count’ was of. Second, it makes sense that ‘tell an account/say’ took both noun
phrases and predicates as complements because it was the intermediate meaning, the
bridging context, between the concrete ‘give payment’ and the abstract ‘realize’
meanings, so it displayed behavioral tendencies of both.
Noun phrase complement type as an independent variable is only really relevant
for the dar + cuenta tokens that take a noun phrase complement, but nonetheless, as the
frequency of cognitive meanings rise, we observe a rise in noun phrase complements that
represent abstract ideas (e.g. virtud ‘virtue’, motivo ‘motive’) or events (e.g. llegada
‘arrival’). These abstract and event-like noun phrases paved the way for dar + cuenta to
begin to take predicate complements that describe an abstract idea or proposition (i.e.
they explain what was realized). Therefore, these abstract and event-like noun phrase
complements represent a bridging context as dar + cuenta’s meaning shifted to the
internal and abstract cognitive sense of ‘realize’.
The Random Forests algorithm offered the most contributory contextual factors,
told us what semantics the algorithm containing those factors predicted, and the
distributional graphs gave us an idea for the overall trends in those relevant contextual
factors relative to the trends in dar + cuenta semantics. To test how significant each
level/class of these contextual factors (independent variables) for favoring or disfavoring
the cognitive ‘realize’ sense or not for dar + cuenta (e.g. to acquire the ranking for which
century most strongly favors/disfavors the cognitive sense), variable rule analysis was
conducted.
The group of factors found to be significant in the logistic regression (century,
tense, complement type, and person) were significant at p=0.026 (see table 9). However,
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this grouping of factors only tells us which levels of these factors favor or disfavor a
cognitive sense, and thus only focuses on the second stage of semantic reanalysis.
Therefore, the variable rule analysis can be understood as getting the second half of the
story for dar + cuenta; as such, the significant contextual factors are slightly different.
In the variable rule analysis, the 1900s most strongly favor a cognitive reading, as
do predicate complements and first person. The future tense, on the other hand, disfavors
a cognitive reading. The correlation of first person with the ‘realize’ sense of dar +
cuenta is due to the nature of ‘realization’ being internal, and thus people usually talk
about what they themselves realized and not what others did. The fact that the future
tense disfavors the ‘realize’ meaning is also due to the inherent semantics in the
‘realization’ scene—‘realizing’ is a mental event usually reported as just having
happened or in the present, people do not usually talk about what they ‘will realize’.

5.2.2 CAER EN (LA) CUENTA
In this section, the particular characteristics and evolutionary history of the caer + cuenta
construction are discussed. Since the caer en (la) cuenta construction was examined
exhaustively in this dissertation for all of the same factors as are being evaluated in the
pilot study (Healey 2016), the findings are the same. However, new graphs have been
created to streamline the data analysis with the other constructions and are expounded
upon in this section.
First, a review of examples of this construction from each century is given. Unlike
the dar + cuenta, hacer + cuenta, and tomar + cuenta constructions, a Random Forests
algorithm could not be run on the caer + cuenta tokens alone because there was no
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semantic variation; and for the same reason, variable rule analysis could not be carried
out either. However, we can still observe a few graphs of caer + cuenta with regards to
the factors that were found important in the overall V + cuenta analysis. But first, let us
look at one of the earliest occurrences of a caer + cuenta construction, from the 1500s.

32. y con temor del peligro volvió sobre sí y cayó en la cuenta de su grande yerro en
haber resistido tanto tiempo al divino llamamiento.
'and with the fear of danger revolving around him and he realized his big error in
having resisted for so long the divine calling.'
(de la Puente, Luis, Vida del P. Baltasar Álvarez, 1500s)

Example 32 is very typical of caer + cuenta constructions, not only because it has a noun
phrase complement, but because the complement is yerro ‘error’, which is a common
thing for people to ‘realize/become aware of’ because one does not know something is a
mistake until it has been committed, and then it is a realization. The following example,
33, is from the 1600s.

33. Bien sabemos los que por aquí se han engañado; y, cuando cayeron en la cuenta,
habían perdido todo el crédito de sus personas.
‘We know well those who through here have cheated themselves; and, when they
realized, they had lost all the credit of their people.'
(González Dávila, Gil, Pláticas del Padre Gil González Dávila sobre las reglas
de la Compañía de Jesús, 1600s)
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In 33 above, we see some advancement in the abilities of the caer + cuenta construction.
In this case, there is no actual complement, but what is realized is an idea that was put
forth in the preceeding clause, that those people had ‘cheated themselves’. Now let us
look at an example from the 1700s in 34.

34. si bien pocos días después cayó en la cuenta de su yerro, y arrepentido de
haberse fiado de un hombre a quien tenía quejoso por los disgustos pasados
empezó a recelar, que puesto en Coro, no sólo había de faltar a socorrerlo con lo
que había prometido
‘if just a few days after he realized his error, and regretful for having trusted a
man whom he took to be a complainer due to past irritations, he began to suspect,
that put in Coro, not only would he fail to help him with what he had promised’
(Oviedo y Baños, José de, Historia de la conquista y población de la provincia de
Venezuela, 1700s)5

There is not much new to report in 34, other than that this 1700s example looks very
much like the 1500s example (32), even having the same noun phrase complement,
which is more evidence that caer + cuenta was set in form and meaning when it was
analogized from dar + cuenta. Below is an example from the 1800s.

5

Dr. Kathryn McKnight assisted with parts of this translation.
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35. y se caerá en la cuenta de que no es en el Parlamento donde hemos de buscar el
remedio, que sería tanto como pretender encontrar dentro del planeta punto de
apoyo para removerlo
'and it was realized that it is not in Parliament where we have to look for the
remedy, that it would be much like pretending to find inside the planet a point of
support to remove it; much like making cancer an instrument for its own removal.'
(Costa, Joaquín, Oligarquía y caciquismo como la forma actual de gobierno en
España: memoria y resumen de la información, 1800s)

By the 1800s, as in 35, we find more and more predicate complements, like dar + cuenta
in the later centuries. This example also uses middle voice with expression of the middle
marker se—a trend that was found for dar + cuenta as it developed its cognitive
meaning. These trends show how caer + cuenta is modeled after dar + cuenta. Now let
us look at a final example from the 1900s.

36. Además de la pedantería, se sumaban también a su persona, un racismo
sarcásticamente sangriento, una presunción infundada y una arrogancia
inmensurable, sin caer en la cuenta que quien se da importancia, los demás se la
quitan.
'Besides the pedantry, they can also add to his character, a sarcastically bloody
racism, an unfounded presumption and an immeasurable arrogance, without
realizing that whoever gives themself importance, the others take it from them.'
(Pisabarro, V., Del agua nacieron los sediento, 1900s)
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In 36 above, as in the 1800s example, we see a predicate complement representing a very
abstract idea in a dependent clause, namely, ‘that whoever gives themself importance, the
others take it from them'. The pattern of increasingly using this construction to introduce
an abstract proposition follows the other V + cuenta constructions in the 1900s. Now, let
us examine a few graphs of the caer en la cuenta data, beginning with semantics over
time.

Percentage of tokens by century

Caer en la cuenta: Semantics
100.00%
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

C

1500s

1600s

1700s

1800s

1900s

Century

Figure 15: Semantics over time for caer + cuenta

This is a very easy graph to read. Caer en la cuenta, unlike the other constructions, does
not appear in the corpus until the 1500s, and when it does, it comes in with the cognitive
‘realize’ (C) meaning and has no semantic variation. The 1500s is the century in which
the ‘realize’ meaning first starts to take hold for darse cuenta, and since they have the
same sense, it is posited that caer en la cuenta resulted from analogization with darse
cuenta. Dar + cuenta has a semantic-evolutionary path that follows Traugott’s (1989)
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first tendency of semantic change (external meanings become internal). As time goes by,
dar + cuenta experiences constructionalization (with its pronoun changing from dative to
a middle marker). In contrast, caer en la cuenta simply appeared ready-made with the
same meaning of ‘realize’. Now, let us take a look at complement type over time for caer
+ cuenta in figure 16 because it is an important factor for all the other constructions and
the V + cuenta group as a whole. Table 13 below figure 16 gives the counts of each
complement type for caer + cuenta along with percentages of each complement type out
of the total count for each century.

Caer en la cuenta: Complement type
Percentage of tokens by century

100.00%
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%

C

60.00%

I

50.00%

N

40.00%

O

30.00%

P

20.00%

R

10.00%

Z

0.00%
1500s

1600s

1700s

1800s

1900s

Century

Figure 16: Complement type over time for caer + cuenta
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Century

Complement
type
Con (C)

1500s

1600s

1700s

1800s

1900s

0

1.75% (1)

0

0

0

Grand
Total
0.34% (1)

Infinitive (I)

3.03% (2)

0

0

2.83% (3)

0

1.68% (5)

Noun phrase (N)

27.27%
(18)
7.58% (5)

14.04% (8)

13.64% (3)
4.55% (1)

21.28%
(10)
2.13% (1)

19.13% (57)

1.75% (1)

16.98%
(18)
0.94% (1)

24.56%
(14)
7.02% (4)

40.91% (9)

Relativizer (R)

25.76%
(17)
10.61% (7)

52.83%
(56)
5.66% (6)

72.34%
(34)
0

43.62%
(130)
5.7% (17)

No complement
(Z)
Grand Total

25.76%
(17)
66

50.88%
(29)
57

40.91% (9)

20.75%
(22)
106

4.26% (2)

26.51% (79)

47

298

Sobre (O)
Predicate (P)

0

22

3.02% (9)

Table 13: Complement type by century for caer + cuenta (Percentages of column
total and (N))

The most obvious trends to observe in figure 16 are the increase in predicate
complements (P, bright blue line) and the decrease in the incidence of the construction
occurring without a complement (Z, dark blue line). It is not evident why there is a
decrease in the frequency of no complement because this is a different trend than what
we observe for darse cuenta, which has the same meaning as caer en la cuenta. Darse
cuenta does not experience a decrease in the frequency of the construction taking no
complement, but rather a gradual increase. Both constructions do, however, see an
increase in predicate complements over time although the increase is steadier for caer +
cuenta than dar + cuenta.
Another observation to make in comparing complement types between caer en la
cuenta and dar + cuenta is that dar + cuenta has a lot more variation in the types of
complements that it accepts during its evolution, whereas caer en la cuenta has only a
few types. This is due to the fact that dar + cuenta was experiencing more variation as it
forged the way for its new meanings. In contrast, caer en la cuenta only takes the most
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frequent complement types that dar + cuenta takes with the cognitive meaning because it
resulted from analogization with the meaning and behavior of darse cuenta.

Summary of caer + cuenta analysis
In sum, the caer en la cuenta ‘realize’ construction resulted from analogization with
darse cuenta ‘realize’, and is the first case of a new expression joining the V + cuenta
exemplar cluster that did not undergo semantic change from a more external meaning to a
more internal meaning. Caer + cuenta is a case of analogization firstly because it did not
appear in the corpus until the 1500s when dar + cuenta was developing its ‘realize’
meaning and secondly because when caer + cuenta did appear, it was ready-made with
the cognitive meaning ascribed to the whole unit—it was already a complex predicate
with a fixed meaning.
No statistics could be run on the caer + cuenta tokens because there was zero
semantic variation, but a plot of complement type over time (figure 16) revealed that
even though caer + cuenta did not experience semantic change, it still shows a rise in
predicate complements in the 20th century. The fact that caer + cuenta exhibits
diachronic tendencies of the more recent tokens of the other V + cuenta constructions
lends evidence for the existence of a V + cuenta exemplar as well.

5.2.3 HACER (DE) CUENTA
Moving on to the next construction type, hacer + cuenta, the particular characteristics
and evolutionary history of the hacer + cuenta construction are explained in what
follows. We begin by reviewing the different semantic possibilities for this construction
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in each century with examples. Then, a graph of variable importance contributing to
hacer + cuenta semantics resulting from a Random Forests algorithm run only on the
hacer + cuenta tokens is presented. As is shown below, when the hacer + cuenta tokens
are examined in isolation, many more factors are relevant for predicting the
construction’s semantics according to the Random Forests algorithm in comparison with
the V + cuenta constructions analyzed as a group.
Interestingly, the variable rule analysis for hacer + cuenta gives us quite different
results from the Random Forests. The discrepancies are evaluated to determine if there is
a reason for them other than the difference in levels for the dependent variable between
the algorithm (multiple) and the variable rule analysis (binary). A table depicting the
output of variable rule analysis on a binary view of the hacer + cuenta tokens is
presented as well. Following the comparison between the statistical methods, graphs of
the most telling factors over time or by semantics are offered.
For now, let us start with examples. There are many more examples provided for
the hacer + cuenta construction because the results show that this construction draws
most of its meaning from usage in contexts with clues to how the interlocutor should
interpret the utterance. The larger contribution of context to hacer + cuenta semantics
speaks to the fact that both hacer ‘to do/make’ and cuenta ‘count/account/bill’ are both
quite polysemous independently of each other when used in different constructions.
Therefore, if neither of the forms in the construction has a very fixed meaning, it is harder
for interlocutors to guess what the speaker means when using this phrase without
additional contextual cues. This point will be returned to when the contextual factors
found to significantly contribute to predicting hacer + cuenta meaning in the Random
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Forests analysis are listed after the examples, as there are seven significant variables for
predicting hacer + cuenta semantics versus only three and two for dar + cuenta and
tomar + cuenta, respectively.
Examples of each possible semantic outcome in a given century are provided for
each century in what follows. The first example comes from the 1200s, which, as
mentioned before, is as far back as the corpus records go. It should be noted that Spanish
went through some systemic sound changes at the beginning of the time period being
studied, which is why some of the hacer tokens are written fazer or hazer.

37. el otro denostado / non Cahe al rrey mandar lo que non ha njn fazer cuenta de
lo que non es ssuyo / Non cae al Rey menguar su rregno
'the other slandered / it is not the king’s responsibility to send what he had not
done a count/taken inventory of what is not his / it does not fall on the king to
abate his reign'
(Sancho IV, Castigos y documentos para bien vivir, 1200s)6

In 37 above, we see the more literal reading of the hacer + cuenta construction where the
piece-by-piece meaning ‘to do a count’ represents the gist of the scene. The following
example shows the polysemy of hacer + cuenta even in the 1200s where the cognitive
meaning is also present.

38. & non fagas cuenta que eres delos omnes mientra sygues la su voluntad.

6

Dr. Kathryn McKnight helped with parts of this translation
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‘and do not pretend that you are of the men while you follow your will.'
(Bonium, Bocados de Oro, 1200s)

In example 38, which has some Latin words still mixed in (i.e. omnes ‘men’), hacer +
cuenta is in command form with the cognitive meaning and takes a predicate complement
which is not permitted by most of the other V + cuenta constructions this early in their
histories. Although tener + cuenta and tomar + cuenta are more commonly used with
noun phrase complements, hacer + cuenta, tener + cuenta, and tomar + cuenta all report
instances of cognitive senses in the 1200s, even in examples where Spanish and Latin are
mixed, so their semantic expansion many have begun as Spanish was developing from
Latin.
Additionally, as we will see in the charts below, the imperative aspect (command
form) is assoicated with cognitive semantics for the hacer + cuenta construction. The
possible cognitive semantic readings of hacer + cuenta are ‘pretend’ (which is the most
frequent by far), ‘make sure’, and ‘consider’. ‘Pretending’ and ‘making sure’ are mental
activities that we often ask of another person so that they can either imagine something
we are imagining or verify the existence of something or that something happened.
‘Consider’, when used in the sense of ‘think about’ behaves like ‘pretend’, except that
what is being imagined is something real. Now let us look at two examples from the
1300s.
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39. E sy ellos fazen cuenta que son muchos rricos omnes bien sabedes que non son
ellos mas de don felipe & don nuño & sus fijos & lope diaz & esteuan ferrandez
& cuentan
'And if they pretend that they are very rich men you know well that they are no
more than Don Felipe and Don Nuño and his sons and Lope Diaz and Estevan
Ferrandez and they count'
(de Valladolid, Fernán Sánchez, Crónica de Alfonso X, 1300s)7

In 39, we once again see the cognitive meaning occuring with a predicate complement.
Later in this section, graphs will be shown that demonstrate a correlation between
predicate complements and the cognitive meaning. 39 is also revealing because it shows
us an instance where the predicate represents not only an abstract idea, but a situation that
is definitely not true. The untrue state of the complement predication leads the
speaker/hearer to infer a ‘pretend/imagine’ meaning. In the below example, we see the
other more literal sense again.

40. E dizen que el derecho dela mercaduria que ende se paga cada año vale al rey e
señor cin cuenta mil toneles de florines de oro. porque ellos hazen cuenta que
cada tonel vale.
'And they say that the tax on the merchandise that therefore is paid every year is
worth fifty thousand barrels of gold florins to the king and lord. Because they
tally up/count up that/what each barrel is worth.'

7

Dr. Kathryn McKnight helped with parts of this translation.
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(de Mandevilla, Juan; Anónimo tr., Libro de las maravillas del mundo, 1300s)8

In 40 above, we see the counting sense; however, this time the complement is a predicate
or relativizer, depending on how que is understood (in Modern Spanish que means ‘that’
without an accent mark and means ‘what’ when used with a pronoun like lo ‘it’). The
‘what’ interpretation makes more sense even though the syntax does not match exactly.
The contextual syntax surrounding V + cuenta constructions was still being figured out
by speakers in this time period. Relativizers provide a bridging context to predicate
complements in the way that abstract noun phrases do because relativizers allow someone
to take an abstract idea and rephrase it as a pronoun with the complementizer que ‘that’
so that a proposition can be a noun, the traditional referent for a ‘count’ (cuenta). We
now move on to the next century, the 1400s.

41. Quiero hazer cuenta que oy me nasci: pues de tal peligro me escape
'I want to pretend that I was born today: since I escaped from such danger.'
(de Rojas, Fernando, Comedia de Calisto y Melibea, 1400s)

In 41, we once again see a predicate complement with the cognitive meaning for hacer +
cuenta, ‘pretend’. Here, however, we see the predicate representing an abstract idea that
is not just untrue but impossible—if the speaker is uttering this sentence, then they could
not possibly have been born “today”. The impossibility lends more clues to the ‘pretend’
sense.

8

Dr. Kathryn McKnight assisted with parts of this translation.
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The following example, also from the 1400s, when so much variation is present,
is an instance where cuenta is being used like the direct object of hacer, more literal and
compositional, and we can likewise see it being used with a parallel direct object,
estimación ‘estimation’, which is also a noun representing some kind of mental
calculation. It is easy to see how in this parallel structure the meaning can turn out to be
more compositional because cuenta is exhibiting noun-like behavior, less like part of an
intransitive complex predicate.

42. todas las guerras & differencias del reyno fue delos principales caualleros de
quien se fazia cuenta y estimación
'all the wars and differences in reign he was of the principal gentlemen of whom
account and estimation was made'
(del Pulgar, Fernando, Claros varones de Castilla, 1400s)

The example below shows a more social-interactional interpretation of hacer + cuenta,
where it has a meaning more like dar + cuenta’s intermediate meaning—‘to tell a
story/explain’. Cuento is usually used for a ‘story’, but cuenta has also been attested with
this meaning. It is during this time period that the ‘say/explain’ sense arises for dar +
cuenta and that related form may have influenced this token.

43. do el maestro que este libro hizo cuenta de muchos omnes en este mundo que
fueron fuertes E sin ventura
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'of the teacher that this book made account/told the story of many men in this
world that were strong and without venture.'
(Boccaccio, Pedro López de Ayala tr., de Cartagena, Alonso tr., Caída de
príncipes, 1400s)

The final example from the 1400s, 44 below, demonstrates a different social-interactional
sense for hacer + cuenta, this one being a scene of settling debts/accounts. A transaction
scene like this was the earliest meaning of dar + cuenta. Here, cuenta is the direct object
of hacer and has a much more literal sense (having to do with money and numbers) even
if the scene of ‘settling accounts’ is still overall somewhat abstract. The context
mentioning ‘assets’ and ‘paying’ and ‘owing’ gives us more clues that the construction is
referring to a financial transaction as well.

44. entonce el rey enbio su mayordomo con muncho auer & mandole que fiziese
cuenta con el conde y le pagase lo que le deuia
'then the king sent his steward with a lot of assets and sent him to settle the
account with the count and pay him what he owed him'
(de Valera, Diego, Crónica de España, 1400s)

Advancing to the 1500s, the following example has a cognitive meaning, but not the
‘pretend’ meaning that hacer + cuenta comes to have in the present day. Instead it has a
related cognitive evaluation meaning, that of ‘be/make sure’. ‘Imagining’/‘pretending’
and ‘making sure’ are related because in ‘imagining’ you envision the presence of
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something and in ‘making sure’ you look to see if it is there. ‘Making sure’ requires you
to see with your eyes, ‘imagining’ requires you to see with your mind’s eye. The
polysemy present in this century is expected because variation is what drives change over
time.

45. ¿Tiene de aqueso escritura? Que todo es hablar en vano. Aleve: Haz cuenta que
está en la mano. ¿No la tienes por segura?
‘Do you have that other writing? That everything is speaking in vain. Aleve: be
sure that it is in your hand. You do not have it for sure?'
(González de Eslava, Fernán, Coloquios espirituales y sacramentales, 1569)

Now, below we see two examples of the ‘pretend’/‘imagine’ cognitive meaning occuring
in the 1500s as well (46 and 47), both with predicate complements and in command form,
which are contextual factors associated with the ‘pretend’ meaning overall. The second
example, from Don Quixote de la Mancha had a readily available English translation, and
it can be seen that hacer + cuenta is glossed as ‘reckon’, but the meaning is still overall a
mental event of imagination.

46. y entre los taxcaltecas tus verdaderos amigos que jamás te negarán. Haz cuenta
que somos tus hermanos y en el amor tan españoles como vosotros.
'and between the Tlaxcaltecas your true friends that never will deny you. Imagine
that we are your brothers, and in love, as Spanish as you all.'
(Mercado, Tomás de, Summa de tratos y contratos, 1545)
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47. Conténtate, Anselmo, y no quieras hacer más pruebas de las hechas; y pues a pie
enjuto has pasado el mar de las dificultades y sospechas que de las mujeres
suelen y pueden tenerse, no quieras entrar de nuevo en el profundo piélago de
nuevos inconvenientes, ni quieras hacer experiencia con otro piloto de la bondad
y fortaleza del navío que el cielo te dio en suerte para que en él pasases la mar
deste mundo, sino haz cuenta que estás ya en seguro puerto y aférrate con las
áncoras de la buena consideración, y déjate estar hasta que te vengan a pedir la
deuda que no hay hidalguía humana que de pagarla se escuse
‘Be content, Anselmo, and refrain from making further proof; and as thou hast
passed dryshod through the sea of those doubts and suspicions that are and may
be entertained of women, seek not to plunge again into the deep ocean of new
embarrassments, or with another pilot make trial of the goodness and strength of
the bark that Heaven has granted thee for thy passage across the sea of this world;
but reckon thyself now safe in port, moor thyself with the anchor of sound
reflection, and rest in peace until thou art called upon to pay that debt which no
nobility on earth can escape paying.’
(Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel de, Don Quijote de la Mancha, 1582)9

The final example from the 1500s, 48, is the ‘settle an account’ meaning that we saw in
the 1400s as well. This example is revealing because we have the phrases hacer cuenta
con pago and hicieron pago sin la cuenta right next to each other. So in this token we see

9

Translation by John Ormsby
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hacer + cuenta (lit. ‘do bill/check/count’) and hacer + pago (lit. ‘do payment’). Cuenta
and pago are more literal in their meanings in these usages. Here, the difference between
‘bill/check’ and ‘payment’ combined with hacer in these constructions profiles different
views of the overall scene of a transaction: The first about the debt being resolved, the
second about the money being exchanged.
A strong piece of evidence that hacer + cuenta is a fixed unit more than just a
noun being used with a verb is that cuenta does not have its definite article la ‘the’,
whereas in the second part of the sentence when it is literal it is la cuenta ‘the bill’.
However, the occurrence of the definite article with a cuenta construction does not
always coincide with a literal interpretation, as is shown in other examples throuought
this manuscript.

48. y después de hartos y malcontentos en lugar de hacer cuenta con pago hicieron
el pago sin la cuenta
'and after fed up and malcontent instead of settling up with payment they made
the payment without the bill.'
(Alemán, Mateo, Guzmán de Alfarache, 1581)

Moving on to the 1600s, we start with our cognitive meaning of ‘pretend’ in a very
straightforward example where the complement is a predicate and what is being imagined
is unreal.

49. Haz cuenta Martín que soy tu preso y que no he de hacer más
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'Pretend, Martin, that I am your prisoner and that I do not have to do more'
(de Ávila, Gaspar, El familiar sin demonio, 1600s)

Next, in 50, we have the ‘settle the account’ meaning with no complement, possibly
because the token occurs as part of a past participle functioning in an adjectival manner.
We once again have context for this meaning coming from surrounding discourse about
payment, accountants, and rents.
When there was so much variation in semantics, as in these intermediate
centuries, interlocutors had to determine meaning from context. Especially with such a
semantically light verb (i.e. hacer ‘do/make’), context is more vital for determining
meaning than for complex predicates and other verbs which have more meaning inherent
in their components. The contexts of use affect the change over time. Speakers give clues
to ambiguous instances in the surrounding discourse, and hearers infer new senses and
reuse those phrases with those new inferred meanings until the variant gets propagated
throughout the speech community and becomes conventionalized.

50. contadores y mayordomo para que ajustasen la deuda y la pagasen. Sentados a
hacer cuenta vieron que todas las rentas ni toda la Corona bastaba a la
satisfacción.
'accountants and steward so that you adjust the debt and pay it. Seated to settle
the account they saw that all the rents nor all the Crown was enough for
satisfaction.'
(Lozano y Sánchez, Cristóbal, Historias y leyendas, 1638)
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Following is a second example of the ‘settle the account’ meaning in 51, once again with
the transaction scene being described in the surrounding context via allusion to ‘ducats’
(money) and the time period of ‘three months’.

51. quiero agora hazer cuenta; tu me has dado tres ducados que esto montan tres
meses
'I want to now count/settle up; you have given me three ducats that this adds up
to three months'
(Ruiz de Alarcón y Mendoza, Juan, El tejedor de Segovia, 1610)

The example below uses cuenta in a literal way; hacer + cuenta is being read as ‘count’,
which is another part of dealing with inventory/accounts of items—or in this case—
people.

52. en las facciones que hacían los españoles, les pareció que aquella era la suya
para echarlos en sus tierras o a lo menos recobrar su cacique, oro y lo demás que
les habían tomado en el pillaje. Porque haciendo cuenta de los pocos españoles
que habían ido cuando la prisión del cacique y los muchos que iban en aquella
salida, les parecía quedarían muy pocos en la ranchería, con quien ellos con
facilidad se las pudieran haber ya a las manos, lo que pretendían.
'in the factions that the Spaniards made, it seemed to them that all that was theirs
to dole out in their lands or at the least recover their cheiftain, gold and the rest
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that they had taken in the pillage. Because counting the few Spaniards that had
gone when the chieftain's prison and the many that went on that outing, it seemed
to them there remained very few in the ranching village, with whom they could
with ease have now in their hands, what they aimed to.'
(Simón, Pedro, O. F. M., Noticias historiales de las conquistas de Tierra Firme
en las Indias Occidentales, 1600)

From the 1700s, 53 is a telling example of an intermediate case that leaves plenty of
ambiguity open for inference between the compositional ‘listing/counting’ sense and the
idiomatic, cognitive ‘considering’ sense. Speakers are using hacer + cuenta as a fixed
unit by now even though there is polysemy and there are intermediate cases such as this
one.

53. nos es lícito inferir, que como en nuestro mundo no hay solo un Planeta; esto es,
el Sol sino otros seis aún no haciendo cuenta de aquellos Planetas secundarios
que llamamos Satélites
'it is legal for us to infer, that like in our world there is not only a Planet, this is,
the Sun if not another six not even considering/listing/counting those other
secondary Planets that we call satellites'
(Feijoo, Benito Jerónimo, Cartas eruditas y curiosas, vol. 5, 1760)

Below, we still have the transactional ‘settle the account’ meaning even in the late 1700s.
The immediate context talking about money and accounts gives us clues to this meaning.
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54. que siendo algo más de quinientos pesos hago cuenta de dejarles la mitad para
sus asistencias.
'that being more than five hundred pesos I settle the account by leaving them
half for their assistance.'
(Montengón, Pedro, Eusebio, 1784)

The final example from the 1700s, 55, has the cognitive meaning of ‘pretend’ once again,
with a predicate complement representing an impossibility.

55. Pues hijo: haz cuenta que yo soy una bestia y que esta llaga es una matadura, de
que ha resultado la hinchazón de la pierna, y los dolores tan grandes que siento,
que no me dejan parar ni dormir; y hazme el mismo medicamento que aplicarías
a una bestia
‘Well son: pretend that I am a beast and that this wound is a sore, that has
resulted in the the swelling of the leg, and the pain so strong that I feel, that it
does not let me stop nor sleep; and make me the same medicine that you would
apply to a beast'
(Palou, Francisco, Relación histórica de la vida y apostólicas tareas del venerable
padre Fray Junipero Serra y de las Misiones que fundó, 1757)

The first example from the 1800s, 56, has the social-transactional meaning ‘settle an
account’. This time, the construction is used with a dative pronoun as well.
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56. Aunque mueran veinte o treinta cuando les hagamos cuenta nos la pagarán bien
cara.
'Although twenty or thirty might die when we settle the account with them, they
will pay us dearly for it.'
(Fernández de Lizardi, José Joaquín, La tragedia del padre Arenas, 1802)

Although the transactional sense is more associated with a compositional reading of
hacer + cuenta, the above example is semi-metaphorical because of what follows—the
addition of ‘they will pay us dearly for it’. ‘Paying dearly’ could mean with money or just
that they will suffer. We can already see subjective inference available. The next example
from the 1800s, 57, shows the cognitive meaning of ‘pretend’, and has a sense that
alludes to further action. Here the construction is not just being used to describe the
speaker using their imaginiation, they are going to take further steps.

57. Si Dios me saca con bien del servicio militar haré cuenta que me he muerto y he
vuelto a resucitar. Soldado soy
'If God has good reason to take me out of the military I will pretend that I have
died and I have returned to resucitate myself. I am a soldier'
(Caballero, Fernán, Genio e ingenio del pueblo andaluz, 1836)

For the 1900s, I offer two examples of the meanings ‘pretend’ and also one of ‘consider’,
a meaning more commonly associated with tener + cuenta and tomar + cuenta. The fact
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that there are attestations of hacer + cuenta being used with a meaning intermediate to
the ‘list’ meaning and ‘consider’ meaning speaks to the overlap in semantics across these
V + cuenta constructions. It makes sense that hacer + cuenta would show so much
semantic variation and take meanings from the other cuenta constructions because hacer
‘to do/make’ is such a semantically light verb that speakers can use it in more varied
ways by putting it in different discourse contexts to imbue more meaning onto it.

58. ¿Te imaginas? Haga cuenta que está soltera.
Can you imagine? Pretend that you are single.'
(Habla Culta: Santiago:M45, 1900s)

59. Y se hicieron cuenta de los méritos infinitos que la sangre de su Hijo Cristo iba
a conseguir y le aplicaron todo ello a la Virgen con una abundancia generosa e
infinita.
'And they considered/listed the infinite merits that the blood of Christ his Son
was going to bring and the applied all of it to the Virgin with a generous and
infinite abundance.'
(España Oral: BREL020C, 1900s)

60. Entonces sus hijos que tenía tres haz de cuenta que no los tuviera: no le importó
nada absolutamente.
'Then your children which you have three of pretend that you did not have them:
it would not matter to you at all.'
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(Habla Culta: Mexico: M3, 1900s)

Before we examine distributional plots of the hacer + cuenta data, let us first look at
which factors are most predictive of hacer + cuenta semantics by examining the variable
importance from the Random Forests analysis.

Figure 17: Random Forests graph of variable importance for determining a hacer +
cuenta construction's semantics

Consider a 0.01 mean decrease in classification accuracy from leaving a variable out a
good benchmark of whether or not a variable is a very good predictor in these Random
Forests algorithms. The first thing to notice in figure 17 is that complement type is by far
the most significant predictor of hacer + cuenta semantics, followed by aspect, century,
and to a lesser extent NP type, person, mood, and tense. Keep in mind that the Random
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Forests algorithm just looks at which factors best predict semantics, any semantics;
therefore, the dependent variable is not binary.
Hacer + cuenta is so polysemous having such a light verb (hacer ‘do/make’) that
speakers need more contextual cues to know which meaning to activate than they might
need with the other constructions over time. The contextual cues that speakers need come
to them through the larger discourse context in terms of the subject matter the speaker is
discussing, but also from the complement that the hacer + cuenta phrase takes, the time
period in which the utterance was made, and other grammatical features of the token. In
the case of hacer + cuenta, these other grammatical features/contextual factors are:
aspect, NP type, person, mood, and tense.
It may seem like complement type alone could be a disambiguating factor, but as
is shown in figure 19 and discussed further below, all of the possible semantic readings of
hacer + cuenta occur with a variety of complements (although there are stronger
tendencies for some complements with some senses) so complement type alone cannot
predict hacer + cuenta semantics. It is the combination of these contextual factors that
helps an interlocutor determine what the speaker means on a particular occasion.
As could be seen from the examples provided above, hacer + cuenta is very
polysemous throughout all of the centuries under investigation, and much of the
construction’s meaning comes from the discourse context and implications that the
speaker puts forth on a given instance. The semantic flexibility of hacer + cuenta as a
unit could be a residual effect from the semantic lightness of hacer ‘to do/make’ in
general as a result of its use in many constructions with many meanings.
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Even though the Random Forests algorithm was able to discern which factors
were most important for predicting a hacer + cuenta construction’s semantics, the
algorithm itself still had a fairly high error rate of 31.4%. Hacer + cuenta tokens are
accurately predicted by this algorithm 68.6% of the time. The specifications for the
Random Forests and confusion matrix for hacer + cuenta are presented below.





Type of random forest: classification
Number of trees: 500
No. of variables tried at each split: 3
OOB estimate of error rate: 31.4%

Meaning
unknown

Cognitive

Cognitive/List

Give payment

Give
payment/List

List

Class Error

Predicted

Observed

Meaning
unknown
Cognitive

7

20

3

8

0

7

0.8444

8

377

2

1

0

23

0.0827

Cognitive/List

4

31

0

2

0

2

1.0000

Give payment

8

11

0

13

0

4

0.6389

Give
payment/List
List

1

1

0

2

0

2

1.0000

5

50

1

4

0

40

0.6000

Table 14: Confusion matrix for hacer + cuenta

Looking at table 14, the algorithm is much better at predicting cognitive semantics than
any other sense for hacer + cuenta, just like it was for the V + cuenta construction as a
group. The relatively higher error rate for the cognitive sense (compared to dar + cuenta)
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is most likely due to the fact that, unlike dar + cuenta, hacer + cuenta had more than one
mental meaning throughout its history (i.e. ‘pretend’, ‘make sure’, ‘consider’).
Contextual cues in the larger discourse setting help the interlocutor understand the
specific sense intended by the speaker.
Complement type is one of the contextual cues which helps interlocutors
determine which sense of hacer + cuenta is being used. Complement type is the most
significant contributor to predicting hacer + cuenta semantics in the Random Forests
output, when all semantic senses are being considered. In contrast, when the dependent
variable is binary in the variable rule analysis, century becomes more important for
predicting whether the token is cognitive or not. Looking at the numbers, 82.97% of the
time the cognitive sense of hacer + cuenta occurs with a predicate complement, which is
to be expected since there is a strong association with predicate complements and
cognitive senses for all the cuenta constructions.
Regarding the transactional, ‘give payment’/‘settle the account/bill’ (G) sense,
con ‘with’ (C) is the most common complement type making up 36.11% of the ‘give
payment’/‘settle the account/bill’ complement types for hacer + cuenta. Complement
type was the variable that had the highest mean decrease in classification accuracy from
leaving it out of the trees for hacer + cuenta. Let us look at two plots of complement type
for hacer + cuenta, figure 18 gives complement type over time and figure 19 shows
complement type broken up by semantic reading. Table 15 below figure 18 gives the
count of each complement type by century along with the percentages of each
complement type out of the total count for each century. Table 16 below figure 19 gives
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the count of each complement type by semantic reading as well as the percentages of
each complement type out of the total count for each sense.

Hacer cuenta: Complement type

A

Percentage of tokens by century

100.00%
90.00%

C

80.00%

I

70.00%
N

60.00%
50.00%

O

40.00%

P

30.00%

R

20.00%
10.00%

Z

0.00%
1200s

1300s

1400s

1500s

1600s

1700s

1800s

1900s

Century

Figure 18: Complement type over time for hacer + cuenta

Century
Complement
type
Prepositional
phrase (A)
Con (C)

1200s

1300s

1400s

1500s

1600s

1700s

1800s

1900s

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Noun phrase
(N)
Sobre (O)

22.22%
(2)
11.11%
(1)
55.56%
(5)
11.11%
(1)
0

9.09%
(1)
0

11.64%
(22)
0

1.41%
(1)
15.49%
(11)
32.39%
(23)
0

8.33%
(5)
1.67%
(1)
16.67%
(10)
0

0

Infinitive (I)

9.38%
(3)
9.38%
(3)
34.38%
(11)
0

1.59%
(3)
3.17%
(6)
0

0

0

0.41%
(1)
2.85%
(7)
1.63%
(4)
17.48%
(43)
0

90.91%
(10)
0

34.38%
(11)
0
12.5%
(4)

73.02%
(138)
1.59%
(3)
8.99%
(17)

42.25%
(30)
4.23%
(3)
4.23%
(3)

58.33%
(35)
3.33%
(2)
11.67%
(7)

73.68%
(14)
0

0

69.11%
(170)
1.63%
(4)
6.91%
(17)

15.79%
(3)

Grand
Total
0.63%
(4)
3.45%
(22)
2.98%
(19)
17.9%
(114)
0.16%
(1)
64.84%
(413)
2.04%
(13)
8.01%
(51)

9

11

32

246

189

71

60

19

637

Predicate (P)
Relativizer
(R)
No
complement
(Z)
Grand Total

0
10.53%
(2)
0

Table 15: Complement type by century for hacer + cuenta (Percentages of column
total and (N))
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In figure 18, we once again see the ambiguity of the periods of semantic change
accompanied by variation; this time the variation is in the form of complement type. In
the 1400s, when hacer + cuenta is most polysemous, we also see the construction taking
the widest variety of complements: noun phrases, predicates, con ‘with’, and infinitives.
The 1700s see almost as much variation, but we note that the predicates rise as the most
common complement type after that. Predicates are the number one complement type in
all of the centuries, but notice that during the ambiguity of the 1400s noun phrase
complements are equally as common. A much more revealing way to look at the effect of
complement type for hacer + cuenta is to plot it against semantics, as in figure 19 below.

Complement Type by Semantics for hacer + cuenta

A

100.00%
C

90.00%
80.00%

I

70.00%
N

60.00%
50.00%

O

40.00%
30.00%

P

20.00%

R

10.00%
Z

0.00%
?

C

C/L

G

G/L

L

Figure 19: Complement type by semantics for hacer + cuenta
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Semantics

Complement
type

Meaning
unknown
(?)
8.89% (4)

Cognitive
(C)

Cognitive/List
(C/L)

0

0

4.44% (2)

0

5.13% (2)

Infinitive (I)

6.67% (3)

0.73% (3)

2.56% (1)

Noun phrase
(N)
Sobre (O)

26.67%
(12)
0

11.92%
(49)
0

15.38% (6)

Predicate (P)

20% (9)

64.10% (25)

Relativizer
(R)
No
complement
(Z)
Grand Total

2.22% (1)

82.97%
(341)
1.46% (6)

31.11%
(14)

2.92%
(12)

10.26% (4)

45

411

39

Prepositional
phrase (A)
Con (C)

0

2.56% (1)

Give
payment
(G)
0

Give
payment/List
(G/L)
0

List/Count
(L)

Grand
Total

0

36.11%
(13)
8.33%
(3)
11.11%
(4)
0

33.33% (2)

3% (3)

0

9% (9)

33.33% (2)

41% (41)

0

1% (1)

11.11%
(4)
2.78%
(1)
30.56%
(11)

0

34% (34)

0

4% (4)

33.33% (2)

8% (8)

0.63%
(4)
3.45%
(22)
2.98%
(19)
17.9%
(114)
0.16%
(1)
64.84%
(413)
2.04%
(13)
8.01%
(51)

36

6

100

637

Table 16: Complement type by semantics for hacer + cuenta (Percentages of column
total and (N))

In figure 19 above, the most important observation to make is that predicate complements
(P, green bar) are by far the most frequent complement types for the cognitive sense (C)
and for the cases that were deemed intermediate between the cognitive and ‘list’ senses
(C/L). This is most likely due to the fact that a speaker ‘pretends’, ‘considers’, or ‘makes
sure’ with a dependent proposition to describe what is being thought about.
The ‘list/count’ sense (L) is somewhat intermediary to the ‘give payment’/‘settle
the account’ (G) meaning, and we notice that the predicate complements make up almost
half of the ‘list/count’ complements. Therefore, the predicate complements describing
propositions increase in relative frequency as hacer + cuenta moves through the ‘listing’
of propositions to ‘imagining’ them.
The ‘give payment’/‘settle the account’ sense has a very low frequency of
occurrence with predicate complements—most likely because if cuenta ‘count/account’
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is the actual direct object of hacer, then a following predication would not be
syntactically possible. Notice also that the con ‘with’ complement (C, orange bar) is the
most frequent complement type occurring with the ‘give payment’/‘settle the account’
meaning due to the fact that transactions are carried out ‘with’ people and money.
Con is also tied with noun phrase complements (N, yellow bar) for the most
frequent complement type for those tokens deemed intermediate between ‘give
payment’/‘settle the account’ and ‘list’ (G/L). Noun phrase complements are most
frequent for the ‘list’ sense; thus, it is to be expected that the intermediate (G/L) tokens
are split between these two complement types: con ‘with’ and noun phrases.
Each of these particular complements are the most frequent types for each of
these meanings—predicates with the cognitive sense (‘pretend’ or ‘make sure’), nouns
with the ‘list’ sense (‘do inventory’ or ‘count’), and con ‘with’ with the ‘give
payment’/‘settle the account’ sense—and this is logical for a few reasons: First, regarding
the cognitive senses, when someone is ‘pretending’ there is a dependent proposition that
they are ‘pretending’/‘imagining’ is real, and a proposition suggests a predication. When
someone is ‘making sure’ they are checking on the validity of a proposition, which also
suggests a predication syntactically.
Second, ‘counting’ and ‘taking inventory’ are both things you do with referents,
nouns; thus, noun phrases are logical complements to the ‘list/count’ semantics. Third,
‘giving payment’ or ‘settling an account’ are activities that require interaction with other
people and money. The complement con ‘with’ can be used with people to mean ‘settle
an account with someone’, as in they are the recipient of the subject’s (benefactor’s)
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funds, or with money to mean ‘provide payment via’, as in the monies are the instrument
with which the debt is resolved.
Moving on to the next most contributory factor to hacer + cuenta semantics,
aspect, a chart of aspect broken down by semantics is given in figure 20 below. The
hacer + cuenta construction occurs in a variety of different aspects over time; therefore,
only the most sweeping trends are discussed. Table 17 below figure 20 gives the count of
each aspectual reading for the hacer + cuenta tokens as well as the percentages of each
aspect out of the total count for each semantic reading.

Aspect by Semantics for hacer + cuenta
100.00%
90.00%

?
COMMAND

80.00%

HABER + DE
70.00%

HABER + QUE

60.00%

IMP
MODAL

50.00%

PERFECT
PERFECTIVE

40.00%

PLUSCUAM
30.00%

PRET

20.00%

PROG
X

10.00%

Z
0.00%
?

C

C/L

G

G/L

L

Figure 20: Aspect by semantics for hacer + cuenta
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Semantics

Aspect

Meaning
unknown
(?)

Cognitive
(C)

Cognitive/
List (C/L)

Give
payment
(G)

Aspect
unknown (?)
COMMAND

2.22% (1)

0

0

2.22% (1)

HABER + DE

4.44% (2)

41.85%
(172)
1.95% (8)

38.46%
(15)
5.13% (2)

2.78%
(1)
2.78%
(1)
0

HABER +
QUE
IMPERFECT

0

0.24% (1)

0

4.62%
(19)
5.84%
(24)
0.49% (2)

7.69% (3)

PERFECT

11.11%
(5)
13.33%
(6)
0

PERFECTIVE

0

0

0

PLUSCUAM

0

0

0

PRET

6.67% (3)

1.7% (7)

10.26% (4)

PROG

13.33%
(6)
37.78%
(17)

5.84%
(24)
30.66%
(126)

5.13% (2)

8.89% (4)

6.81%
(28)
411

5.13% (2)

MODAL

X (Not
possible to
have aspect)
Z (No aspect)
Grand Total

45

5.13% (2)
0

23.08% (9)

39

Give
payment/
List
(G/L)
0

List/Count
(L)

Grand
Total

0

16.67%
(1)
0

6% (6)

0

0

1% (1)

11.11%
(4)
22.22%
(8)
8.33%
(3)
0

16.67%
(1)
0

12% (12)

0

0

0

1% (1)

2.78%
(1)
13.89%
(5)
8.33%
(3)
19.44%
(7)

0

0

16.67%
(1)
0

9% (9)

33.33%
(2)

39% (39)

0.31%
(2)
30.77%
(196)
2.51%
(16)
0.31%
(2)
6.91%
(44)
7.22%
(46)
0.78%
(5)
0.16%
(1)
0.16%
(1)
4.55%
(29)
7.38%
(47)
31.4%
(200)

8.33%
(3)
36

16.67%
(1)
6

10% (10)

4% (4)

6% (6)

12% (12)

100

7.54%
(48)
637

Table 17: Aspect by semantics for hacer + cuenta (Percentages of column total and
(N))

In figure 20, the hacer + cuenta tokens with a cognitive sense are the only tokens in
which the command form (imperative aspect, orange bar) has the highest frequency of all
aspects (41.85% of cognitive tokens are imperative). The other senses of hacer + cuenta
have zero-marked aspect as the most frequent expression of aspect. This finding is telling
because it makes sense that ‘pretend’ is most commonly used in command form. The
speaker does not usually report what they were pretending, would pretend, have
pretended, or usually pretend—most often the speaker is telling the hearer what they
should imagine.
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The ‘give payment’ meaning (G) has a relatively high incidence of occurrence
with modals (light green bar) in comparison with the other senses, but it is not clear why
this would be. The (X, forest green bar) which is so high for all of the senses represents
cases where there was no marking for aspect, such as infinitives.
Century is the third most predictive factor of hacer + cuenta semantics in the
Random Forests analysis. Figure 21 below plots semantics over time for hacer + cuenta.
The ‘list/count’ meaning is the most common for the first two centuries. Then, in the
1400s the ‘list/count’ and cognitive meanings are about equally as frequent, with the
cognitive senses overcoming the ‘list/count’ sense from the 1500s onward. Table 18
below figure 21 gives the counts of each semantic reading for hacer + cuenta as well as
the percentage for each sense out of the total for each century.

Hacer cuenta: Semantics
Percentage of tokens by century

100.00%
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
?

60.00%

C

50.00%

C/L

40.00%

G

30.00%

G/L

20.00%

L

10.00%
0.00%
1200s

1300s

1400s

1500s

1600s

1700s

1800s

1900s

Century

Figure 21: Semantics over time for hacer + cuenta
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Century

Semantics

1200s

1300s

1400s

1500s

1600s

1700s

1800s

1900s

Meaning
unknown (?)
Cognitive (C)

11.11%
(1)
11.11%
(1)
0

9.09%
(1)
27.27%
(3)
0

15.63%
(5)
37.50%
(12)
0

0

12.5%
(4)
0

3.33%
(2)
68.33%
(41)
8.33%
(5)
3.33%
(2)
1.67%
(1)

0

9.09%
(1)
0

5.82%
(11)
69.84%
(132)
5.82%
(11)
7.41%
(14)
0.53%
(1)

0

0

10.16%
(25)
67.07%
(165)
6.91%
(17)
5.28%
(13)
1.63%
(4)

77.78%
(7)
9

54.55%
(6)
11

34.38%
(11)
32

8.94%
(22)
246

10.58%
(20)
189

33.8%
(24)
71

15%
(9)
60

5.26%
(1)
19

Cognitive/List
(C/L)
Give payment
(G)
Give
payment/List
(G/L)
List/Count
(L)
Grand Total

54.93%
(39)
8.45%
(6)
2.82%
(2)
0

94.74%
(18)
0
0
0

Grand
Total
7.06%
(45)
64.52%
(411)
6.12%
(39)
5.65%
(36)
0.94%
(6)
15.7%
(100)
637

Table 18: Semantics by century for hacer + cuenta (Percentages of column total and
(N))

In figure 21, we see two clear trends for hacer + cuenta: the rise of the cognitive meaning
and the decline of the ‘list’/‘take inventory/do a count’ meaning. The cognitive meaning
seems to exactly replace the ‘list’/‘take inventory/do a count’ sense, even mirroring the
unusual reversal of tendencies in the 1700s. Traugott and Dasher (2002:33) note that
there was a trend across writers in the 1700s to objectify their texts, so this could be why
we see a return to the literal, compositional meanings being more frequent.
The ‘give payment/settle the account’ usage of hacer + cuenta is rare in all
centuries, with its maximum usage in the 1400s, and then a constant decline into the
1900s. It should be noted that in the two periods of reversal, (the 1400s when the
cognitive meaning overtakes the ‘list’/‘take inventory/do a count’ meaning and the 1700s
when the cognitive meaning experiences a momentary decline before rocketing up in
usage in exchange for temporary increase in the ‘list’/‘take inventory’ meaning), that the
ambiguity in the construction’s usage is evidenced in a couple ways.
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The first way ambiguity is observed for hacer + cuenta is that in the 1400s there
are three meanings all competing at once, which exemplify the different stages of
meaning that the construction goes through as it moves from describing an external
situation to internal: ‘give payment’ and ‘list’/‘take inventory’ in the early years, and then
the ‘pretend/imagine/make sure’ in later years. However, keep in mind that most of these
meanings were present in all time periods, so hacer + cuenta has always been very
polysemous even though it shifted towards cognitive meanings and away from
transactional meanings.
The 1400s is also the time period where there were more tokens with meanings
that I was unable to judge which of the three meanings were correct (?, bright blue line),
which is more evidence of ambiguity. Additionally, in the 1700s and 1800s, the period
when there is more variation between the ‘list’/‘take inventory’ sense and the cognitive
sense as the construction fixates toward the cognitive meaning, there are more tokens that
were coded as C/L, which means that they were ambiguous between the cognitive
meanings and the ‘list’/‘take inventory’ meaning. Ambiguous instances like these
allowed speakers to make the metaphorical extension from ‘taking account/doing a
count’ of something concrete to internally imagining something brand new.
Century/time was not the most predictive factor of hacer + cuenta semantics in
the Random Forests algorithm with all the different senses included in the analysis,
unlike for dar + cuenta, tener + cuenta, and tomar + cuenta, but it did come out as the
most significant factor in the variable rule analysis, which is discussed further below.
Regarding the next most predictive variable according to the Random Forests
algorithm, noun phrase complement type, it is hard to observe any trends in the tenses or
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NP type with regard to the different semantic readings of hacer + cuenta, as can be seen
in the plot below of NP complement type (abstract, event, concrete, or no complement).
Table 19 below figure 22 gives the counts of each noun phrase complement type by
semantic reading for hacer + cuenta along with the percentages of each noun phrase type
out of the total count for each sense.

Noun Phrase Complement Type by Semantics
for hacer + cuenta
100.00%
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%

?

60.00%

A

50.00%

E

40.00%

X

30.00%

Z

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
?

C

C/L

G

G/L

L

Figure 22: Noun phrase complement type by semantics for hacer + cuenta
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Semantics

Noun
Phrase
type
Type
unknown
(?)
Abstract
(A)
Event (E)

Meaning
unknown
(?)
0

Cognitive
(C)

Cognitive/List
(C/L)

0.49% (2)

0

4.44% (2)

7.69% (3)

0

5.11%
(21)
0.49% (2)

Concrete
(X)
No noun
phrase (Z)
Grand
Total

22.22%
(10)
73.33%
(33)
45

6.08%
(25)
87.83%
(361)
411

7.69% (3)

0

84.62% (33)
39

Give
payment
(G)
0

Give
payment/
List (G/L)
0

List/Count
(L)

Grand
Total

1% (1)

0.47%
(3)

8.33%
(3)
0

33.33% (2)

15% (15)

0

0

2.78%
(1)
88.89%
(32)
36

0

25% (25)

66.67% (4)

59% (59)

6

100

7.22%
(46)
0.31%
(2)
10.05%
(64)
81.95%
(522)
637

Table 19: Noun phrase type by semantics for hacer + cuenta (Percentages of column
total and (N))

Although the trends are not clear in figure 22 for Noun Phrase complement type,
regarding person, all of the senses have 3rd person as their most common except the
cognitive sense which is most commonly expressed in 2nd person (45.5% of cognitive
hacer + cuenta tokens). A graph of person by semantics is given in figure 23 below.
Table 20 below figure 23 shows the counts for each person by semantic reading for hacer
+ cuenta as well as the percentages of each person out of the total count for each sense.
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Person by Semantics for hacer + cuenta
100.00%
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
1

60.00%

2

50.00%

3

40.00%

?

30.00%

Z

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
?

C

C/L

G

G/L

L

Figure 23: Person by semantics for hacer + cuenta

Semantics
Person

First (1)
Second
(2)
Third (3)
Person
unknown
(?)
No
marking
(Z)
Grand
Total

Meaning
unknown
(?)
15.56%
(7)
13.33%
(6)
46.67%
(21)
2.22% (1)

Cognitive
(C)

Cognitive/List
(C/L)

Give
payment/List
(G/L)
0

List/Count
(L)

Grand
Total

10% (10)

16.67% (1)

14% (14)

6.67% (4)

55% (55)

0

Give
payment
(G)
22.22%
(8)
5.56%
(2)
47.22%
(17)
0

14.6%
(60)
45.5%
(187)
27.01%
(111)
0

10.26% (4)

0

0

13.97%
(89)
35.32%
(225)
35.16%
(224)
0.16%
(1)

22.22%
(10)

12.9%
(53)

10.26% (4)

25% (9)

16.67% (1)

21% (21)

15.38%
(98)

45

411

39

36

6

100

637

38.46% (15)
41.03 (16)

Table 20: Person by semantics for hacer + cuenta (Percentages of column total and
(N))

In figure 23, the higher incidence of second person (2, orange bar) with the cognitive
senses of hacer + cuenta (‘pretend’ or ‘make sure’) is likely related to the fact that the
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imperative (command form) is the most common aspect used with these cognitive senses
of hacer + cuenta, and commands are logically usually given in second person (to the
interlocutor). In Spanish, the interlocutor (i.e. ‘you’) can be expressed informally in
second person (the tú form ‘you’), or formally in third person (the usted form ‘you’).
Interestingly, Spanish-speakers in this corpus prefer to use the tú form when asking
someone to ‘pretend’ or ‘make sure’.
Mood (i.e. subjunctive (S, grey bar) or indicative (I, orange bar)) is the next most
contributory factor in the Random Forests analysis. Let us examine a chart of mood by
semantics for hacer + cuenta in figure 24. Table 21 below figure 24 presents the count
for each mood by semantic reading for hacer + cuenta along with the percentages for
each mood out of the total count for each sense.

Mood by Semantics for hacer + cuenta
100.00%
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%

?

50.00%

I
S

40.00%

Z

30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
?

C

C/L

G

G/L

Figure 24: Mood by semantics for hacer + cuenta
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Semantics

Mood

Meaning
unknown
(?)

Cognitive
(C)

Cognitive/
List (C/L)

Give
payment
(G)

Mood
unknown
(?)
Indicative
(I)
Subjunctive
(S)
No marking
(Z)
Grand
Total

2.22% (1)

0

0

2.78%
(1)

40% (18)

26.28%
(108)
19.46%
(80)
54.26%
(223)
411

41.03%
(16)
10.26% (4)

61.11%
(22)
11.11%
(4)
25% (9)

33.33%
(15)
24.44%
(11)
45

48.72%
(19)
39

36

Give
payment/
List
(G/L)
0

List/Count
(L)

Grand
Total

0

0.31%
(2)

50% (3)

54% (54)

16.67%
(1)
33.33%
(2)
6

20% (20)

34.69%
(221)
19.47%
(124)
45.53%
(290)
637

26% (26)
100

Table 21: Mood by semantics for hacer + cuenta (Percentages of column total and
(N))

With reference to mood, indicative/realis (I, orange bar) is the most common for all
senses of hacer + cuenta except the cognitive meaning, where no expression of mood is
more common (resulting from unconjugated verbs), and subjunctive/irrealis (S, grey bar)
and indicative/realis have about equal frequencies (19.46% and 26.28%, respectively).
Since the majority of the cognitive senses for hacer + cuenta mean ‘pretend’ (as opposed
to ‘make sure’ or ‘consider’), it makes sense that there would be more irrealis examples
for the cognitive senses because pretending is about making believe something unreal,
and is given in command form (which is almost identical in form to present subjunctive
in Spanish).
When we collapse the dependent variable to be binary (i.e. is the hacer + cuenta
token cognitive or not?) for the variable rule analysis, we get a different list of important
factors, but these can only be understood as factors that favor/disfavor the cognitive
meaning (not predicting the semantics whatever they may be). Thus, the variable rule
analysis answers a different question than the Random Forests. As with dar + cuenta,
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variable rule analysis is not a complete test by itself because hacer + cuenta has so many
competing senses. Let us compare the results of the variable rule analysis in table 22
below with the Random Forests output from figure 17 above.

N=1,487
p=0.01
Factor
Century
1900s
1800s
1700s
1500s
1600s
1400s
1300s
1200s
Complement type
Predicate
Relativizer
Noun phrase
None
Infinitive
Other
Person
First
Second
Third
None
Tense
None
Past
Present
Future

Input= .797 (99.53%
cognitive)
Factor weight

Log likelihood= 242.688
Percent cognitive (N)

.879
.701
.561
.510
.474
.280
.046
.028
Range .851

99.88% 851/852
100% 571/571
100% 3/3
89.13% 41/46
100% 8/8
80% 4/5
0% 0/0
100% 2/2

.714
.316
.272
.111
.069
.024
Range .690

99.80% 497/498
100% 55/55
99.45% 902/907
95.0% 19/20
100% 7/7
0% 0/0

.704
.548
.502
.225
Range .479

100% 65/65
98.67%74/75
99.49% 781/785
99.64% 560/562

.693
.412
.317
.237
Range .468

99.67% 611/613
97.60% 122/125
99.71% 685/687
100% 62/62

Table 22: Variable rule analysis of the contribution of factors selected as significant
to a cognitive meaning in a hacer + cuenta construction
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In table 22, the factor group with the largest magnitude of effect is century, with the
cognitive meanings (‘pretend’/‘make sure’) being favored in the 1800s and 1900s. A very
low factor weight can also be observed for the 1200s and 1300s, showing that those
centuries strongly disfavor a cognitive reading, even though the ‘pretend’ sense is
attested during those time periods as well.
Contrastively, complement type is the most important variable in contributing to
hacer + cuenta semantics when all of the senses are included in the Random Forests
algorithm. Complement type is the second most contributory factor in the variable rule
analysis. Therefore, time becomes more important when just tracking cognitive meanings
or not, but less so when predicting semantics, no matter what they are (as in Random
Forests). We see in table 22 that predicate complements favor the cognitive meanings,
like with the other constructions, and the other complement types disfavor the cognitive
reading, which is due to speakers using the complement type to give a clue to the
interlocutor whether they should interpret cuenta as the object of hacer or see hacer +
cuenta as a unit with its own meaning.
The other significant factors in the hacer + cuenta variable rule analysis (person
and tense), much like for dar + cuenta, were not found to be as influential in the Random
Forests algorithm because variable rule analysis forces the dependent variable to be
binary, which although it operationalizes the shift from external meanings to internal,
having two meanings was never the case for hacer + cuenta. However, we can still look
at these factors even though they have very small magnitudes of effect. Once again, we
find first person usage in a hacer + cuenta token to favor the cognitive reading. This
makes sense because subjectivity has to do with the speaker’s viewpoint, and when the
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speaker and subject are the same person (as they are in first person), the utterance is most
subjective. However, when the actual frequencies of hacer + cuenta tokens with the
cognitive sense were examined, it was found that second person was the most frequent
person with the cognitive meanings (45.5%) even though first person slightly favors a
cognitive reading in the variable rule analysis. This is an example of how the results of
the variable rule analysis must be interpreted as which factor levels favor or disfavor a
meaning, not which levels were most frequent for a particular meaning.
Regarding tense, there is no particular tense (past, present, or future) that favors
the cognitive reading; however, we see that infinitives and other “tense-less” expressions
(Z, green line) slightly favor the cognitive reading. This may just be an accident of the
data. Figure 25 below plots tense by semantics for hacer + cuenta. Table 23 below figure
25 shows the count for each tense by semantic reading for hacer + cuenta along with the
percentages of each tense out of the total count for each sense.

Tense by Semantics for hacer + cuenta
100.00%
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%

?

60.00%

A

50.00%

COND

40.00%

F

30.00%

P

20.00%

Z

10.00%
0.00%
?

C

C/L

G

G/L

L

Figure 25: Tense by semantics for hacer + cuenta
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Semantics
Tense

Meaning
unknown
(?)

Cognitive
(C)

Cognitive/
List (C/L)

Give
payment
(G)

Tense
unknown
(?)
Past (A)

2.22% (1)

0

0

2.78%
(1)

20% (9)

7.3% (30)

17.95% (7)

Conditional
(COND)
Future (F)

2.22% (1)

0

0

0

2.56% (1)

Present (P)

51.11%
(23)
24.44%
(11)
45

4.62%
(19)
33.58%
(138)
54.5%
(224)
411

30.56%
(11)
2.78%
(1)
2.78%
(1)
33.33%
(12)
27.78%
(10)
36

No marking
(Z)
Grand
Total

30.77%
(12)
48.72%
(19)
39

Give
payment/
List
(G/L)
0

List/Count
(L)

Grand
Total

0

0.31%
(2)

33.33%
(2)
0

22% (22)

16.67%
(1)
16.67%
(1)
33.33%
(2)
6

4% (4)

12.72%
(81)
0.47%
(3)
4.08%
(26)
36.42%
(232)
46%
(293)
637

1% (1)

46% (46)
27% (27)
100

Table 23: Tense by semantics for hacer + cuenta (Percentages of column total and
(N))

As can be seen by the differences between the Random Forests analysis and the variable
rule analysis, hacer + cuenta is a construction that exhibits different tendencies
depending on the semantics of the particular token, and hacer + cuenta is quite
polysemous throughout its history. Therefore, via the Random Forests it was observed
that the complement type, tense, aspect, mood, and person affect the semantics of a hacer
+ cuenta construction no matter which century it occurs in. The flexibility of hacer +
cuenta over time is due to the semantically-light nature of its verb hacer ‘do/make’ and
the semantically-light nature of the construction as a whole which requires context for the
language-user to determine semantics.
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Summary of hacer + cuenta analysis
To review, hacer + cuenta is the most polysemous of all of all the cuenta constructions in
this study as it exhibits all of the following meanings in its history: ‘do a count’, ‘settle an
account/make payment’, ‘make account/list’, ‘consider’, ‘make sure’, and ‘pretend’. The
polysemy of hacer + cuenta may be related to the “lightness” of the verb hacer ‘to
do/make’, which allows the construction to easily take on new connotations and
meanings in interaction. Like the other cuenta constructions, hacer + cuenta experiences
a rise in the internal, cognitive meanings (‘pretend’, ‘make sure’, ‘consider’) over time
and a decrease in the more concrete, external meanings (‘do a count’, ‘settle an
account/make payment’, ‘make account/list’) over time, exhibiting Traugott’s (1989) first
tendency of semantic change: external meaningsinternal meanings.
However, unlike the other cuenta constructions, time is not the most contributory
factor to predicting hacer + cuenta semantics, whatever they may be (see figure 17). In
fact, there are six contextual factors (independent variables) in addition to century which
come out as significantly contributory to predicting a hacer + cuenta construction’s
meaning. The higher number of significant variables for hacer + cuenta reveals the
importance of context for predicting the meaning of this construction. Because hacer +
cuenta is so polysemous, speakers must give more clues to the particular sense they are
utilizing. The ambiguity in meaning also plays into the fact that hacer + cuenta has so
much variation in meaning throughout its history, even having the cognitive meaning
present in the 1200s alongside the more concrete meanings.
The ranking of most to least contributory factors for hacer + cuenta semantics
from the Random Forests analysis is: (1) complement type, (2) aspect, (3) century, and to
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a lesser extent (4) noun phrase type, (5) person, (6) mood, and (7) tense. The algorithm
run with this grouping of factors had a much higher error rate (31.4%) than dar + cuenta
(5.65%), but the trends revealed in distributional charts for these significant factors point
to a few tendencies that show why these factors came out as significant. Additionally, the
algorithm was quite good at predicting when a hacer + cuenta construction would have a
cognitive meaning with a class error rate of only 8%.
Distributionally, we see trends in the data that show why the above factors
contribute to predicting hacer + cuenta semantics. Regarding complement type, the most
significant factor in the Random Forests, it can be seen in figure 19 that there is a strong
tendency of cognitive tokens occurring with a predicate complement that describes the
dependent proposition that the subject is ‘pretending’, ‘making sure’, or ‘considering’.
Additionally, the intermediate ‘list/make account/count’ sense occurs with predicate
complements and noun phrase complements most frequently because if the items can be
listed or counted, then they are referents (NPs) and if a story can be told, it is a
proposition (predicate). And, the ‘make payment/settle an account’ meaning occurs with
a wide variety of complements, but most often no complement or con ‘with’ because the
account was being ‘settled’ with someone or by means of a specific payment.
Aspect is the second most contributory factor to predicting hacer + cuenta
semantics, specifically the imperative is associated with cognitive meanings, like
‘pretend’, ‘consider’ and ‘make sure’ because those are mental actions that speakers
usually ask others to do (or “command” them to do). Then, century is another
contributory variable because as time passes the meanings as a whole move from
describing external scenes more frequently to describing internal scenes more frequently.
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Lesser contributory variables that were still significant in the Random Forests
nonetheless were noun phrase type (although the distributional analysis does not reveal
any obvious trends there), person, mood, and tense. Third person is the most common for
all the senses of hacer + cuenta except the cognitive senses which occur more often in
the second person because of the correlation of the imperative aspect (commands) with
cognitive senses for hacer + cuenta. In terms of mood, no marking of mood (i.e.
infinitives, bare participles) trended with the cognitive meaning as did no marking of
tense.
The variable rule analysis only captured the overall shift from external meanings
to internal meanings (not capturing all the meanings) as it asked which factor levels
favored or disfavored the cognitive meanings, which is why only four variables were
found to be significant (p=0.01) in the logistic regression instead of seven in the Random
Forests algorithm. The order of contributory variables came out different in the variable
rule analysis as well with century having the biggest effect, then complement type,
person, and tense.
Century becomes more important in the variable rule analysis because it is time
that shifts meanings from external to internal, and when the dependent variable
(semantics) was brought down to binary, it is this major shift which is captured. The 19th
and 20th centuries favored the cognitive meaning, whereas the 13th and 14th centuries
disfavored it. Complement type had the next largest effect in the logistic regression for
hacer + cuenta with predicates favoring the cognitive meaning because when someone
states what they are ‘pretending’ it is usually with a dependent clause describing the
scene.
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Lesser contributors were person and tense. Like in the Random Forests, infinitives
and other tense-less tokens favor a cognitive reading, but it is not clear why this would
be. In contrast to the Random Forests, the variable rule analysis finds first person to
slightly favor a cognitive sense for hacer + cuenta, which, since the variable rule analysis
only captures the shift from external to internal senses, could represent the
subjectification of the phrase as speakers use the mental sense to talk about themselves.
However, when all senses are included in the analysis (as in the distributional analysis
and Random Forests), a correlation between second person and cognitive senses is found
due to usage in the imperative aspect.
The discrepancy between these two analyses is due to the ‘list/count/make
account’ and the ‘make payment/settle the account’ meanings having to be grouped
together in order to focus on the cognitive senses. Much like grouping of dar +cuenta’s
‘give payment’ and ‘tell an account/say’ senses together against the cognitive sense in the
variable rule analysis produced results that only captured part of the story, the binary
view of hacer + cuenta only shows the subjectification of the phrase as a whole and does
not reveal the true best predictors of all hacer + cuenta meanings.

5.2.4 TENER EN (LA) CUENTA
In this section, the specific characteristics and evolutionary history of the tener + cuenta
construction are revealed. We begin by reviewing the different semantic possibilities for
this construction century by century with examples, followed by plots of the semantics
for tener + cuenta over time and complement type over time. In running the Random
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Forests algorithm only on the tener + cuenta tokens it was discovered that none of the
factors predict this construction’s semantics very well, likely because there is so little
variation in meaning, much like for caer + cuenta. Thus, statistical evidence is not
presented for tener + cuenta. It is possible that tener + cuenta experienced semantic
change before the 1200s, maybe even in Latin, especially as verbs of possession/grasping
often become verbs of understanding over time, and tener means ‘have’ from Latin ‘hold’
(see §2.3.2).
Let us begin by examining some telling examples from each century, starting with
the 1200s. We see in 61 below, which comes from El Cid, that the earliest meaning for
tener + cuenta in these data is a cognitive meaning, with tener + cuenta glossed as ‘being
at a loss’, although we can also see how it suggests the counting or listing construal as
well because it is the quantity of Moors that the bishop cannot recall.

61. El obispo don Jerónimo, caboso coronado, quando es farto de lidiar con amas las
sus manos non tiene en cuenta los moros que ha matados
‘That very noble cleric, the Bishop don Jerome, when a surfeit of the fighting he
had had of his hands twain, was at a loss to number the Moors that he had slain. '
(Anónimo, Cantar de Mio Cid, 1200s)10

Suprisingly, there are no tokens for tener + cuenta from the 1300s in these data. It is
possible that the tener + cuenta was in just too much competition with the tomar +

10

Translation by R. Selden Rose and Leonard Bacon, and published in Berkeley, California, by the
University of California Press in the year 1919 as part of the series entitled Semicentennial Publications of
the University of California: 1868-1918.
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cuenta construction, discussed in section 5.2.5 below. Moving on to the 1400s, we still
only have the ‘consider’ meaning, as seen in 62 below.

62. ...no deue el hombre discreto menospreciar el consejo quando jelo da el que
tiene en cuenta de amigo: ni rehusar su castigo
'the discreet man should not underestimate advice when ice he gives he who
considers a friend: nor refuse their punishment'
(Bidpai, Ejemplario contra los enganos y peligros del mundo, 1400s)

Next, several examples from the 1500s are provided, as this is the period with the most
polysemy. First, let us begin with the ‘inventory/listing/counting’ senses, which are more
literal (‘have in account/count’). 63 has a meaning that we find with the hacer + cuenta
construction as well: ‘count/account for/tally up’, which is related to the scene of taking
inventory. This is the compositional meaning for tener + cuenta.

63. sabemos que en tiempo de Estrabón hubo tanta plata que no se tenía en cuenta; y
cuando Salomón enriqueció el templo con vasos y riquezas fue mucho lo que en
ello se gastaba
'we know that in the time of Estrabon there was so much money that it was not
all accounted for/counted up; and when Salomon enriched/fancied up the temple
with vases and riches it was a lot that was spent on it’
(Cieza de León, Pedro, Crónica del Perú, 1551)
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In 64, from the same source in the same year, we get the same ‘tallying up’ meaning, but
instead of just money the complements to this construction are people—so we can see the
usage of this construction being extended. In 64, we observe that tener + cuenta is still in
the process of being conventionalized in form and meaning because instead of tener +
cuenta being used with de ‘of’, as it usually is (i.e. tener en cuenta de ‘have in account
of’), it is used with con ‘with’, which is commonly associated with people. The use of de
could be due to the fluidity in the phrase’s form in usage in the presence of semantic
variation. Also, the prepositional phrase en cada año ‘each year’ intervenes between the
tener + cuenta phrase and its complement, which could suggest further flexibility.

64. De cómo los reyes del Cuzco mandaban que se tuviese en cuenta en cada año
con todas las personas que morían y nacían en todo su reino
'On how the kings of Cuzo ordered that an account/census is taken every year
with all the people that have died and been born in all their kingdom.'
(Cieza de León, Pedro, Crónica del Perú, 1551)

Another example of the ‘list/inventory/count’ meaning is given below in 65, but this time
cuenta occurs with its definite article la ‘the’ which may be alluding to the fact that there
is a specific ‘count’ that is being referred to. Another clue to the literal meaning of
‘count’ for cuenta is that what would be the NP complement del año ‘of the year’ in this
case is not a complement to tener + cuenta; it is more like a prepositional phrase
modifying the noun cuenta.
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65. Diversas naciones diversos modos y maneras tuvieron en la cuenta del año y así
fue en esta tierra de Anáhuac
'Diverse nations diverse ways and means had in the count of the year and so it
was in this land of Anahuac’
(Motolinía, Toribio de, Historia de los indios de la Nueva España, 1543)

The last two examples from the 1500s, 66 and 67, represent the cognitive meaning of
‘consider’ and profile it just slightly differently from one another. 66 shows us the
‘consider’ meaning and occurs with a dative pronoun complement, which could just be an
example of leísmo, but gives the subject someone, el projimo ‘the neighbor’, to
‘consider’. This scene is basically about ‘coveting’ which definitely draws attention to
someone’s mental process of thinking.
Another item to bring up regarding 66 is that the mental/social verb conocer ‘to
know/be familiar with (someone/something)’ is also present in this token. Nearby words
in the discourse can influence the interpretations of constructions, and conocer is another
cognitive verb that in this token is used in close proximity to tener + cuenta. Notice again
that it is la cuenta ‘the account’ with the definite article, but this time with a cognitive
meaning.

66. Y habiéndote de esta manera con el prójimo teniéndole en la cuenta que debes
vendrás a conocer en la que te debes de tener para lo cual andarás lleno de
confusión.
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'And having you in this way with the neighbor, considering that you owe, you
will come to know what you must have yourself for which you will wander full of
confusion'
(de Borja, Santo Francisco, Seis tratados muy devotos y útiles para cualquier fiel
cristiano, 1540)

67 has the literal translation of ‘have in account and reason’, but the more appropriate
translation is ‘consider and reason’, with ‘reason’ used to express an action process in the
second case even though it is a noun (not a verb) in the actual token.

67. hubiese uno señalado y este tal o estos tales tuviesen cuidado de tener en cuenta
y razón de los hombres y mujeres que cada año nacían
'There was one appointed and this one or those ones took care to consider and
reason about the men and women that each year were born'
(Betanzos, Juan de, Suma y narración de los Incas, 1500s)

67 may be a case where speakers were influenced to infer a more cognitive meaning from
cuenta due to the surrounding context because tener appears to have two NP
complements: cuenta ‘account’ and razón ‘reason’. Cuenta is associated with more of a
calculation type of mental activity, whereas razón is less about math and more about
logic—which is more subjective and abstract. Additionally, in 67 we have de ‘of’ with
the NP complement which represents people, hombres y mujeres ‘men and women’,
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whereas in 66, above, con ‘with’ is used for people. Below, in 68, we have a more clear
cut instance of the ‘considering’ meaning from the 1600s.

68. Santísimo Padre, otro regular, olvidándose de la modestia propia de un religioso
y sin tener en cuenta su propia salvación hizo pedazos sin temblar, un edicto
público promulgado por mí sobre las tasas y reglas para los estipendios que los
fieles deben pagar a los párrocos por su ministerio.
'Holy Father, another regular, forgetting the personal modesty of a religious
person and without thinking about/considering his salvation tore to pieces
without trembling, a public edict issued by me about the rates and rules for the
stipends that the faithful should pay to the parish priests for their ministry.'
(Palafox y Mendoza, Juan de, Memoriales espirituales, 1630)

Following is another example of the cognitive meaning ‘keep in mind/consider’ from the
1600s; this time with a predicate complement, which are common complements to the
cognitive meanings across the cuenta constructions.

69. Y es cierto; pero tened en cuenta que todos los que han introducido leyes han
sido ancianos que temían que los jóvenes les desposeyeran con justicia de la
autoridad que ellos les habían arrebatado...
'And it is true; but keep in mind/consider that all those who have introduced
laws have been old people that feared that the youth would disposses them with
justice of the authority that they had snatched up for them…'
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(Cyrano de Bergerac, Savinien de, Viaje a la luna, 1600s)

Example 70 below from the 1700s once again shows another mental verb near the tener
+ cuenta construction—pretender ‘pretend’. Here we have the cognitive sense, and it is
used in an irrealis expression. The middle marker se occurs with tener + cuenta in order
to remove focus from the agent who would be doing the ‘considering’.

70. y jamás he pretendido que se me tenga en cuenta para nada.
‘And I’ve never pretended that I was considered at all.’
(Quintana, Manuel José, Memoria sobre el proceso y prisión de Don Manuel José
Quintana, 1700s)

Below, one example from the 1800s is given, which showcases the cognitive meaning
‘consider’ and has a noun phrase complement, which is quite abstract: ‘libations’.
Abstract noun phrase complements are more associated with the cognitive readings for
the V + cuenta construction than concrete noun phrases.

71. proclamado vencedor mas no pudo resistir á tan terrible prueba; sin tener en
cuenta las anteriores libaciones habia tragado una buena azumbre de vino
manchego sin respirar
'proclaimed victor could not resist such a terrible test anymore; without
considering the previous libations he had drunk a good azumbre (2-liter) of
Manchego wine without breathing'
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(Andueza, José María de, Don Felipe el Prudente: novela histórica, 1839)

To wrap up these examples, two oral instances from the 1900s are presented, both with
the cognitive meaning of ‘consider’. 72 is straightforward with a predicate complement
describing an abstract situation. 73 shows someone use tener + cuenta twice in a row:
First to say what was not considered, then to say what was.

72. En primer lugar esto es muy importante tener en cuenta que los - la principal
responsabilidad es de los padres y de los educadores
'In the first place this is very important to consider that the - the principal
responsibility is that of the parents and educators'
(España Oral: ADOC034A, 1900s)

73. los tours... eh... indica la manera de colocar los hombros - - - que antes no se
tenía tan en cuenta se tenía en cuenta los brazos pero no tanto los hombros.
'the tours… um… indicate the way to hold the shoulders--- that before was not
considered much the arms but not as much the shoulders were considered.’
(Habla Culta:Buenos Aires:M18 A, 1900s)

Examining 73 a little more closely, it appears that the middle voice se (third person) is
giving the effect of an impersonal expression. Dar + cuenta came to be used with a
middle marker (instead of dative) as it subjectified and acquired the cognitive meaning.
Tener + cuenta could be going the same way. Now that we have looked at a few
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examples up close, let us look at the tener + cuenta semantics plotted over time in figure
26. Table 24 below figure 26 presents the counts for each semantic reading by century for
tener + cuenta along with the percentages of each sense out of the total count for each
century.

Tener en cuenta: Semantics
Percentage of tokens by century

100.00%
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
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C

40.00%

L

30.00%
20.00%
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0.00%
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1400s
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1800s
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Figure 26: Semantics over time for tener + cuenta

Century
Semantics

1200s

1300s

1400s

1500s

1600s

1700s

1800s

1900s

Cognitive
(C)
List/Count
(L)
Grand
Total

100%
(2)
0

0

100%
(3)
0

100%
(571)
0

0

89.13%
(41)
10.87%
(5)
46

100%
(8)
0

2

80%
(4)
20%
(1)
5

8

3

571

99.88%
(851)
0.12%
(1)
852

0

Grand
Total
99.53%
(1480)
0.47%
(7)
1487

Table 24: Semantics by century for tener + cuenta (Percentages of column total and
(N))
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Much like with caer en la cuenta, tener en (la) cuenta has very little variation in
semantics over time. Tener + cuenta has had only the cognitive meaning, ‘have in
mind/consider’, since the 1200s, except for some slight variation with the ‘list/take
inventory’ meaning in the 1400s and 1500s. This variation may have been due to
interference with the similar construction tomar (en) cuenta, which was varying between
the literal ‘take inventory’/‘list’ and the mental, metaphorical ‘consider’ meanings during
that time as well.
Random Forests were run on the tener + cuenta data, but none of the factors came
out as contributory to determining a given tener + cuenta construction’s meaning, so
variable rule analysis was not performed. The insignificance of the contextual factors is
most likely due to the lack of variation in the data (like for caer + cuenta) and the fact
that both senses (the more concrete ‘have in count’/‘list’ and the cognitive ‘consider’
senses) occur with noun phrases and predicates, the two most prevalent complement
types for V + cuenta constructions. However, as we did for caer + cuenta, we can still
look at the trends for complement type over time in figure 27 below since it was a
contributory factor for V + cuenta constructions as a group. Table 25 below figure 27
gives each complement type by century for tener + cuenta as well as the percentages of
each complement type out of the total count for each century.
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Tener en cuenta: Complement type
Percentage of tokens by century
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Figure 27: Complement type over time for tener + cuenta

Century
Complement
type
Infinitive (I)

1200s

1300s

1400s

1500s

1600s

1700s

1800s

1900s

0

0

0

0

0

Noun phrase
(N)
Predicate (P)

100%
(2)
0

0

Relativizer
(R)
No
complement
(Z)
Grand Total

0

0

75%
(6)
25%
(2)
0

33.33%
(1)
66.67%
(2)
0

0

0

60%
(3)
20%
(1)
20%
(1)
0

2.17%
(1)
52.17%
(24)
30.43%
(14)
8.7%
(4)
6.52%
(3)

0

0

0.53%
(3)
63.22%
(361)
29.95%
(171)
5.6%
(32)
0.7%
(4)

0.35%
(3)
59.86%
(510)
36.15%
(308)
2.11%
(18)
1.53%
(13)

Grand
Total
0.47%
(7)
61%
(907)
33.49%
(498)
3.7%
(55)
1.34%
(20)

2

0

5

46

8

3

571

852

1487

0

Table 25: Complement type over time for tener + cuenta (Percentages of column
total and (N))

In figure 27, it can be observed that noun phrase complements (N, orange line) and
predicate complements (P, grey line) are the most common complements to a tener +
cuenta construction throughout time. Although noun phrase complements are the most
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frequent overall, with the exception of the 1700s, from the 1800s to the 1900s there is a
rise in predicate complements. Thus, although tener + cuenta has had its cognitive
meaning since the 1200s and does not show much semantic variation over time, it follows
suit with the other V + cuenta constructions in experiencing an increase in predicate
complements going into the 1900s, which may be evidence that the V + cuenta
constructions exhibit group tendencies because of their relationship in the exemplar
cluster.

Summary of tener + cuenta analysis
To recapitulate, like caer + cuenta, tener + cuenta does not experience much variation in
semantics over time. However, a key difference between caer + cuenta and tener +
cuenta is that tener + cuenta appears in the corpus in the 1200s with the cognitive sense
‘consider’ when most of the other cuenta constructions are still most frequently occurring
with literal and compositional meanings whereas caer + cuenta does not appear until the
1500s when it was able to analogize from other cuenta constructions with mental senses.
Because of the almost complete lack of variation in tener + cuenta semantics over time,
statistical analyses could not be run on these data alone. It is logical for tener + cuenta to
have a cognitive meaning when analyzed holistically because there is a cross-linguistic
tendency for verbs of ‘holding’ or ‘grasping’ to develop into verbs of ‘understanding’;
and, before tener meant ‘to have’ in Spanish, it meant ‘to hold’ in Latin.
Although tener + cuenta has very little variation in meaning across the centuries
under investigation here, when it does display the more literal ‘list/have in the
count/inventory’ sense it is in the 1400s and 1500s, which are the earlier centuries
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relative to the entire corpus which goes from the 1200s to 1900s. Thus, since the more
external meaning appeared early and then died out, it seems that tener + cuenta still
somewhat exhibits external meanings becoming internal.
Complement type was the only contextual factor examined for tener + cuenta
because none of the independent variables came out as significant, but it still seemed
worthy of examination to see if it followed the trends of the V + cuenta cluster overall.
Indeed, although noun phrase complements are the most common for tener + cuenta for
all periods except the 1700s, there is a rise in predicate complements going into the 20th
century, following suit of the other cuenta constructions that did experience an actual
meaning change during this time. This increase in predicate complements shows how the
V + cuenta constructions still exhibit group tendencies, such as increasingly introducing a
dependent proposition in a subordinate clause.

5.2.5 TOMAR (EN) CUENTA
Finally, the particular characteristics and evolutionary history of the tomar + cuenta
construction are examined. First, there is a review of the different semantic possibilities
for this construction over time with examples. Then, a graph of variable importance
contributing to tomar + cuenta semantics resulting from a Random Forests algorithm run
only on the tomar + cuenta tokens is examined. Following that, a table depicting the
output of variable rule analysis on a binary view of the tomar + cuenta semantics is
presented.
Out of all the constructions under investigation, tomar + cuenta is the only one
where the Random Forests and variable rule analysis match up perfectly. For both
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analyses, century and complement type are the only factors found to significantly predict
semantics. The agreement between the two statistical approaches speaks to the fact that
only two meanings ‘take count/inventory’/‘list’ and ‘consider’ make up 80% or more of
the tomar + cuenta semantic readings throughout its history. Thus, the binary analysis
describes more of the tomar + cuenta variation than for the other cuenta constructions
because although there is variation, there is only one major semantic shift and certain
centuries and complement types are more strongly associated with the cognitive meaning
versus the earlier meaning (‘list/count’). Distributional plots for semantics over time,
complement over time, and complement by semantics are offered in this section as well.
First, let us inspect a couple examples from Alfonso X in the 1200s. Both 74 and
75 demonstrate the ‘take count/inventory’ meaning, but 74 describes more of the scene of
taking inventory in its surrounding context with mention of ‘accounts’, ‘pantries’, and
‘rents’, whereas 75 uses pronouns referring back to earlier discourse.

74. muestra este nonbre commo ofiçial onrrado sobre las cuentas. Ca al mayordomo
pertenesçe tomar cuenta de todos los ofiçiales tan bien delos que fazen las
despensas dela corte commo delos otros que reçiben las rentas & los otros
derechos
‘Show this name as honored official over the accounts. Because the steward must
take count of all of the officals as well of those that handle the pantries of the
court as of the others who receive the rents and the other rights'
(Alfonso X., Siete partidas, 1200s)
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75. Ca o sson para corte o para conçeio o para enbiar los do mester ffuere o para
rresponder a los que sse querellan dellos o para tomar cuenta dellos o para
ssaber ffecho de ssu tierra o para en hueste
'Because or they are for court or for advice or to send the outside offices’s things
or to respond to those that quarrel about them or to take account/inventory of
them or to know date of their land or for hosting'
(Alfonso X., Espéculo, 1200s)

Moving on to the 1300s, first is an example of the most basic, transactional meaning
‘take payment (to someone)’ in 76. The surrounding context mentions dineros ‘monies’
to further give evidence that the cuenta ‘account/bill’ means money specifically.

76. como en despender sus dineros que jamas non le quiso tomar cuenta
'like in releasing their monies that they never wanted to pay him’
(Estoria del rey Gujllelme, 1300s)

The second example from the 1300s, 77, uses a relativizer to leave more room for
inference for ‘what they have collected’, which may have been money, but could be other
things too. In 77, there is a more social-interactional meaning to tomar + cuenta, where
the tomar ‘take’ and the cuenta ‘account’ means tell a report of something to someone,
very much like dar + cuenta’s intermediate ‘say/explain’ meaning. This is an example
that bridges the gap between the ‘take payment to someone’ sense and the much later
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cognitive ‘consider’ meaning, but we can also see how the ‘take a count’ meaning is
possible here too.

77. nin aver tan grant verguença commo a los nobles defensores & pueden les tomar
cuenta de lo que recabdan
'There has not been as big of a shame to the noble defenders and they can report
an account/count to them of what they have collected'
(Manuel, Juan, Libro de los estados, 1300s)

In the 1400s we really see the cognitive meaning coming into being in 78 which, like the
other V + cuenta constructions, shows cuenta ‘account’ appearing with rrazon ‘reason’;
both of them pull the overall tomar + cuenta construction toward a more cognitive
reading. In this case, the sense is closer to ‘consider’, but better translated as ‘take
account of’ because of the two syntactic direct objects (‘account’ and ‘reason’).

78. Saluo a sus familiares personas fieles llanas & abonadas por que dellas
libremente puedan tomar cuenta & rrazon de sus ofiçios
'He said hello to his familiars, faithful people steady and reliable because from
them they could freely take account and reason of his offices.'
(Díaz de Montalvo, Alfonso, Ordenanzas reales, 1400s)

The second example offered from the 1400s comes from Cristobal Colón (Christopher
Columbus), and he is still using the ‘take inventory’/‘list’ meaning. In 79, we see a
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temporal phrase cada mes ‘each month’ intervening between tomar + cuenta and its
complement el gasto ‘the expenditure’.

79. Yo te mando so pena de inobediencia que tú por tu persona tomes cuenta cada
mes del gasto todo de tu casa y lo firmes de tu nombre
'I mandate you under penalty of disobediance that you because of your person
makes a list/takes an account every month of the total expenditure of your house
and you sign it with your name'
(Colón, Cristobal, Textos y documentos completos de Cristobal Colón, 1400s)

Five examples are given for tomar + cuenta from the 1500s—a period filled with
semantic variation for this phrase and many other V + cuenta phrases—because there are
so many good examples that offer insight into the inferences that speakers were making
as the tomar + cuenta construction evolved toward the cognitive meaning ‘consider’. The
first example from the 1500s, 80, shows the ‘take count/inventory’ meaning that we have
been seeing for concrete objects in the earlier centuries as well.

80. los hubiese cobrado al principio del año los debe desembolsar o tomar en cuenta
de toda la cantidad
'they should have been covered at the beginning of the year you should unwrap
them or take count/account of the whole quantity;'
(de Mercado, Tomás, Summa de tratos y contratos, 1545)
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81 below is an interesting token because the ‘account’ being taken is of people. As with
the hacer + cuenta and tener + cuenta constructions, it is a common tendency for the
cuenta ‘count’ to first only be of non-humans and then as the meanings shift toward more
internal, cognitive meanings we see the ‘count/account’ being taken of humans as well—
semantic expansion.

81. si a Dios no le contenta temamos todos el día que nos ha de tomar cuenta.
'if one does not make God happy we all fear the day that he has to judge us/take
account of us.'
(González de Eslava, Fernán, Coloquios espirituales y sacramentales, 1569)

This next example is truly revealing because it demonstrates how cuenta is an important
piece of the construction pulling the semantics as a whole to become more cognitive. 82
also shows that more than one of these verbs can occur in the verb slot of a V + cuenta
construction with a cognitive meaning, which is further evidence that these cuenta
constructions are connected in an exemplar cluster in the mind of the speaker. In 82, both
darse and tomarse occur in the verb slot, sharing one cuenta.

82. una parte y Polidoro y Clenarda por otra deseaban en extremo darse y tomarse
cuenta de sus vidas. Marcelio fue primero a hablar y dijo: - Razón
'one side and Polidoro and Clendara on the other wanted to in extreme be aware
of and consider their lives. Marcelio was the first to speak and said: -Reason'
(Gil Polo, Gaspar, Diana enamorada, 1562)
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Another facet of 82 is that tomar ‘take’ occurs with the middle marker se like dar ‘give’
does when it takes on the cognitive meaning ‘realize’. Tomar does not hold onto the
middle marker across examples with the cognitive meaning in the way that dar does, but
that could just be because ‘taking’ (tomar) is already more subject-directed than ‘giving’
(dar), and therefore tomar might need less syntactical help focusing on the affectedness
of the subject to go along with the new cognitive meaning. The next example, 83 below,
shows tomar + cuenta as ‘consider’ without any kind of middle marker and is also from
the mid 1500s.

83. no me parece que debes tomar en cuenta de vida el tiempo de la niñez y menos el
que se pasa durmiendo
'it does not seem to me that you should consider in life the childhood time and
less the time one spends sleeping'
(de Granada, Luis (O.P.), Libro de la oración y meditación, 1546)

The example below from the 1500s is also very intriguing because the tomar + cuenta
construction achieves the same effect as a middle marker with the prepositional phrase a
mí propio ‘to myself’, yet it still takes the middle marker. It is clear that self-reflection is
going on in 84, which leads to a stronger effect of inference toward an internal, cognitive
meaning.
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84. y justicia y razón. En el tiempo que estuve en la cama me tomaba cuenta a mí
propio diciendo
'and justice and reason. In the time that I was in bed I took account
of/considered myself saying:'
(Espinel, Vicente, Vida del escudero Marcos de Obregón, 1587)

There is still much polysemy in the 1600s for the tomar + cuenta construction. The first
example from this century, 85, has a meaning somewhat intermediate between reporting
and listing. The ‘works’ in 85 are accounted for and then the account is given to people;
the whole scenario is contained within this reading of tomar + cuenta. There is no actual
complement in 85, but we know that the account being ‘taken’ is about ‘his pious works’
from earlier in the discourse context.

85. y revea y visite las obras pías dél tomando cuenta á las personas que las
huvieren administrado
'and review and visit his pious works taking account to/telling the people who
have administered them'
(Solórzano Pereira, Juan de, Política indiana. Libro cuarto, 1614)

The next example is another like those from the 1500s that takes a middle marker and has
a slightly more subjective meaning. 86 represents a case that is intermediate between the
‘inventory reporting/counting’ and ‘considering’ meanings; it is one of the tokens that
was coded as C/L and represents a bridging context where speakers could infer a more
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subjective, cognitive meaning. The complement in 86 is a noun phrase, las veces ‘the
times’, but the scenarios it refers to are much more abstract and event-like, similar to a
predicate complement describing a dependent proposition (which is more strongly
assoicated with a cognitive meaning).

86. en despertando proponer la enmienda de aquella falta particular; a mediodía
tomarse cuenta de las veces que ha sido vencido
‘upon waking to propose the amendment of that particular lack; at noon to take
account of the times that he has been defeated'
(González Dávila, Gil, Pláticas del Padre Gil González Dávila sobre las reglas
de la Compañía de Jesús, 1614)

87 below demonstrates that, as with other cuenta constructions in other centuries, earlier
meanings often persist after newer meanings come into being. What follows is another
example of the ‘list’/‘take inventory’ meaning, only this time what is being listed are the
names of the dead. Once again, expanding the ‘list’ to be used with people is a sign that
this constrution is becoming more internally focused.

87. saca certificación del receptor de un libro donde está tomada cuenta con cada
uno de los difuntos y certifica que no debe misas rezagadas
‘take out certification from the receptor of a book where it is listed with every
one of the dead and certifies that they do not owe lingering masses.'
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(Vázquez de Espinosa, Antonio, Compendio y descripción de las Indias
Occidentales, 1600)

The last example from the 1600s, 88, is slightly more semantically advanced than 87
showing the cognitive meaning ‘consider’, and again what is being considered are people
(nos ‘us’).

88. que nos ha honrado con hacernos ministros suyos que nos ha de tomar en cuenta
y ponernos los cargos de nuestra residencia
'that we have been honored by making us his ministers that he has to consider us
and put us in charge of our residence'
(Muñoz, Luis, Vida y virtudes del venerable varón Juan de Ávila, 1600s)

Below are three examples from the 1700s, the first being the earlier ‘list/take
inventory/count’ meaning. In 89, the ‘count’ is of the quantity of flour. This is a dative
token where the account is given to someone else, much like how dar + cuenta operated
in its transition from ‘give payment’ to ‘tell someone an account’/‘explain’. Additional
surrounding context about a record book leads us to the ‘inventory’ meaning because the
book is most likely the inventory record.

89. Cómo se ha de tomar cuenta de la harina a los molineros: y que el pesador tenga
un libro.
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'How a count/inventory has to be taken of the flour to the millers: and that the
weigher has a book.'
(Anónimo, Ordenanzas con que se rige y gobierna la república de la muy noble y
leal ciudad de Valladolid, 1700s)

Next, we have an instance of the cognitive meaning ‘consider’ from the 1700s, but like in
earlier centuries, it comes in the form of the construction V + cuenta y razón which gives
the construction a stronger cognitive sense since this example could be seen as ‘listing’ or
‘considering’ the unhappy ones. 90 is an example of a bridging context for tomar +
cuenta in its transition from an external sense to internal. Before the meaning has
solidified, cuenta acts more like an object complement (showing that the unit is not fixed
yet), which is why here it is in parallel structure with another object complement that has
almost the same meaning but is more logical and abstract than a calculation/count.

90. nos recibió otra cuadrilla de malignos espíritus que estaban a las puertas
tomando cuenta y razón de los infelices que entraban en aquellas prisiones.
'another corridor of malignant spirits that were at the doors received us taking
account and reason (considering) the unhappy ones that entered in those
prisons.'
(Torres Villarroel, Diego de, Prosa narrativa, 1732)

The final example from the 1700s, 91, demonstrates the ‘consider’ meaning, and shows
that the tomar + cuenta construction has solidified as one unit because there is no room
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for reference to an ‘account/count’ in any real sense and the tomar + cuenta construction
has two object complements (direct and indirect) in the form of las muchas razones ‘the
many reasons’ and me ‘to/for me’, respectively. These objects create a context for change
toward a more internal sense. We have reference to both the speaker with me and also to
cognitive action, ‘reasoning’ with the object complement of the construction ‘reasons’.
This context makes language-users infer more internal meanings because they are
activating speaker as subject and talking about logic. We also see use of the middle voice
with se creating the effect of an impersonal expression here.

91. me valiere de ejemplos sacados de nuestros poetas espero que se me tomarán en
cuenta las muchas razones que me obligan a ello.
'I will prove my worth with examples taken from our poets I hope that the many
reasons that oblige me to it will be considered.'
(de Luzán, Ignacio, La poética o reglas de la poesía en general y de sus
principales especies, 1728)

In the 1800s, there is still polysemy even though the ‘consider’ meaning has beome the
most frequent sense for tomar + cuenta. Let us look at a token of each sense found in the
1800s, starting with the ‘settle the account’ meaning in 92 below, which was much more
common for hacer + cuenta and not as common for tomar + cuenta. Notice that there is
also mention of ‘eight hundred castillians’ which adds to the overall transaction scene.
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92. sobre esto envió Conchillos para tomarle cuenta á Francisco de Nicar el cual dió
ochocientos castellanos
'regarding this he sent Conchillos to settle the account with/take the invoice to
Francisco de Nicar who gave eight hundred castillians.'
(Quintana, Manuel José, Vidas de los españoles célebres, 1814)

Following, we have an example of the ‘report a count’ meaning from the very beginning
of the 1800s in 93. This scene describes more than just counting; the number is told to
someone else. Thus, this token is more social-interactional than just ‘taking a count’. 93
also shows tomar + cuenta being used in a ditransitive construction with full expression
of the subject and object, which constrasts with the later intransitive reading it takes.
Here, cuenta ‘count’ as the direct object of tomar ‘take’, and the semantics of ‘take’ are
more focused on the transfer of possession (of the number) to someone who needs to
know it than on the mental calculation part, which is why the transfer and the socialinteractional nuances come through in the meaning.

93. Y fuera bien que tomara cuenta Rodrigo de Alburquerque á Nuño de Guzman de
cuantos habia muerto de la gente de aquel cacique desde que la primera vez se
los encomendaron; pero no tenia él aquel cuidado.
'And it would have been good if Rodrigo de Albuquerque reported a count to
Nuño de Guzman of how many had died of the people of that chieftan since the
first time they were trusted; but he did not have that care.'
(Quintana, Manuel José, Vidas de los españoles célebres, 1814)
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Next is another dative example from the 1800s except this time it is God considering
someone, which, since spiritual connection with a diety is personal, is only a small
semantic leap from someone considering themself.

94. Que Dios me la tome en cuenta cuando a su juicio me llame.
'That God considers it for me when to his judgement he calls me'
(Zorrilla, José, Traidor, inconfeso y mártir, 1855)

The final example from the 1800s, 95, shows the textbook ‘consider’ meaning that is so
prevalent at this time.

95. Despachándose a su gusto y disponiendo de mi hijo están ambos sin tomar en
cuenta para nada a la madre que lo parió.
'Dispatching at your pleasure and making arrangements with my son are both
without considering at all the mother that birthed him.'
(Caballero, Fernán, Genio e ingenio del pueblo andaluz, 1836)

In the 1900s, 96 is another “double V + cuenta” construction similar to 82 from the
1500s where darse and tomar are used together with cuenta although this time they are
not sharing the same cuenta, and only darse takes a middle marker. Once again this is
more evidence that speakers see the verb slot of V + cuenta as open to both of these verbs
with a cognitive meaning in these later centuries. If the verbs function in such a similar
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way together with similar meaning and form, they must be connected in the mind of the
speaker. However, at the same time, the fact that the verbs do not occupy the same verb
slot shows that these constructions can be viewed as fixed units because each
construction has its own cuenta.

96. Ella pasa quizás sin darse cuenta o tomando cuenta de las veces que no lo hizo o
con la inconciencia del orden aún
'She went about maybe without realizing or noticing the times that she did not do
it or with the unconsciousness of order even'
(Karlik, Sara, Preludio con fuga, 1900)

The final example from the 1900s, 97, is an oral token, and it is revealing because it has
the cognitive meaning of ‘consider’ and is rephrased with a simplex verb which has a
very similar meaning: ‘interpret’. This elaboration on the ‘considering’ scene is evidence
that there is no ambiguity of tomar + cuenta’s meaning in this token; the speaker is using
this expression in its idiomatic sense with the mental interpretation.

97. yo creo que está en El Capital directamente. Entonces lo tomo en cuenta--- e
incluso lo interpreto.
'I believe that it is in the Capital directly. So I consider it--- and even interpret it.'
(Habla Culta: Buenos Aires: M14 A, 1900s)
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As with the other constructions, the statistical analysis begins by looking at variable
importance for tomar + cuenta via Random Forests. In figure 28 below, we see only two
variables as contributing significantly to predicting tomar + cuenta semantics: century
and complement type.

Figure 28: Random Forests graph of variable importance for determining a tomar +
cuenta construction's semantics

Using 0.01 as our benchmark of whether or not the variable is significantly contributory
to predicting the construction’s semantics, we see in figure 28 that only century and
complement type really matter at all for tomar + cuenta. Century is the most important
by far, with a mean decrease in classification agency from being left out of the trees
above 0.04. Complement is less contributory with a mean decrease in classification
agency of around 0.015, but it is still a significantly contributory factor.
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Thus, finding out which century the tomar + cuenta token occurred in best
predicts what the meaning is, but knowing what type of complement it takes is also
helpful. As with dar + cuenta, the passage of time is what imbued more internal, mental
meanings on these originally transactional constructions.
The algorithm run on only the tomar + cuenta tokens has an error rate of 13.47%,
which is about five percentage points higher than the error rate for the cuenta
constructions as a group, meaning that the Random Forests accurately predict a tomar +
cuenta token’s semantics 86.53% of the time. The specifications for the Random Forests
and confusion matrix for tomar + cuenta are provided below.
Type of random forest: classification
Number of trees: 500
No. of variables tried at each split: 3
OOB estimate of error rate: 13.47%

Meaning
unknown

Cognitive

Cognitive/List

Give payment

List

Class Error

Observed

Predicted






Meaning
unknown
Cognitive

4

6

0

0

1

0.6363

4

482

3

0

13

0.0398

Cognitive/List

0

8

2

0

8

0.8888

Give payment

0

3

0

0

0

1.0000

List

0

26

6

0

13

0.7111

Table 26: Confusion matrix for tomar + cuenta
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In table 26 above, it can be seen that as with dar + cuenta, hacer + cuenta, and the V +
cuenta group as a whole, the algorithm is better at predicting the cognitive semantics
(‘consider’) for tomar + cuenta than any of the other senses with a very low class error
rate of 0.039 (3.9%). In fact, the cognitive meaning is the only sense for which the class
error rate is better than random chance (0.5); the model guesses the other senses wrong
more often than not. However, when we view the results of the variable rule analysis for
tomar + cuenta, in table 27 below, insights can be made as to which specific centuries
and complement types favor the cognitive meaning. The variable importance outcomes
from the Random Forests algorithm mirror those obtained in the variable rule analysis,
which are discussed below. First, examine the output of the variable rule analysis given in
table 27.

N=579
P=0.002
Factor
Century
1900s
1800s
1600s
1700s
1200s
1500s
1300s
1400s
Complement type
Predicate and Other
Noun phrase
Relativizer
None

Input= .986 (89.81%
cognitive)
Factor weight

Log likelihood= 105.289
Percent cognitive (N)

.834
.320
.063
.043
.031
.030
.020
.010
Range .824

99.70% 333/334
96.33% 105/109
73.08% 19/26
70%7/10
66.67% 2/3
57.47% 50/87
40% 2/5
40% 2/5

.819
.475
.338
.186
Range .633

98.84% 85/86
92.77% 385/415
81.82% 27/33
51.11% 23/45

Table 27: Variable rule analysis of the contribution of factors selected as significant
to a cognitive meaning in a tomar + cuenta construction
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As with dar + cuenta and hacer + cuenta, the factors found to be significant in the
individual variable rule analysis of tomar + cuenta are examined. The variable rule
analysis for the tomar + cuenta construction was more significant than for any other
construction type or the V + cuenta group as a whole (p=0.002). Both the variable rule
analysis model for tomar + cuenta and the Random Forests algorithm for tomar + cuenta
find century and complement as the only significant factors, and they are quite influential
in determining this construction type’s semantics. As we will see in the distributional
graph below, there is one main semantic shift, from ‘list/count’ being most frequent to
‘consider’. Therefore, the binary analysis is catching the main trend present in the
Random Forests.
As with the overall V + cuenta group, the most significant factor is century. For
tomar + cuenta, a token occurring in the 1900s favors a cognitive meaning. In table 27,
the earlier centuries had very low factor weights, showing that they strongly disfavor the
cognitive meaning. Notice that the 1800s do not favor a cognitive meaning, but it much
less strongly disfavors the mental sense than the other earlier centuries, which speaks to
the fact that the 1800s are the period where the relative frequency of the cognitive
meaning increases at a higher rate than before. The factor century had a large magnitude
of effect (0.824), which matches the high mean decrease in classification agency that
century had for tomar + cuenta in the Random Forests.
In the complement type group, predicates and others (not noun phrases or
relativizers) were the complement types likely to favor a cognitive meaning (‘consider’).
The only “others” in predicates and others were infinitives and polarity markers (e.g. sí
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‘yes’ and no ‘no’), which were knockout classes, so they had to be combined with
something, and they were deemed most like predicates because they implied an answer to
a more abstract question. Predicates being most strongly associated with a cognitive
meaning matches the trend for the other cuenta constructions. Speakers use these cuenta
constructions with a cognitive meaning so they can introduce a dependent proposition,
usually in the form of a predicate complement. Now, let us look at some distributional
trends in the tomar + cuenta data starting with semantics over time in figure 29. Table 28
below figure 29 presents the counts for each tomar + cuenta sense by century along with
the percentages of each semantic reading out of the total count for each century.

Tomar en la cuenta: Semantics
Percentage of tokens by century

100.00%
90.00%
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Figure 29: Semantics over time for tomar + cuenta
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Century

Semantics

1200s

1300s

1400s

1500s

1600s

1700s

1800s

1900s

Meaning
unknown (?)
Cognitive (C)

0

0

0

0

40%
(2)
0

3.85%
(1)
53.85%
(14)
19.23%
(5)
0

0

66.67%
(2)
0

9.2%
(8)
45.98%
(40)
11.49%
(10)
0

0.3%
(1)
99.7%
(333)
0

33.33%
(29)
87

23.08%
(6)
26

0.92%
(1)
95.41%
(104)
0.92%
(1)
0.92%
(1)
1.83%
(2)
109

Cognitive/List
(C/L)
Give payment
(G)
List/Count
(L)
Grand Total

0

40%
(2)
0

33.33%
(1)
3

60%
(3)
5

20%
(1)
40%
(2)
5

70%
(7)
0
10%
(1)
20%
(2)
10

0
0
334

Grand
Total
1.9%
(11)
86.7%
(502)
3.11%
(18)
0.52%
(3)
7.77%
(45)
579

Table 28: Semantics by century for tomar + cuenta (Percentages of column total and
(N))

Looking at figure 29 above, we see some very clear trends. The easiest patterns to
observe are the increase in the abstract, cognitive meaning ‘consider’ (C, orange line) and
the decrease in the more concrete ‘take a count of’/‘list’ meaning (L, dark blue line) over
time. By the 1900s, only the cognitive meaning is left, and the tomar + cuenta
construction has undergone complete semantic reanalysis. The concrete ‘give/take
payment’ (G, yellow line) meaning is around for a little bit in the 1400s and then again in
the 1700s.
As was shown for all of the other constructions except caer + cuenta, the 1400s
represent a period of ambiguity when these constructions were wavering in relative
frequency between their literal, more concrete meanings, and their newer, metaphorically
extended, cognitive and subjective meanings. The 1700s were also a period of variation
for all cuenta constructions except caer + cuenta and tener + cuenta. This secondary
period of variation being only found for the dar + cuenta, hacer + cuenta, and tomar +
cuenta constructions is due to the fact that only these three constructions each had more
than two competing meanings throughout their histories, and also because the 1700s were
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a time when, according to Traugott and Dasher (2002), writers sought to make their texts
more objective (less subjective sounding, thus less metaphorical and idiomatic writing).
Now, let us look at the distribution of the final significant factor for tomar +
cuenta, complement type, in two plots: First, a plot of complement type over time in
figure 30. Table 29 below figure 30 gives the count of each complement type by century
for tomar + cuenta as well as the percentages of each complement type out of the total
count for each century.

Tomar en cuenta: Complement type
Percentage of tokens by century
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Figure 30: Complement type over time for tomar + cuenta
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Century

Complement
type
Gerund
(GERUND)
Infinitive (I)

1200s

1300s

1400s

1500s

1600s

1700s

1800s

1900s

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.15%
(1)
0

0

0

0

Noun phrase
(N)
Sobre (O)

100%
(3)
0

40%
(2)
0

60%
(3)
0

55.17%
(48)
0

69.23%
(18)
0

90%
(9)
0

Predicate
(P)
Relativizer
(R)
No
complement
(Z)
Grand Total

0

0

0

20%
(1)
40%
(2)

7.69%
(2)
23.08%
(6)

0

20%
(1)

6.9%
(6)
10.34%
(9)
26.44%
(23)

0

0

20%
(1)
0

10%
(1)

84.4%
(92)
0.92%
(1)
4.59%
(5)
6.42%
(7)
3.67%
(4)

0.3%
(1)
71.86%
(240)
0.3%
(1)
20.96%
(70)
4.19%
(14)
2.4%
(8)

Grand
Total
0.17%
(1)
0.17%
(1)
71.68%
(415)
0.35%
(2)
14.16%
(82)
5.7%
(33)
7.77%
(45)

5

87

26

10

109

334

579

0

3

5

Table 29: Complement type by century for tomar + cuenta (Percentages of column
total and (N))

In figure 30 we see that tomar + cuenta takes mostly noun phrase complements (N, grey
line) throughout its history. This could be due to speakers associating the verb tomar
‘take’ with an object complement—a subject needs an item to ‘take’. Once speakers stop
viewing cuenta as the actual complement, they still want the complex predicate tomar
(en) cuenta to ‘take’ something. We do, however, see predicate complements rising in the
1900s, just as they do for all the cuenta constructions as speakers elucidate what they
were ‘realizing’, ‘considering’ or ‘pretending/imagining’ with a dependent clause. Figure
31 below shows relative frequency of complement type by semantics for tomar + cuenta.
Table 30 below figure 31 shows complement type by semantic reading along with the
percentages for each complement type out of the total count for each sense.
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Complement Type by Semantics for tomar + cuenta
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Figure 31: Complement type by semantics for tomar + cuenta

Semantics
Complement
type

Meaning
unknown
(?)
0

Cognitive
(C)

Cognitive/List
(C/L)

List/Count
(L)

Grand
Total

0

Give
payment
(G)
0

0

2.22% (1)

0.2% (1)

0

0

0

36.36%
(4)
0

75.1%
(377)
0.4% (2)

44.44% (8)

0

0

0

57.78%
(26)
0

Predicate (P)

0

11.11% (2)

0

0

Relativizer
(R)
No
complement
(Z)
Grand Total

0

16.67% (3)

0

13.33% (6)

63.64%
(7)

15.94%
(80)
4.78%
(24)
3.59%
(18)

27.78% (5)

100% (3)

26.67%
(12)

0.17%
(1)
0.17%
(1)
71.68%
(415)
0.35%
(2)
14.16%
(82)
5.7%
(33)
7.77%
(45)

0

Noun phrase
(N)
Sobre (O)

11

502

18

3

45

579

Gerund
(GERUND)
Infinitive (I)

Table 30: Complement type by semantics for tomar + cuenta (Percentages of column
total and (N))

The first observation to make about complement types relative to semantics is that 100%
of the ‘give/take payment’ tokens (G) for tomar + cuenta are without a complement (Z,
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navy blue bar). Cuenta constructions can occur without a complement regardless of their
meaning, but when the noun cuenta ‘count/account’ is being used as the direct object of
the verb it is more likely not to take a complement, no matter which construction type it
is because the V + cuenta construction is being used compositionally and there is no
syntactically or semantically logical place for a complement.
Second, notice in figure 31 that the ‘list/count’ sense (L) invites a wider variety of
complement types than ‘give/take payment’ allowing also the relativizer (R, green bar),
gerund (GERUND, light blue bar), and noun phrase (N, grey bar) complements. Tokens
coded C/L were deemed ambiguous between the ‘consider’ and ‘list/count’ senses, and
we observe that these intermediate tokens share complement trends with both the
‘list/count’ and the ‘consider’ meanings. Noun phrase complements are still the most
frequent for the C/L tokens, but predicate complements (P, bright blue bar) appear as
well. For the cognitive tokens (C), noun phrase complements are still the most frequent,
but predicate complements are relatively more frequent for cognitive tokens than any
other sense. Using a predicate complement with a cuenta construction is highly correlated
with a cognitive reading across construction types (predicate complements had a factor
weight of 0.726 favoring cognitive readings in a logistic regression significant at
p=0.015, i.e. the variable rule analysis of the cuenta constructions as a group).

Summary of tomar + cuenta analysis
To reiterate, tomar + cuenta is the only cuenta construction where the results of the
Random Forests algorithm and variable rule analysis match up perfectly. Both analyses
reveal an increase in the internal cognitive meaning ‘consider’ and a decrease in the more
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external ‘list/count’ meaning over time and find century and complement types to be the
only significantly predictive factors of semantics. The Random Forests algorithm had an
error rate of 13.47%, and the class error for cognitive tokens was only 3.9%. Thus, the
algorithm was best at predicting the meaning of tokens that turned out to mean
‘consider’.
The variable rule analysis on tomar + cuenta was significant for the factors
century and complement type at p=0.002. The logistic regression revealed the 1900s to
strongly favor a cognitive reading of the construction. Additionally, the category
“predicate and other”, which also includes infinitives, favors the ‘consider’ sense of
tomar + cuenta because when a subject ‘considers’ something it is more likely an
abstract thought that can be represented by a dependent proposition otherwise it points to
a referent (noun phrase) that needs to be thought about. The more external meanings of
‘count’ or ‘list’ also take noun phrase complements because it is items which are counted
or listed. Thus, taking a predicate complement is a good clue that the tomar + cuenta
phrase is being used in the ‘consider’ sense, whereas noun phrase complements could be
used with either sense. When the construction is being used as ‘give/take payment’ to
someone (G), one hundred percent of the tokens have no complement, this is when
cuenta is the direct object of tomar ‘take’, much like when cuenta was literal in dar +
cuenta for the ‘give payment’ sense, it also did not take a complement.
The rise in cognitive readings for this construction is accompanied by a rise in
predicate complements, keeping with the trend that V + cuenta constructions take
predicate complements with increasing frequency going into the 20th century even though
noun phrase complements remain by far the most frequent complement type for tomar +
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cuenta. As with tener ‘have’, it could simply be that tomar ‘take’ occurs often with noun
phrases because the speakers still want a referent (NP) to ‘have’ and ‘take’.
Lastly, there were two examples of tomar + cuenta occurring alongside another
cuenta construction or sharing the same cuenta. These examples point to the existence of
the V + cuenta schema which connects all of these cuenta constructions together in an
exemplar cluster because they can be used in tandem and also in parallel structure, and
they also point to the existence of separate exemplars for each of these constructions
because even when used together they maintain separate meanings.
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6. DISCUSSION
The results of the above analysis reveal much about the details of the evolution of these
cuenta constructions, but the following discussion focuses on the theoretical implications
of these results. All of these constructions, including the V + cuenta schema and with the
exception of caer en la cuenta, have experienced semantic expansion over time, from
concrete, literal original meanings to abstract, mental meanings. This expansion resulted
from invited inference and usage in new contexts, and was also a case of
metaphorization.
The semantic expansion and metaphorization of these phrases are discussed in
sections 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. The caer en la cuenta construction appeared later than
the other constructions as a result of analogization with darse cuenta. The phenomenon
of analogization with respect to caer + cuenta is discussed in section 6.3 along with what
it could mean for future cuenta constructions. Then, the shift of the dar + cuenta
construction from dative to middle voice (a (di)transitive scene ‘give payment (to
someone)’ to an intransitive scene ‘realize’) is posited to be a case of
constructionalization in section 6.4. Finally, in section 6.5, the existence of a fuzzy V +
cuenta exemplar cluster is theorized with reference to the continuum of
schematicity/levels of abstraction discussed in chapter 2.

6.1 SEMANTIC CHANGE
Evidence of semantic change in four of these V + cuenta constructions was a major
finding of this study. Since caer + cuenta did not experience semantic change, it is not
discussed in this section. Dar + cuenta, hacer + cuenta, tener + cuenta, and tomar +
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cuenta have all displayed polysemy over time, with more literal, concrete senses
occurring early in their histories and decreasing in frequency as the cognitive senses
increase in frequency over time. Hacer + cuenta, tener + cuenta, and tomar + cuenta, all
had at least one occurrence of their cognitive meanings in the 1200s, which is the earliest
data in this corpus. Thus it is possible, and quite plausible, that the meaning change for
these constructions had already begun to sow its seeds before that, maybe even in Latin,
since concrete meanings precede abstract meanings in metaphorical change. However,
corpus-based analysis of Latin was outside the scope of this dissertation, so that is a
question for future research.
Even though the cognitive meanings were present for hacer + cuenta, tener +
cuenta, and tomar + cuenta in the 1200s, the data reveal that the more concrete, literal
readings of these constructions came first because the compositional meanings decrease
in relative frequency over time as the cognitive meanings increase. This trend follows
Traugott’s (1989) first tendency of semantic change, whereby meanings based in the
externally-described situation (concrete ideas) tend to become meanings based in the
internally-described situation (abstract ideas in the speaker’s mind).
Dar + cuenta has the most clear-cut patterns of change, having experienced two
rounds of semantic reanalysis: First going from a transactional ‘give payment’ meaning,
then to a social-interactional ‘explain/tell an account’ meaning, and finally to the current
cognitive ‘realize’ meaning. There were no tokens of the cognitive meaning in the 1200s
for dar + cuenta, and there were no tokens of the compositional ‘give payment’ meaning
in the 1900s. In fact, the ‘realize’ meaning makes up 99.36% of the 1900s tokens in the
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corpus used here showing that the shift to a cognitive meaning is nearly complete for dar
+ cuenta.
Additionally, the ‘give payment’ sense was the only meaning present for dar +
cuenta in the 1200s. There was a period of time (1300s-1800s) when the ‘say/explain’
meaning was also present and the construction was polysemous. Looking at dar +
cuenta’s meaning change by comparing only the earliest data and latest data in the corpus
exposes a complete meaning shift from ‘give payment’ to ‘realize’, but when all of the
instances that occur between those time periods are also examined, it reveals an
intermediate meaning shift where the ‘say/explain’ sense took over for the ‘give
payment’ sense briefly before the ‘realize’ sense caught on. The ‘say/explain’ sense
represents a bridging context between the more concrete and abstract senses both
syntactically and semantically because it shares the same syntactical pattern as the ‘give
payment’ sense (DATIVE PRONOUN + dar + cuenta) yet is analyzed holistically and
semantically portrays the scene as transferring an idea (in the way that ‘realize’ is
analyzed holistically and describes an idea coming to mind).
It is clear that time is a key factor in change because language change and the
development of new meanings spread through a community of speakers gradually. It
takes time for variants to be propagated and conventionalized. Even though this finding is
self-evident and highly documented, the distributional plots of the constructions, the
Random Forests results, and the variable rule analysis all point to century as being one of
the most important factors for predicting a cuenta construction’s semantics, both for the
constructions as a group, and also for the individual constructions dar + cuenta, hacer +
cuenta, and tomar + cuenta. The tener + cuenta and caer + cuenta constructions did not
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experience enough variation in their semantics to be able to make predictions from any of
the independent variables; therefore, time is not a relevant predictor for those two
constructions.
Usage in contexts where language-users could infer a more abstract, mental
meaning on the construction as a whole created the micro-steps that piled up over time to
cause the meaning shift from the external meanings to the internal, mental meanings
investigated in this dissertation. Traugott’s (1989) Theory of Invited Inferencing is
manifested in the micro-steps via conceptual metonymy that lead to the larger meaning
shift for the group of cuenta constructions as a whole.
Speakers did not consciously decide to change these meanings, and in fact, the old
meanings did not disappear but still exist in polysemy for many of these constructions
when used in certain discourse contexts. Variation drives change, so the polysemy
present in these constructions was actually necessary for their expansion to new
meanings. Even in the present day, most of these forms still display semantic alternation
with their earlier senses. At first, the innovation toward a more mental sense may have
been idiosyncratic, but as more and more speakers repeated the new usage; the new
senses became conventionalized in the speech community.
Some examples, like 98 and 99 below, demonstrate the occurrence of a cuenta
construction with another noun that, like cuenta ‘count/account’, has a sense related to
math or cognition (e.g. razón ‘reason’, estimación ‘estimation’), which provide a context
that helps pull the construction toward a cognitive reading as a whole.
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98. todas las guerras & differencias del reyno fue delos principales caualleros de
quien se fazia cuenta y estimación
'all the wars and differences in reign he was of the principal gentlemen of whom
account and estimation was made.'
(del Pulgar, Fernando, Claros varones de Castilla, 1400s)

99. nos recibió otra cuadrilla de malignos espíritus que estaban a las puertas
tomando cuenta y razón de los infelices que entraban en aquellas prisiones.
'another corridor of malignant spirits that were at the doors received us taking
account and reason (considering) the unhappy ones that entered in those
prisons.'
(Torres Villarroel, Diego de, Prosa narrativa, 1732)

The second direct object of mental activity in 98 and 99 offers more contextual cues to
the language-user that this construction pertains to cognition, and not just counting. The
cuenta y estimación ‘account and estimation’ in 98 might seem more grounded in math
out of context, but looking at the wider discourse context we can see that the ‘account
and estimation’ is being made of a gentleman, and it is not possible to do math on
someone in this sense. Thus, a cognitive reading of ‘consider/make account’ is more
logical. The same is true with 99; the account and reason is being taken of the ‘unhappy
ones’, which are the prisoners. This token also suggests the ‘consider’ sense when used
with a human object complement.
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Additionally, more than forty cases were found where there was another verb of
cognition (e.g. saber ‘know’, entender ‘understand’, enterarse ‘figure out/realize’) in the
nearby discourse which provide the language-user with more clues to the metaphorical
cognitive interpretation of the cuenta construction over the more literal interpretation. All
five construction types have instances where they occur with another cognitive verb—
and in those instances the cuenta constructions have their cognitive readings. An example
of each of the cuenta constructions occurring with a nearby cognitive verb is given
below.

100. De un solo soplo murió Gavilán Laureano. Gavilán no supo ni se dio cuenta en
qué momento comenzó su mala suerte.
‘With a single blow Gavilán Laureano died. Gavilán did not find out nor did he
realize in what moment his bad luck began.'
(Karlik, Sara, Demasiada Historia, 1900s)

101. Qué galera tan rëal esperabas hoy, ahotas, si supiese el Cardenal por dónde
van sus pañotas! Y aun diría, jurando por vida mía, que si él cayera en la cuenta
no te diera el otro día treinta ducados de renta.
‘What galley (boat) so royal were you awaiting today, truly, if the Cardinal were
to find out where his breads were going! And I would even say, judging by my
life, that if he realized he would not have given you thirty ducats of rent the other
day.'
(Torres Naharro, Bartolomé de, Tinelaria, 1500s)
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102. ¿Te imaginas? Haga cuenta que está soltera.
‘Can you imagine? Pretend that you are single.'
(Habla Culta: Santiago:M45, 1900s)

103. El punto donde se levanta merece ser muy observado y tenido en cuenta, lo
mismo por el grado de consistencia y de sequedad de su suelo,
‘The point where it raises deserves to be observed well and kept in
mind/considered, the same with the degree of consistency and of dryness of the
soil,’
(Herrainz, Gregorio, Tratado de antropología y pedagogía, 1800s)

104. ...yo creo que está en El Capital directamente. Entonces lo tomo en cuenta--e
incluso lo interpreto.
‘I believe that it is in The Capital directly. So I take it into account/consider it—
and even interpret it.’
(Habla Culta: Buenos Aires: M14A, 1900s)

In all of these cases, the nearby cognitive verb serves to either rephrase or emphasize
what the cuenta construction is conveying, or to expand on the particular kind of mental
action going on. These nearby mental verbs in the surrounding discourse suggest an
internal scene of describing someone’s thought process, rather than just mathematical
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calculations or listing of items, which invites the inference of a cognitive reading from
the interlocutor.
The domain-general process that allows humans to associate co-occurring
experiences in their minds—cross-modal association—is what is allowing speakers to
infer more meaning from the surrounding context than only what is in the semantics of
the verb. Counting and other mathematical calculations, which are at the heart of the
semantics of the noun cuenta since its earliest form in Latin, compŭtus, require humans to
consider, imagine, and realize ideas—which are the mental activities that the cuenta
constructions under investigation evolve to represent.
Another domain-general process, chunking, helped speakers reanalyze these
cuenta strings as fixed units so that meaning could be applied to each construction as a
whole, and in this way, new “verbs” (complex predicates) were created. The domaingeneral process of categorization helped speakers organize the syntactic and semantic
relationships between these cuenta constructions and their over-arching schema, V +
cuenta, which is discussed further in section 6.5 below.

6.2 METAPHORIZATION
The most important mechanism of change at work in the semantic evolution of the four
constructions that experienced a shift toward cognitive meanings over time (dar +
cuenta, hacer + cuenta, tener + cuenta, and tomar + cuenta) is metaphorization.
Metaphorization in this case is the aggregation of many instances of metaphorical
extension of these cuenta constructions, and arguably, metaphorical extension of the V +
cuenta exemplar cluster of the group as a whole. As mentioned previously, these four
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constructions had very concrete, literal senses early in their histories, and over time they
took on new meanings that were idiomatic and more inward-focused, associated with
mental activity/cognition.
The metaphor that is repeatedly applied to these constructions is that their basic
scene of possessing or transferring possession of a count or an account of something (a
number or calculation) begins to have a new domain mapped onto it—that domain is the
new scene of possessing or transferring possession of an idea that is much more complex
than a count or list. Thus, possessing an idea or transferring that idea to someone else is
mental activity, and can be profiled differently for specific connotations—thinking,
realizing, pretending, considering. These metaphorical extensions are given below with a
piece by piece breakdown of the phrases to reveal how the pieces of the constructions
were reanalyzed by speakers to fit the new meanings they had acquired.
Darle cuenta ‘to give (someone) account/payment’  darle cuenta ‘to
give (someone) account/explanation’  darse cuenta ‘to give
oneself account/explanation’/‘to realize’
Hacer cuenta ‘to make/do count’  ‘to do/settle the account/bill’ hacer
(de) cuenta ‘to make the account/explanation’/‘to pretend’
Tener en (la) cuenta ‘to have in the count/inventory’  ‘to have in
account/mind’/‘to consider’
Tomar (en) cuenta ‘to take a count/list’/‘to give (someone) payment’ 
‘to take account/note of’/‘to consider’
Looking at the above analytic breakdown of the metaphorical extensions that were made
in these constructions reveals how language-users were able to make the metaphorical
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leap from counting and transferring possession of the ‘account/count’ to possessing ideas
and performing mental activities with ideas in the mind. ‘Counting’, ‘listing’, and
‘carrying out financial transactions’ require humans to think, calculate and devise ideas;
thus, these mental activities are already part of the literal scenes from the constructions’
earlier senses, but they are now the primary activities profiled by these phrases. It is the
association, or conceptual metonymy, of ‘thinking’ with these activities that began to be
highlighted more and more by the language-users that led to the development of the
cognitive meanings via the application of the metaphor of ‘giving/taking/making/having
an idea’.
Because semantic change is gradual, the way this metaphorization actually played
out is that a few speakers here and there began to use these constructions in an innovative
way by applying a metaphorical usage of one of these constructions in a particular
instance. This metaphorical usage then had to be repeated across speakers and be
propagated through the speech community over time in order to become a
conventionalized usage of the form, and then we can say that metaphorization has taken
place. Although we can speak of change moving through a community in waves (slowly
over time), it is important to remember that change happens through usage in individual
interactions (Penny 2000).
As stated before, the basic scene involved in the earliest versions of these
constructions (the scene that results from the basic semantics of the verb alone) involves
possession or transfer of possession of a ‘count/list/calculation’, which is a noteworthy
observation because there is a cross-linguistic trend whereby verbs of ‘holding/grasping’
(in other words, verbs of physical possession) tend to develop into verbs of
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‘understanding’ (Dworkin 2006, 2010; Koch 1991, 1997, 1999; Stolova 2014; Sweetser
1990). Therefore, it is to be expected that our (transfer of) possession cuenta
constructions develop into complex predicates of understanding/cognition. The
metaphorical interpretation of the verbs in these constructions and the noun they combine
with (cuenta ‘count/account/calculation’) pull the expressions toward a cognitive
interpretation because of the association or conceptual metonymy of calculations with
brain activity via step-by-step invited inferencing.

6.3 ANALOGIZATION
Of the five constructions in this study, caer + cuenta is the only one that did not develop
its cognitive meaning through metaphorization, and rather developed as a result of
analogization—the repeated application of analogy over time. Caer + cuenta is the only
construction that does not have any tokens in the 1200s, nor does it appear at all until the
1500s. Unlike the other cuenta constructions in this study, the caer en la cuenta
construction experiences no variation in meaning over time, it simply appears in the
1500s with the cognitive ‘realize’ meaning.
Also, the verb caer ‘to fall’ that this construction contains is much more
contentful than the light verbs in the other V + cuenta constructions (i.e. dar ‘to give’,
hacer ‘to make/do’, tener ‘to have’, tomar ‘to take’) and involves a connotation of
suddenness in movement (often non-volitional). The contentfulness of caer and the fact
that caer + cuenta does not have an earlier more concrete sense are the clues to why caer
+ cuenta is different from the other V + cuenta constructions and explain why caer en la
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cuenta cannot be understood as having come about through the same process of
metaphorization as the other constructions under investigation.
In fact, caer en la cuenta did not experience semantic change at all, so it is not
time that gave the caer en la cuenta string its cognitive meaning. Rather, speakers may
have been subconsciously aware of these other V + cuenta constructions developing their
new cognitive meanings during the 1500s and analogously created this new caer +
cuenta form. The caer + cuenta construction comes into existence with its only meaning
being the mental one, right during the time when the other four constructions made their
critical switch from the cognitive meanings being less frequent to being most frequent—
the 1500s.
The V + cuenta exemplar cluster was already experiencing an expansion in
semantics as a whole by the 1500s as speakers were assigning a new cognitive meaning
to each of these word strings. When language-users encounter a novel usage of the V +
cuenta pattern, like when the speaker decides to use caer ‘to fall’ instead of one of the
light verbs that has already been occurring with cuenta, hearers infer a connection via
analogy to the extant constructions which are similar in form and meaning. When more
and more speakers then reuse this analogous construction, the analogy gets aggregated
over the many instances of use and becomes a conventionalized way of conveying this
meaning: ‘realize’.
This dissertation claims that caer en la cuenta, more than just being a form that
sprung from the V + cuenta exemplar cluster, has the closest analogy with darse cuenta
because they both share the same mental meaning, ‘realize’. Following Barðdal’s
(2008:9) discussion of semantic coherence and productivity, the fact that the
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constructions subsumed under the V + cuenta cluster all have very similar meanings
involving mental action (‘realize’, ‘pretend’, and ‘consider’), shows a high degree of
semantic coherence, and this semantic coherence minimizes the need to have a high
degree of schema productivity (lots of verb types entering the verb slot of the
construction). Thus, it is not that the V + cuenta construction has become very productive
and will take any new form, but rather the forms that this schema instantiates have
become conventionalized ways to talk about mental actions. The low level of the schema
productivity is not a problem because of the high degree of semantic coherence among
the exemplars and the very high token frequency of dar + cuenta, the form upon which
the analogy was based.
Speakers recognize the meaning and function behind V + cuenta constructions,
and they apply it to a new usage that matches the semantic trend exhibited by the cluster,
namely, the shift toward cognitive meanings being associated with this schema. In this
way, speakers are able to add a new construction, the caer en la cuenta construction, to
the exemplar cluster because the meaning matches the darse cuenta construction, and the
form matches the overall V + cuenta trend, with its form most similar to the tener en
cuenta and tomar en cuenta constructions.
Thus, the process of analogization with the darse cuenta ‘realize’ construction
developed the new caer en la cuenta ‘realize’ type and added it to the V + cuenta
exemplar cluster. Caer en la cuenta is most closely related to darse cuenta because they
have the same meaning, and analogy results from similarity. Meaning is more basic than
form, which is why even though caer en la cuenta has a closer form to tener en cuenta
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‘consider’ and tomar en cuenta ‘consider’ being V + en + cuenta constructions, it has a
stronger link with the semantics and function of darse cuenta ‘realize’.
As mentioned above, the most glaring difference between caer +cuenta and the
other cuenta constructions is the use of the verb caer ‘fall’ instead of a light verb (i.e.
‘give’, ‘do’, ‘have’, ‘take’). There are two reasons that caer + cuenta developed into an
analogous phrase and joined the V + cuenta exemplar cluster. The first reason is that the
caer en la cuenta construction did not develop from a more literal, concrete earlier sense
like the other V + cuenta constructions. These other constructions had their
compositional forms before the meaning change took place, and the original meanings
generally used the literal senses of the verbs (‘give’, ‘make/do’, ‘have’, and ‘take’) which
are mostly profiling the possession or transfer of possession scene. In this (transfer of)
possession scene, it is a ‘count/bill’ or some other calculation (cuenta) that is being
possessed or transferred.
First, the item being ‘given’, ‘taken’, ‘made/done’ or ‘possessed’ is a ‘count’ or
‘list/account/invoice’, but as time goes on speakers begin expressing their mental
activities by describing the ‘thoughts/ideas’ that they ‘gave/told others’, ‘took/used’,
‘made/thought up’ or ‘possessed’ in their minds. When the new meanings were inferred
onto these existing forms, they were metaphorically extended to (transferring) possession
of ideas instead of money/bills/invoices/counts/lists. Caer en la cuenta shows up later
and does not need to point to an earlier metaphorical extension from the (transfer of)
possession scene because it does not have that earlier metaphor or an earlier possession
scene available.
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The second reason this is a case of analogization is that the caer en la cuenta
construction shows up when there is already a form with the same meaning, darse cuenta
‘realize’, but it offers a little more semantic fodder to the ‘realization’ scene. When we
imagine someone realizing something, it is generally an instantaneous event that happens
without volition. Falling is also usually a non-volitional, instantaneous event. Thus, in the
case of caer en la cuenta a metaphorical image is evoked. Even if the construction did
not result from the application of metaphor over time, the construction itself, like the
others, is a metaphor (even if speakers do not access this metaphor every time they use
the form).
Although this is the only clear example of analogization for these V + cuenta
constructions, the precedent has now been set for more analogical extensions to take
place with the cognitive meaning. However, as mentioned in chapter 2, due to the high
degree of semantic coherence among these constructions and the low number of types, it
is not likely that this V + cuenta schema will ever be very productive. Any new
constructions developed will most likely be a result of analogy with one of the specific
types (e.g. analogy with the most frequent type, darse cuenta). Further research could
carry out a synchronic study of all of the present uses of complex predicates containing
cuenta with mental senses to see if any new analogizations have taken place as this study
did not use any data after 1999 for the purpose of comparing complete 100 year periods.

6.4 CONSTRUCTIONALIZATION
Constructionalization is the development of a formnew-meaningnew pairing (Traugott &
Trousdale 2013); thus, it is the development of a new construction. Most of the
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expressions under investigation did not experience constructionalization during the time
period investigated here, only semantic change, because they did not experience any form
changes. However, the dar + cuenta construction did experience morphosyntactic change
when it went from taking a dative pronoun (i.e. ‘give account to someone’) to taking a
middle marker (i.e. ‘give account to oneself’/‘realize’), and since both form and meaning
changed, this is a case of constructionalization. The scene profiled goes from a
(di)transitive transaction scene (3 participants: subject, direct object cuenta
‘payment/bill’, and an indirect object which is the person to whom the account/payment
is given) to an intransitive mental activity scene (1 participant: subject/experiencer).
The move from dative pronoun to middle marker happened at exactly the time
that the meaning begins to move from external to internal. These morphosyntactic and
semantic changes were also accompanied by a reanalysis of the noun cuenta from being a
real direct object to being part of the complex predicate that simply means ‘realize’ as a
whole. One of the ways we can tell that cuenta is an actual object of the verb, and not just
part of a complex predicate with the verb, is whether or not cuenta can be used in parallel
structure with another noun, as it is in 105 and 106 below. 105 shows cuenta as the direct
object of dar with a transactional meaning, and 106 shows cuenta as the direct object of
dar with a cognitive meaning.

105. … mandado o de la rreyna, que nos den cuenta e rrecabdo por qual rrasonqxq
[lo rrasonqxq] lo fisieron.
‘… mandated by the queen, that they give us payment and taxes due for which
reason they did it.’
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(Cavanilles, Antonio, Memoria sobre el Fuero de Madrid del año 1202, 1200s)

106. E mandamos que los tales diputados a cabo de vn año vengan a nos dar cuenta
& rrazon de lo que an fallado & fecho Por que nos sepamos el estado &
rregimiento de los nuestros rreynos.
‘And we mandate that the disputed ones come after it is been a year and give/tell
us the account and reason of what they found and did so that we know the state
and regiment of our kingdoms.’
(de Montalvo, Alfonzo Díaz, Ordenanzas reales, 1400s)

These examples show cuenta acting very noun-like, very object-like, even though 105
and 106 represent two different semantic readings of the same construction at different
points in time. In the example that follows, on the other hand, darse cuenta is no longer a
verb with a direct object; it is a complex predicate being processed as one complete
chunk, and it is much harder to analyze cuenta ‘account’ as actually pointing to a
referent, abstract or otherwise.

107. Al parecer, Mario no se dio cuenta; pero los niños lo ven todo y éste no se dejó
engañar por Adamas; sólo que no vio en ello motivo de burla.
‘Apparently, Mario did not realize/notice; but the kids saw it all and this one was
not fooled by Adamas; only that he did not see in him a motivation for poking
fun.’
(Sand, George, Los caballeros de Bois-Doré, 1800s)
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Chunking is one of the domain-general cognitive mechanisms that can lead to linguistic
change. In 107 above, there seems to be no specific ‘account’, even abstractly, that Mario
could be seen giving to himself; he is only experiencing the realization (affected Initiator;
thus, middle voice). In this token, the darse cuenta construction has no complement
either, which makes it match in complement expression with the previous two examples
where cuenta was an actual direct object of dar. We can understand that Mario was not
aware of something that the kids noticed, but we have to read much more of the earlier
discourse to get the whole scene and figure out what metaphorical cuenta ‘account’
Mario is not noticing.
In 107, even though darse cuenta is a fixed unit with the meaning ‘realize’, the
construction is still slightly analyzable because we can imagine how the phrase’s
constituents could correspond to parts of its meaning; that is, we can imagine someone
(subject) giving (dar) an idea (cuenta ‘the account’) to themselves (the middle marker)
even though it is really a one-participant event. This fixation in form and meaning along
with the morphosyntactic change from dative to middle marker, are evidence for the
constructionalization of this phrase.
Thus, dar + cuenta experiences both form and meaning change. Since darse
cuenta does not appear to be developing a grammatical function, and is quite lexicallyfilled with a specific meaning, this string is most likely moving toward the more
substantive pole of the cline of schematicity discussed in chapter 2, and thus, is possibly
headed for lexical constructionalization. Synchronic, spoken data could be analyzed in
future research to determine if lexical constructionalization has now completed.
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6.5 AN EXEMPLAR CLUSTER AND LEVELS OF ABSTRACTION
The picture that has been painted of these cuenta constructions throughout this
dissertation has been a diachronic diorama of the fluid polysemy that has arisen and led
to new meanings in these expressions. Their similar forms and meanings along with their
related histories have pointed to a lasting connection among these constructions, and it is
possible to abstract a categorization or grouping from them, which represents the V +
cuenta exemplar cluster. It is because these cuenta constructions share this fuzzy V +
cuenta schema that we are able to get cases where two of these construction types share
the same cuenta constituent in usage, such as in 108 below.

108. una parte y Polidoro y Clenarda por otra deseaban en extremo darse y tomarse
cuenta de sus vidas Marcelio fue primero a hablar y dijo: - Razón
'one side and Polidoro and Clendara on the other wanted to in extreme be aware
of and consider their lives Marcelio was the first to speak and said: -Reason'
(Gil Polo, Gaspar, Diana enamorada, 1562)

The V + cuenta schema is not a rigid schema with an open slot that takes a range of
verbs; it is not highly productive. Each of the construction types (e.g. dar + cuenta,
tomar + cuenta) have their own exemplar as well, as evidenced by construction type
being a significant predictor of a cuenta construction’s semantics in the Random Forests
analysis.
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Because the constructions in this cluster do not all match each other exactly in
either form or meaning (some have prepositions or articles and others do not), the only
types that fall into this grouping are the ones that created the category (dar + cuenta,
hacer + cuenta, tener + cuenta, and tomar + cuenta), and any new forms that are added
result from analogy with one of the specific types. Caer + cuenta is one such
construction that joined the V + cuenta exemplar cluster via analogization with dar +
cuenta in its ‘realize’ sense. Any new construction added to this cluster must contain at a
minimum a verb and the noun cuenta to be considered part of this grouping on the form
level and should also have related semantics. A graphical representation of how this
exemplar cluster is organized in the mind of the speaker is given in figure 32 below.

Verb + (Prep)+
cuenta

darse
cuenta

caer en la
cuenta

hacer (de)
cuenta

tener en (la)
cuenta

tomar (en)
cuenta

Figure 32: Exemplar node connections for the V + cuenta cluster

In figure 32, the lines represent relational links between the constructions. All of the
individual construction types share some of their form and some of their meaning with
the more abstract V + cuenta schema, so they all have connecting lines from their type to
the main schema. There is also a relational link between darse cuenta and caer en la
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cuenta because they have the same meaning and due to the analogical development of
caer en la cuenta from darse cuenta.
Additionally, there is a connecting link between tener en cuenta and tomar en
cuenta because they have essentially the same meaning ‘consider’, and they share the
same form VERB OF (TRANSFER OF) POSSESSION + en + cuenta. Since both tener
en cuenta and tomar en cuenta attest the cognitive sense in the 1200s, future research
could look at the semantics of these constructions in Latin to see which developed the
cognitive meaning first and if one may have resulted from analogization with the other.
Figure 32 above represents what this exemplar cluster would look like
synchronically with the cognitive meanings in mind. However, it is likely that this V +
cuenta cluster began to form even when these constructions (minus caer en la cuenta)
still had their earlier meanings associated with transactions, counting, and (transfer of)
possession of a ‘count/list/calculation’. When cuenta is used in these constructions with
the earlier numerically-related senses, it behaves like a normal direct object and the
language-user could just be filling in a transitive formula using one of these verbs and the
noun cuenta.
However, we can see the semantic closeness of these constructions even before
meaning change takes place as the scenarios described invoke the semantics of the main
verb less and less and the scenes become more abstract and complicated to describe over
time. For example, regarding hacer cuenta, the ‘do a count’ sense was in existence earlier
than the ‘settle the account’ meaning; and, although both of those scenes involve numbers
and math, the ‘settle the account’ meaning is more complex (involving two parties, a bill,
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and payment) than just the ‘do a count’ sense which only involves a person counting
items.
The hacer + cuenta, dar + cuenta, and tomar + cuenta constructions have had
these similar forms and these related transactional/counting senses since at least the
1200s. Tener + cuenta attested the inventory/counting meaning in the 1400s and 1500s,
and not at all after that. Thus, it is posited that within the exemplar cluster presented in
figure 32 above, the language-user’s subconscious knowledge of these cuenta
constructions and their relations contains both connections between these forms and their
related cognitive senses and also their related transactional/counting senses.
Since the forms are the same no matter what the semantics of each construction
type are (with the exception of the pronoun change for dar + cuenta), there is no need to
posit a separate exemplar cluster. These polysemous forms are connected in syntax, use,
and two sets of related meanings. The fact that both the earlier and the later forms of all
these constructions (except caer en la cuenta, which experiences no polysemy) share
similar forms and similar meanings throughout their histories gives even more support to
the idea that these constructions are categorized and grouped together in the minds of
speakers, and they have been for a while.
In the concluding chapter below, the significance of this research and its
contribution to the field of linguistics are discussed with respect to diachronic
construction grammar, cognitive grammar and exemplar theory, corpus methods and
general trends in the study of language change.
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7. CONCLUSION
Innovative uses of forms in contributory contexts activate domain-general processes of
categorization, cross-modal association, and chunking which allow language-users to
reinterpret a form with a new inferred meaning via repeated usage over time. At the
utterance or token level, the speaker uses an existing construction in a novel way—with a
new sense. The innovative sense could come about through a logical association,
metonymy, or mapping one domain onto another, metaphor. Or, new meaning could
simply be invited based on the wider discourse context the construction is used in.
The cuenta constructions that experienced shifts towards cognitive meanings
being the most frequent (all but caer + cuenta) were a case of metaphorization. Thus, the
meaning changes were a result of speakers using the constructions metaphorically over
and over until the metaphorized meaning became one of the main senses of these
complex predicates. For the cuenta constructions, the original domain of the calculation
scene (‘counting’/‘giving or taking a payment’) was metaphorically extended to allow
people to focus on the mental activity taking place (the cognition) and not the numbers,
resulting in the new senses ‘realize’, ‘pretend’, and ‘consider’.
With repeated use of this metaphor across the speech community, the speakers
view each of these constructions as a single chunk, a fixed unit with a new meaning. The
speakers categorize this form-meaning combination in their minds with the previous
linguistic knowledge they have encountered. In the case of the cuenta constructions,
speakers already had an exemplar cluster for the calculation scene (whether ‘giving
payment’ or ‘counting’).
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Then, the speakers mapped the new cognitive meaning onto this exemplar cluster
so that the four affected cuenta constructions (all but caer + cuenta) were connected in
form and meaning, both the earlier transactional/inventory meanings and the later
cognitive meanings. As this exemplar cluster strengthens with use over time, new types
may enter the cluster; such was the case for the caer en la cuenta construction, which
developed as a result of repeated analogy with the ‘realize’ sense of darse cuenta from
the 1500s on. Analogization, such as this, and metaphorization are the constructional
changes that led to the evolution of these five cuenta constructions to express semantic
events of cognition. Metaphorization and analogization are common mechanisms of
semantic change and the creation of new ways of expressing an idea.
As a construction develops new meaning, the constituents may be reanalyzed
semantically. Some constituents may have to change morphosyntactically to fit the
current patterns in the language system, and analyzablility and compositionality may
experience further reductions. Changes such as these are the result of
constructionalization—the development of a formnew-meaningnew pairing. The dar +
cuenta construction goes through constructionalization when it experiences its second
round of semantic reanalysis (from the ‘say/explain’ sense to the ‘realize’ sense) and
changes its form from taking a dative pronoun to a middle marker.
This dissertation contributes significantly to the areas of: diachronic construction
grammar, exemplar theory and cognitive linguistics, and corpus methods. This research
tracks the evolution of complex predicates and thus it demonstrates how compositional
forms become analyzed holistically as fixed units. Although most of the forms only
experience semantic change, the dar + cuenta schema provides an example of
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constructionalization of a complex predicate as its form changes from taking a dative
pronoun to a middle marker to imbue more intransitivity on the scene.
Methodologically, this is the first study to the author’s knowledge to use time as
an independent variable in a diachronic study of complex predicates. The Random
Forests algorithm employed is equipped to deal with unbalanced sets, so the typical
problem of comparing centuries with varying quantities of tokens is handled.
Additionally, this study operationalizes Traugott’s (1989) first tendency of semantic
change, whereby over time meanings based in the externally described situation become
meanings based in the internally described situation, as the semantics of the cuenta
constructions were collapsed into a binary dependent variable in variable rule analysis so
that the factors that predict a cognitive (internal) meaning could be separated from the
factors that predict a more external meaning.
The examination of all 5,301 tokens in their discourse context allowed the
researcher to observe variation in the meaning and usage of these constructions and
watch the bridging contexts between the different senses unfold which encouraged the
change to propagate throughout the speech community. These examples coupled with
distributional analysis revealed how small scale micro-changes in usage through invited
inference can cause large scale meaning shift.
The examples in context showed how context affects meaning and can create
polysemy leading to semantic change both at the individual construction level and the
schema level. The diachronic construction grammar approach taken also permitted a view
of these cuenta constructions as nested within an overarching V + cuenta schema, lending
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support to the view that more specific instantiations of a construction may be nested
within a more abstract schema.
Regarding exemplar theory and cognitive linguistics, the more abstract V +
cuenta schema which these individual cuenta constructions instantiate is represented in
the mind of the speaker as an exemplar cluster (as in figure 32) which contains the
lexically-specific cuenta constructions (e.g. tener + cuenta, hacer + cuenta) as exemplar
nodes representing specific form-meaning pairings. This study tracked the evolution of
this V + cuenta exemplar cluster as the external ‘count/list’ and ‘give/make/take
payment’ meanings became less frequent and the mental event meanings rose, eventually
allowing a new member to join the cluster: the caer en la cuenta exemplar node. Going
into the 20th century, all of these constructions, even the analogized caer + cuenta,
increasingly fulfill the discourse function of introducing a dependent proposition, which
is further evidence that these constructions are exhibiting group behavior as a result of
their connections in the V + cuenta exemplar cluster.
In terms of method, the Random Forests machine-learning algorithm applied here
mimics the way that humans experientially acquire linguistic knowledge in that it learns a
construction’s contextual preferences for particular meanings and then is able to make its
own predictions. In exemplar theory, humans gain linguistic knowledge by experiencing
many tokens of different constructions and learning the contextual cues and patterns of
usage that give clues to their meaning. Thus, the machine is learning by experiencing
many tokens of use, just like the language-user.
This investigation offers new approaches to corpus linguistics both in extraction
and analysis. This dissertation is one of the first linguistic studies to employ an extraction
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script to acquire tokens from an online corpus quickly and efficiently. In addition, the
ranking of contributory variables provided by the Random Forests algorithm aids
researchers in variable selection if they are unsure which independent variables should be
included in their model. All of the methodology in this dissertation is empirical and
replicable.
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APPENDIX A: EDWARD CHEN’S (2011) RANDOM FORESTS EXPLANATION
“Suppose you're very indecisive, so whenever you want to watch a movie, you ask your
friend Willow if she thinks you'll like it. In order to answer, Willow first needs to figure
out what movies you like, so you give her a bunch of movies and tell her whether you
liked each one or not (i.e., you give her a labeled training set). Then, when you ask her if
she thinks you'll like movie X or not, she plays a 20 questions-like game with IMDB,
asking questions like "Is X a romantic movie?", "Does Johnny Depp star in X?", and so
on. She asks more informative questions first (i.e., she maximizes the information gain of
each question), and gives you a yes/no answer at the end. Thus, Willow is a decision tree
for your movie preferences.
But Willow is only human, so she does not always generalize your preferences
very well (i.e., she overfits). In order to get more accurate recommendations, you'd like to
ask a bunch of your friends, and watch movie X if most of them say they think you'll like
it. That is, instead of asking only Willow, you want to ask Woody, Apple, and Cartman
as well, and they vote on whether you'll like a movie (i.e., you build an ensemble
classifier, aka a forest in this case).
Now you do not want each of your friends to do the same thing and give you the
same answer, so you first give each of them slightly different data. After all, you're not
absolutely sure of your preferences yourself -- you told Willow you loved Titanic, but
maybe you were just happy that day because it was your birthday, so maybe some of your
friends should not use the fact that you liked Titanic in making their recommendations.
Or maybe you told her you loved Cinderella, but actually you *really really* loved it, so
some of your friends should give Cinderella more weight. So instead of giving your
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friends the same data you gave Willow, you give them slightly perturbed versions. You
do not change your love/hate decisions, you just say you love/hate some movies a little
more or less (you give each of your friends a bootstrapped version of your original
training data). For example, whereas you told Willow that you liked Black Swan and
Harry Potter and disliked Avatar, you tell Woody that you liked Black Swan so much you
watched it twice, you disliked Avatar, and do not mention Harry Potter at all.
By using this ensemble, you hope that while each of your friends gives somewhat
idiosyncratic recommendations (Willow thinks you like vampire movies more than you
do, Woody thinks you like Pixar movies, and Cartman thinks you just hate everything),
the errors get canceled out in the majority. Thus, your friends now form a bagged
(bootstrap aggregated) forest of your movie preferences.
There's still one problem with your data, however. While you loved both Titanic
and Inception, it was not because you like movies that star Leonardio DiCaprio. Maybe
you liked both movies for other reasons. Thus, you do not want your friends to all base
their recommendations on whether Leo is in a movie or not. So when each friend asks
IMDB a question, only a random subset of the possible questions is allowed (i.e.,when
you're building a decision tree, at each node you use some randomness in selecting
the attribute to split on, say by randomly selecting an attribute or by selecting an
attribute from a random subset). This means your friends are not allowed to ask whether
Leonardo DiCaprio is in the movie whenever they want. So whereas previously you
injected randomness at the data level, by perturbing your movie preferences slightly, now
you're injecting randomness at the model level, by making your friends ask different
questions at different times. And so your friends now form a random forest.”
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APPENDIX B: R CODE FOR RANDOM FORESTS AND PLOTS
library(plyr)
library(randomForest)
library(ggplot2)
library(scales)
library(party)
library(reshape2)
d<-read.csv("\Condensed_Tokens for R_Healey Aubrey.csv")
names(d)
summary(d)
d$Century<revalue(d$Century,c('1500'='1500s','1600'='1600s','1700'='1
700s','1800'='1800s','1900'='1900s'))
d<-d[complete.cases(d),]
d<-droplevels(d)
fit<randomForest(data=d,Semantics~Century+Construction.type+Per
son+Number+Tense+Aspect+Mood+Complement+NP.type+Oral...TRAN
SCRIBED..or.Written.,keep.forest=TRUE,importance=TRUE,test=
dat.all.mi$val,proximity=TRUE)
fit
rfimp<-as.data.frame(fit$importance)
rownames(rfimp)<-c("Century","Construction
Type","Person","Number","Tense","Aspect","Mood","Complement
","NP Type","O/T/W")
#variable importance
p<ggplot(rfimp,aes(y=reorder(rownames(rfimp),MeanDecreaseAccu
racy),x=MeanDecreaseAccuracy))
p<-p+geom_point(size=8,col="purple")
p<-p+ggtitle("Variable Importance")
p<-p+labs(x="Mean Decrease In Classification Accuracy \n
From Leaving Variable Out Of Trees \n HIGHER = VARIABLE IS
MORE IMPORTANT",y=NULL)
p<p+theme(axis.text=element_text(size=20),axis.title=element_
text(size=20),title=element_text(size=20))
p<-p+geom_vline(xintercept=0)
print(p)
#Example Classification Tree
library(party)
fit2<-ctree(Semantics~Century,data=d)
plot(fit2,main="Conditional Inference Tree For Semantics")
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#Semantics Over Time (overall)
tab<-table(d$Semantics,d$Century)
tab<-prop.table(tab,2)
sot<-melt(tab)
colnames(sot)<c("Semantics","Century","Relative.Frequency")
p<ggplot(sot,aes(x=Century,y=Relative.Frequency,colour=Semant
ics,group=Semantics))
p<-p+geom_point(alpha=0.7,size=5)
p<-p+geom_line(alpha=0.7,size=3)
p<-p+ggtitle("Semantics Over Time")
p<-p+labs(y="Relative Frequency For Each Century")
p<p+theme(axis.text=element_text(size=20),axis.title=element_
text(size=20),title=element_text(size=20))
print(p)
#Semantics Over Time (by construction)
tab2<-table(d$Semantics,d$Century,d$Construction.type)
tab2<-prop.table(tab2,c(3,2))
tab2[is.na(tab2)]<-0
sot2<-melt(tab2)
colnames(sot2)<c("Semantics","Century","Construction","Relative.Frequency"
)
p<ggplot(sot2,aes(x=Century,y=Relative.Frequency,colour=Seman
tics,group=Semantics))
p<-p+facet_grid(Construction~.)
p<-p+geom_point(alpha=0.7,size=5)
p<-p+geom_line(alpha=0.7,size=3)
p<-p+ggtitle("Semantics Over Time By Construction")
p<-p+labs(y="Relative Frequency For Each Century")
p<p+theme(axis.text=element_text(size=20),axis.title=element_
text(size=20),title=element_text(size=20))
print(p)
#Complement type over time (overall)
tab<-table(d$Complement,d$Century)
tab<-prop.table(tab,2)
cot<-melt(tab)
colnames(cot)<c("Complement","Century","Relative.Frequency")
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p<ggplot(cot,aes(x=Century,y=Relative.Frequency,colour=Comple
ment,group=Complement))
p<-p+geom_point(alpha=0.7,size=5)
p<-p+geom_line(alpha=0.7,size=3)
p<-p+ggtitle("Complement Over Time")
p<-p+labs(y="Relative Frequency For Each Century")
p<p+theme(axis.text=element_text(size=20),axis.title=element_
text(size=20),title=element_text(size=20))
print(p)
#Complement type over time (by construction)
tab2<-table(d$Complement,d$Century,d$Construction.type)
tab2<-prop.table(tab2,c(3,2))
tab2[is.na(tab2)]<-0
cot2<-melt(tab2)
colnames(cot2)<c("Complement","Century","Construction","Relative.Frequency
")
p<ggplot(cot2,aes(x=Century,y=Relative.Frequency,colour=Compl
ement,group=Complement))
p<-p+facet_grid(Construction~.)
p<-p+geom_point(alpha=0.7,size=5)
p<-p+geom_line(alpha=0.7,size=3)
p<-p+ggtitle("Complement Over Time By Construction")
p<-p+labs(y="Relative Frequency For Each Century")
p<p+theme(axis.text=element_text(size=20),axis.title=element_
text(size=20),title=element_text(size=20))
print(p)
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